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valid outstanding indebtedness of 'he city pursuant to section 75 of chapter 4 of the Revised
Statutes the mayor ai d city treasurer are herebv authorized to issue and sell bonds of the c:ty

ting of Palestine Commanening for work in the Order
n

..

..

W. Robinson.
Base
Struck
nson, 2; otY Herd, 3.
17; by Herd, 7. Sacrifice hits,
Kobinson. Double play, J. Robn. Hit by pitched ball, O’Conii. Johnson. Umpires, Colcord
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i.nal

of

Mason

to the amount of $113,000, payable twenty years
from their date and bearing interest at the rate
of 4 per cent per annum, payable semi-annually. The said bonds shall be signed by the mayor
and treasurer and the interest coupons thereto
annexed may bear the fac simile signatures of
the city treasurer, and the said bonds shall be
in such form as the mayor and treasurer may

meeting of Tranquil lodge of
jrn Wednesday evening, June
deem

proper.

Voted that the city treasurer is hereby authorized to call for payment on November 1st,
has
tnandery
practically decid- 1909, $113,000 bonds of the city which mature
1925, but which are now subject
ilgrimage to Seal Harbor, St. November 1st, at
the option of the city. And
to
hey will make the trip in theredemption
city treasurer is authorized to do all things
ieaving Belfast the 23d and necessary to carry out the purpose of this vote.
Voted that the committee on finance be and
and most of the next day at
is authorized and instructed to contrac t
hereby
home
the
of
arriving
evening
with E. M. Farnsworth & Co., for the sale of
will
be
Knights
accompanied by said bonds bearing interest at four per cent.,
1
following
bey will not go in uniform or payable semi-annually, upon &the
Co. is to determs, said E. M. Farnsworth
of
refunding, and shall
fray all the expenses
emple, No. 11, Pythian Sisters, pay to the treasurer of the city of Belfast the
thousand four hundred ($4,400.00)
"ullowing resolutions of respect: sum of four
dollars, as premium on said bonds.
Messenger of Death has again ! The mattter of
regulating the sewer system
pie and removed from our midst
and remarks were made by City
Mary Lane; therefore, be it wTas taken up
>t by her death Golden Cross
Engineer Hayes and Alderman Dickey.
The Shuman matter was taken up and
good member; and while we
were made by Alderman Morse, Street
remarks
mss is her eternal gain, yet we
Commissioner Cunningham and the Mayor.
■

I

■

■

■

ily

presence in our order and
fond remembrance of her.
we extend our heartfelt symily. and that as a token of remry our charter be draped in
rty days.
a copy of these resolutions
nur records, a copy sent to the
ister, and copies sent to the
.t

n

mr

publication,
v I. Flood,
)
■! a W. Gordon,
M. Welch,
)
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Resolutions

little son Frederick from
vititing Mrs. Vose mother, Mrs.
r‘ns°n, and other relatives_Sum-rj lost, a
valuable horse June 1st. It
roke it* neck_Mrs. Nettie White"lfa8t D visiting her cousin, Mrs.
Mr. J. W. Plummer has
h,)URc lot on High street....Ralph
Liberty is clerking for the Freey 1 o
Percy Turner’s house caught
e

and

and was quite badly damaged....
arnved June 5th and left June 7th
e for
their home in Houlton-Mr.

_amuel Tilton of Albion attended the
Academy...
from Pittsfield is visiting
*r. William
his other
and
Murray,
dr‘d friends in town...-Charles Bel-

at Freedom
^.•'Xerrises
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and legal notice. I will guarantee that Twill
OBITUARY.
Government.
The remains of Orris F. Hall of Boston arrivnot call on no lady to
pay her husbands tax or
in any way disturb or insult domestic
ed in Rockport June 3d and the funeral sertranquilThe June meeting of the city council was
Mrs.
who
was
and
I
Huldah
Jane
Barrows,
bom
further agree that in all
in vice was held on
ity
I will
Saturday at 11 a. m., Rev. W.
held Monday evening, June 7th, Mayor Hanson proceed in an orderly and legal thingB
manner as Brooks December 19, 1830, died at Hebron, O. Holman of
Rockland officiating, He is surpresiding. The records of the last meeting courtesy, decency and legality may be requir- Maine, June 3, 1909, after being helpless for vived
ed. All of which is most
by a mother; two brothers, James of
respectfully sub- two years from
were read and approved.
Roll of accounts No.
mitted by,
paralysis. Mrs. Barrows was Islesboro, Horatio of Rockland Highlands, and
Yours Truly,
3 was passed. Following are the amounts
one of the
Wayland Knowton.
large family of Doctor Jacob Rob- two sisters, Mrs. W. O. Cummings of Rockport
under the various appropriations:
To the Mayor and City Council of Belfast. erts, of which Doctor Wm. P. Roberts of Chi- and
Mrs. Wagner. Mr. Hall was found unconGentlemen:
1 hereby agree to collect the cago is now the
Contingent.$ 847 58
only survivor. She married scious in the streets and was taken at once to
taxes for 1909 for one and a half per cent, the
Fire department. 249 69
March
J.
25,
Doctor
Barrows
of
1852,
Henry
the Relief hospital and his relatives sent for.
Free Library. 205 90
city to pay for bond, printing and postage.
Hebron, who succeeded to the practice of Dr. His
General school purposes. 419 13
Respectfully yours,
brother, Horatio of Rockland, went at once,
17 45
School contingent.
Roberts in Brooks, where they resided until
C. H. Sargent.
but he never recognized him and died in half
70 00
On motion, the ballot of the convention was 1854, when
Cemetery.
they removed to North Vassalboro an hour. Mr. Hall was one of the most sucHighways. 1762 01
cast by the clerk and C. H. Sargent was deto remain until 1864, and then removed to
67 23
Free Text Books.
cessful restaurant men in Boston and a man
clared elected. The matter of an electric light
13 10
at the comer of Union and Condon street was Gardiner, where Dr. Barrows died in 1870. In highly respected
Repairs, Ins.
by all. The remains were
159
01
Park.
discussed.
1872, Mrs. Barrows being compelled to provide taken to Appleton for interment.
The matter of rewiring the Opera House and j
Adjourned.
for three children, established herself on BeaMiss
City Building wras taken up, and the committee
con
Hill, Boston, in a fashionable boarding home inMartha D. Swasey died June 2nd at her
asked for further time.
A BELFAST MAN IN CALIFORNIA.
Bucksport. She slipped on some steps
house business, which she conducted most suc- some four
An order was read and passed that an abatemonths ago and fractured her
ment of 3 per cent be made to tax payers who
Mr. Frank B. Strout has received an interest- cessfully until her health failed three years shoulder blade, and the
;
injury and shock to one i
of
her
pay their taxes on or before August 15th, and
advanced
age, 76 years, proved fatal. !
ing personal letter from Mr. S. Wm. Olson, who ago, in conjunction with the old Deveraux
that a discount of 1 per cent be allowed until
She leaves one brother, Dennis D.
Swazey, and |
October 1st. It was ordered that all taxes for left Belfast recently to make his home on the Mansion at Marblehead Neck, Massachusetts, many other relatives. She was one
of a large
Pacific coast, and from which we are permitted where she catered to a large company from all family of the late Thomas
the year 1909 shall be due November 1, 1909.
Swazey, one of the !
An order was read and passed that the Com- to make extracts.
Mr. Olson is located in parts of the country during the summer early settlers and prominent citizens and a
member of the firm of S. B.
mittee on City Property be instructed to install
Swazey & Co.,
Stockton, California, and naturally his first months and which she transferred to her niece, merchants and
the $33 lights as shown by plans for lights for
shipbuilders in Bucksport in the
are
for
the
friends
to
be
connected
thoughts
he
has
Miss
had
been
left behind
for some 60’s.
Mary Roberts, who
pillars at the park, said lights
him. He enquires for Rev. William Vaughan years an assistant. The three children of Mrs.
with the current immediately.
An order was read and passed that the Com- and asks how he is
Mr. Levi L. Robbins died very
getting along in the church; Barrows all died of tuberculosis after reachsuddenly at
the
City Engineer, asks for
mittee on Sewers, assisted by
2.45 a. m. June 7th, at his home in the
Mr. Hill and his wife and little son,
city, of |
ing maturity A grandson by the daughter and
be instructed to see that all man holes are
cleaned out, and also to order all not connected and Mr. Gilmore, and says: “I would like to two grandsons by the youngest son, survive : pneumonia. The funeral will be held at the
their
it
with the sewer where
premises drop in and see you all. I like to hear from her. Mrs. Barrows was a woman of
passes
1 home at 2 p. m. tomorrow,
Friday. An obituary i
strong
to do so.
will be given next week.
you and the people around the neighborhood character and broad intellectuality and secured
An order was read and passed that Mr. N. F.
and how you all are getting along." He had seen an excellent education for
Houston, executor of the will of the late
girls in those early
Rachel McClintock, be requested to turn over in The Journal sent him the deaths of James
The News Of Belfast.
days at Hebron Academy. Her older sister,
to the Treasurer of the City of Belfast the
P. Wight and Edward Stephenson and
says: Amorina, and youngest sister, Ellen, were
amounts of the said Rachel McClintock’s be"I was surprised to hear of Stephenson’s death,
respectively wives of Dr. Ezra Manter of Winmo* uauu concert oi tne season last
quests to the Home for Aged Women and the
Fribut such is life.’’ He also enquires for Peter
Belfast free LaDrary.
Her sister Phoebe was the wife of day evening attracted a
terport.
good sized crowd,which
Park
Commissioner,
H. M. Bennett.
reported Olson and family and asks to be remembered Wm. P. Miller of North Vassalboro. Her
listened with pleasure to the selections
that he had set out 53 elms, 10 yellow birch, 2
played
to all friends. Of himself he says:
brothers were Hamlin M. Roberts of Jackson,
white birch, 61 maples, 3 mountain ash, 2 yelImportant to Steamboat Men. It has here“I
am well, and have been well ever since I
4
horse
3
chestnuts,
low wood,
Barnabas M., of Stockton, Wellington of North
purple maples.
tofore been understood that rival steamboat
3 dogwood, 10 white willows, 2 yellow willows, came from the hospital a year ago. I have not
Vassalboro, Charles L., of Yates City, Illinois, lines could make use of
and 60 shrubs; had dug 504 feet of ditch, grad- lost a meal, and feel better than I did
wharves owned by
ten years Porter B. of New York and William P. of Chied avenues, hauled rocks and weeded and trimothers on payment of wharfage, but this no
I am thinking of coming down to see
med shrubbery. The donations were as fol- ago.
you cago, 111.
longer holds good. That a steamboat company
lows: James Wallace, dressing; James Sholes, all, but I do not know when. I am working in
may exclude others from the use of wharves
John Fanley Norton was born in Palermo
dressing; Whitten Bros., grass seed; Chester a repairing carriage shop and it keeps me busy.
Me., March 1, 1834. He died in Los Angeles, when owned exclusively by it was in effect dePooler, cedar stakes.
Stockton
is a stirring place. We live between
the
The petition of G. A. Gilchrest et als. for
Cal., on Monday, April 26, 1909. He came to cided in the Supreme Court of the U. S. June
city to appropriate $50 to aid in the construc- two railroads, only one block from the depot, California via Panama in 1856. He was mar- 1st in the case of the Weems
Steamboat Comtion of a public float to be located west of the and it is the nosiest place in Stockton. Busi- ried in San Joaquin county, at Lockford. Several sons and three daughters were given to pany of Baltimore vs. the
Eastern S. S. Co’s wharf was read and granted. ness is
Peoples Steamboat
j
quite good here. They are building this
four
have
of
whom
died.
His
The request of A. J. Knowlton, Supt. of
conunion,
Company. The United States Circuit Court of
houses and making good roads. Last version occurred wrhen he was a
Schools, for an appropiation of $1,200 to raise many
young man. He j
had held that a wharf is not private
the roof of the main building at the North year the city had road contracts to the amount was an active member of the church as long as Appeals
his health would permit, sang in the choir, was property in the sense that the public may be
school, so that a room might be finished there of $80,000, but this year it will be a
deal
good
a steward and trustee.
He came to Southern j excluded from it and refused to
to accomodate the 4th grade, in order to regrant the inmore as they had an election for
good roads : California in 1882, and located in Compton,
lieve crowded conditions, was read and referjunction. The Supreme Court reversed that
and it carried. We have some pretty
where
he
resided
nine
red to the Committee on schools.
years. They then
good
The statement of Seaside Hose Co. that the buildings here. The new hotel building is all moved to Los Angeles, where he resided eigh- ruling and decided for the Weems Company.
following articles were necessary for the com- made of concrete with the exception of the ; teen years. He was one of the oldest members
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones anpletion of the building now occupied as hose finishing. We also have a fine new bank build- of the Union Avenue Methodist Episcopal j
house was read and referred to the Committee ing seven stories high, with the latest equip- Church. He leaves his wife, four sons, two nounce a departure for Boston on a special
ments.
The Y. M. C. A. also have a fine build- daughters, one sister, twTo brothers, eight shopping trip Monday, June 14th. Orders for
on city property.
It is only four stories high, but is an
and three great-grandchildren. a
4 casks Portland cement.. .$10.00 ing.
up- grandchildren
coat, skirt, evening or street gown, or anyGround floor
He was a staunch Christian. He was a good
5.00 to-date building.
4 loads gravel.
nave just
nau a
true
friend
and an affectionate husband thing in their line out of the ordinary, received
election.
citizen,
There
city
I 500 ft. Carolina pine. 21.50
were three parties in the campaign—Democraand father.
He had many good qualities. A before that date, will have personal attention.
Meeting room floor Lahor j man 3 days.
z50
tic, Republican and the Good Government large circle of friends will sincerely mourn :
.June 7th, the Belfast Savings Bank declar6.00
The
The
funeral services were held in
Democrats
their
loss.
won
60 ft. gutters a 10.
League.
by a small maed its 82nd semi-annual dividend to
depositors
2.88 jority. The Democrats represent the saloon,
the Union Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church
36 ft. conductors a 8.
4.80 and the Good Government League is against
3 gal paint.
Wednesday, April 28. The sons were pall- j1 at the rate of 4 per cent. Since this bank was
the liquor traffic. In time I believe the G. G. bearers. The pastor was assisted in the ser- organized in 1868, it has
paid to depositors a
$57.68 L. will win the victory. The liquor question vices by former PastorsRevs.R. S.Fisher, A. W. total of
$1,354,442.35. Deposits in this bank
is a hard monster to light.
This is a license Adkidson, J. B. Green. Laurence and Bunker.
The members of the company are to do the
State but we have only 151 saloons in the The interment was in Compton Cemetery.— are exempt from taxation.Don’t forget the
work, with the possible exception of laying the
county. 1 do not know how many brewerries. Los Angeles paper.
great closing out sale by Fred A. Johnson at
floor as specified in the estimate.
Two years ago the good citizens of Stockton
The deceased was the son of the late Samuel his dry goods store in Masonic Temple. There
The petition of F. G. Mixer et als that the
called
an election to close the saloons on Sunand Anne Norton of Palermo and a brother of are bargains in all lines-A. A. Howes & Co.
$25 tax on the ball grounds due from the Y. M.
and won the victory, but the saloon men
A. and B. H. S. be abated was read and grant- day
have been working ever since to get them open, E. G. Norton of Liberty, Ex-Sheriff S. G. sell Patton's Sun-Proof paints.
They also
ed.
and this year they won. But w'e are not going Norton and Mrs. John A. Chadwick of this carry floor
paints, Jap-a-lac, Muresco, oil, varA communication was received from Supt. of
to give it up, and will wrork harder now and
the
attention
of
get
Mr.
S.
G.
Norton
him
visited
in the nishes, brushes, etc.The Dinsmore Store
Schools A. J. Knowlton calling
them closed, not only on Sunday but on seven city.
the board to the fact that the South School.
winter of 1905.
has an attractive advt. this week. They offer
days of the week.
Grammar, High, and Head of the Tide school
“Have
heard from Mr. and Mrs. Anderjust 218 pairs of women’s sample shoes, worth
buildings do not meet with the specifications son lately?you I went to see them last fall. You
a week’s illness of bronchial pneuFollowing
named in chapter 100 of the laws of Maine- pass$2 a pair (a few $2.50) at only $1.49. One hunThe matter was re- know they live in Concord now’. I stopped monia, Mrs. Annie S. Glidden, widow of the dred
ed at the last legislature.
pairs are displayed in the window_The
with them about a week and had a good time. late Rensalaer C. Glidden, and sister of John
of
Schools
that
he
ferred to the Superintendent
I wish you had been there with me and could
City National Bank has 54 additional safety deascertain the cost of the necessary changes see
G. Cunningham, the well known liveryman,
the works—the greatest you could ever j
and how soon they must be made.
posit boxes in course of construction for their
see in the way of buildings and
machinery. J died at the home of her son, Albert Glidden, in
The petition of Mrs. Coleman Sheldon et als.
The rent is only $3 per annum_The
Anderson
is at the head of the carpentry work; Watertown, Mass., Thursday evening, May vault.
for a light at the corner of Union and Condon
stock of millinery and fancy goods of Mrs. H.
he makes good wages and is doing well. I have
about 8 o’clock. Mrs. Glidden left Frankstreets was granted.
20th,
been no where else except Antioch, w'here Mr.
B. Cunningham and Fernald & Coombs, in The
The petition of Wm. Vaughan et als. for a
Hill from Lincolnville lives. I also had a good lin, Mass., three weeks before to care for her
Journal block, Church street, is offered for j
gravel walk in East Belfast from the house of time there. Now I am
a
time
in
in
while
her
son
and
good
Watertown,
having
grandchildren
I. L. Perry to the lane westerly of the stock
sale. Home interests necessitate the sale of a
the carriage shop, working and keeping steady
his wife went to New Mexico, Mr. Glidden
farm was taken up, and the petition was grantat it.
I w’ant to go down to San Francisco. I
business. It is a good opening for the
ed, with the provision that the petitioners aid do not know
there
on
business
for
the
Hood
Rubber paying
just when, but some time when going
in its construction.
Safety is the watchword of the
right
party...
Co., of which firm he has been a trusted emmy brother is at liberty to go with me. If I
The petition of G. C. Kilgore, et als., for a
Waldo Trust Co. which is building a substango I want to go and see Mr. Anderson’s brother ploye for several years.
Mrs. Glidden was
new cross walk across Main street between the
and Wilson Eilis, if he is there yet.” £££,
tial surplus for the protection of its depositors.
old bank building and the City Drug Store was
only ill a week and for the last four days her
Denwood, the clairvoyant and palmist,
read and laid on the table.
condition
was
critical.
Twro
trained
nurses
NEWS
OF THE GRANGES.
The matter of making an appropriation for
may still be consulted at 18 Spring street.
had
been
in
attendance.
Deceased
was
63
years
the band on the maiden trip of the steamer
For Protection From Fire.
Comet Grange, Swanville, is prospering and of age and a native of Belmont, Me., but had
Following
City of Belfast was taken up, and the board of
aldermen was made a committee to act. with has had three new names
been
a
Franklin
for
for memresident of
the past 40 is the act for the safeguarding of schools
presented
Mr. Dickey as chairman to raise money to pay
against danger from fire, to which the
bership.
years, and had the respect and esteem of a
the band and arrange for a trip to Bangor on
attention of the city government has been
the new steamer City of Bangor
Penobscot Pomona Grange will meet with large circle of friends. She leaves one son,
called by the school committee. It applies to
The petition of A. Harris relative to the Eastern Star
Grange, Hampden, June 12th. Albert, and two brothers, John G. Cunningham
sewer under the Masonic building was taken
the High, Grammar, South Primary and Head
of
Franklin
and
H.
of
This
been
has
George
Cunningham
program
to the cityarranged: Display of
up and the matter was referred
of the Tide buildings. It is chapter 100 of the
solicitor.
weeds; opening exercises; address of welcome, Reno, Nev. Her husband died about 10 years
laws c f 1909;
The committee on lights asked for further Mrs. Charles
Raw'son Luf- ago and she had spent a good part of the time
Patterson;
response,
time on the petition for an arc light on Waldo
at the home of her son in Watertown. Funeral
Hartwell
kin;
business;
paper,
Miller;
question
avenue.
whole or in part as a school house shall be pro- |
services were held in Watertown and the re- vided with
The matter of refunding the city bonds was box; recess; conference secretaries; paper, Mrs.
proper egresses or other means of
taken up by the Mayor and Aldermen Dickey Ella M. Thurston; call to order and music; con- mains were brought to Searsmont and interred escape from fire sufficient for the use of all
and Morse.
persons therein accommodated. These egresfifth degree; address, Rural Progress in in the family lot in Oak Grove cemetery.
ses and means of escape shall be kept unobThe petition of the N. E. Tel. a: Tel. Co. for ferring
structed, in good repair and ready for use.
permission to erect poles and wires on the Pat- Church and School, Prof. Calvin Clark; topic,
Mrs. Nancy J. Leach, formerly of Belfast,
was
read
and
Belfast,
terson road, East
grant- Weeds and How to Kill Them, Clarence Carter;
Stairways on the outside of the building shall
died very suddenly at the home of her have suitable railed landings at each
Me.,
ed.
story
host grange; closing exercises.
program,
It was
Order No. 24 was read and passed.
daughter, Mrs. J. T. Lee, at Boston Corners, N. above the first, accessible at each story from
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, has adoptdoors or windows and such stairways, doors or
as follows:
Y. on June 3rd. Mrs. Leach was born in East

City

Belfast...

Government..Base Ball. Com-

tv

THURSDAY, JUNE IQ,

from the Good Will school

on

j
{

Alderman Dickey was appointed to take up the
matter and the Clerk was instructed to inform
the Council, asking that two councilmen be
appointed to act on the committee.
The Board was addressed by the Street Commissioner relative to moving telephone poles
where said poles interfere with the public
An order was passed in the Board of
travel.
Municipal Officers empowering the Street Commissioner to change the location of such poles,
but

the order went

no

IN JOINT

further.

CONVENTION.

The communication of the Supt. of Schools
relative to exits on the school houses was presented by Mayor Hanson.
The petition of Arnold Harris relative to the
Assosewer now used by the Masonic Temple
ciation was read. The meeting was addressed
the
association,
by R. P. Chase on behalf of
offering objections to said petition. andLouis
was
Harris spoke in behalf of the petition,
mayor was heard
replied to by Mr. Chase. The
Louis
in
mebutal,
by
made
were
and remarks
Harris.
Bids for the collection of taxes were received
as follows:
Hon. Mayor and Aldermen:>nd Council of
the City of Belfast: 1 will collect the taxes
on the dollar;
for the ensuing year for 10 mills
Real Estate and Personal Property. I will furnish my own office, where the People who payall office hours.
taxes can find me ot all hours;
I guarantee that no tax payer shall be charged
of some illeout
10 or 20 cents or be swindled
I will guarangal fees for dunning letters.
his property
tee that no taxpayer shall have
for taxes without open, honest
sold
...

privately

ed the

following

resolutions:

Whereas, Our brother, Daniel B. Dolloff, has
been removed by death from Harvest Moon
Grange; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in his death this grange has
lost a worthy member; that although his failing
health has prevented his attendance for several
months, we shall always remember him as one
who enjoyed our meetings and was a generous
and faithful helper.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the family, and that as a mark of respect to our brother our charter be draped in

mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That these resolutions be recorded
on our

books.

Resolved, That a copy be sent to his widow
and copies sent to the weekly papers for publication.

R. S. Waid,
A. M. Higgins,
E. A. Stevens,

Committee

\

on

) Resolutions.

commencement at Freedom.

1

Knox and was a sister of the late Mrs. C. F.
Mcrison of this city and the last of her family.
For about 30 years she was a nurse in New
York City and had nursed for Dr. John A.
Wyeth, Dr. W. N. Guernsey, H. Marion Sims,
St. Glair Smith, and many others. The funeral
services were held at the home of her daughter on Sunday, June 6th, at 3 P. M.
Among
the many beautiful flowers were a pillow of
roses, lilies and carnations with the word,
“Mother,” another large pillow of roses and
lilies with the word, “Grandma,” a wreath of
lilies of the valley and white sweet peas, a
sheaf of wheat, a lovely pillow from the
Ladies’ Aid Society, and a large piece of calla
lilies and roses from her physician, Dr. Charles
R. Skinner. She leaves a daughter, two sons,
several grandchildren and one greatgrand son.
The interment was at Hawthorne, N. Y.

Following is the program of the baccalaureVerena E., widow of the late Robert Patterate service in the Congregational church, Free
at the home of her son,
son Curtis, died
dom, Sunday, June 6th:
Maurice E. Curtis, Condon street, Wednesday
Organ Voluntary—“Andante,”
Goltermann
evening, June 2nd. She was taken ill while
Doxology,
visiting at the home of her son and suffered a
Congregation
Invocation
paralytic shock which with other complica“0 Salutaris,”
McCabe tion caused her death. She was a native of
Male Quartette
Stockton, the daughter of Amos and Ameila
Responsive Reading
“Praise the Lord,”
Maker (Staples) Treat, but had resided in Belfast for
Male Quartette
25 years. She was a devoted mother, caring
Scripture Reading
first for her home and its interests and rarely
Prayer
Response—“Come Unto Me,”
Johnson leaving it for outside pleasures. Her age was
Male Quartette
Her husband died
63 years and 9 months.
Announcements
and she is survived by the
Morrison January 15, 1909,
Offertory—“Meditation, Op 90,”
Hymn,—“Come, Thou Almighty King,” Giardini following children: Mrs. Sarah Handren of
Hoboken, N. J., Mrs. Harriet Fales of WestCongregation
Sermon
boro, Mass., Maurice E., James T., Robert L.,
Rev. Horace I. Holt, Preacher
all of this city. The
“Thou Will Keep Him,”
Tenney Allen L. and Maude I.,
funeral was held at 3 o’clock Thursday afterMale Quartette
Benediction
noon at her late home on Congress street, Rev.
Sabathil Albert E. Luce, pastor of the M. E. church,
Postlude—Nocturne,
officiating. The interment was in Grove CemeSunday evening a vesper service was held in tery.
the church with the
following program:
Sarah W., widow of John K. Levanseller,
Voluntary
“Lead, Kindly Light,”
Lansing died June 3d at her home in Waldo after an illMale Quartette
ness of some months, aged 85 years.
She was
Responsive Reading
in Union, the daughter of David and
born
Chorus, “To the Battle,”
Herndon
Rachel Gay, but had lived in Waldo the greatScripture Reading
Solo, “Come, O Weary One,”
Stearns er part of her life. Her husband died some 42
Mr. Linscott
years ago, and of four children born to them
Prayer
Gilbert C. and Charles A. Levanseller survive,
Response, “Light after Darkness,”
Male Quartette
with one sister of her father's family Mrs.
Chorus, “Jesus, the Way,”
Bilhorn Lucinda Chase of Salem, Mass. Mrs. LevanSolo, “Song of the Angels,”
seller was a charter member of Frederick
Mr. Carl Hogan
Address,
Ritchie Grange, and was highly respected by
,,

Rev. Horace I. Holt
Abide with Me,”
Male Quartette

...,.,

D

..

Benediction
Postlude

Adams

all who knew her. The funeral service was
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. J. W.
Vaughan officiating, and the interment was in
Waldo.

windows shall be

kept

clean of snow, ice and

other obstructions. In school buildings of more
than one story there shall be at least two separate means of egress by inside or outside stairway, and each story above the first shall be
supplied with means of extinguishing fire, consisting of pails of water or other portable apparatus, or of a hose attached to a suitable
water supply, and such appliance shall be kept i
at all times ready for use and in good condi-

Upon written notification by the superintending school committee that any school
building does not meet the specifications herein named, the municipal officers of the town
shall at once proceed to correct the defects, and
tion.

any failure so to act shall render the town liable to the provisions of section sixteen of chapfifteen of the revised statutes.—(Approved
March 18.)
The penalty is the withholding of further
payments from the State school fund and mill
tax until the law is complied with, which
would mean a loss to Belfast of about $4,000

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Miss Abbie Doak was the guest
recently of
Miss Lillian Mowry in Searsport.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook delivered the Memorial
Day address in Sanford May 31st.

vejr,

returned

Miss Inez Avery of Garland is the guest of
her cousin, Miss Alice M. Nickerson.

Mrs. Frank Hamm is visiting Frank P.
Hamm and wife at Hiram Dorr’s in
Bucksport.

Mrs. John Lowell of Prospect is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd in Northport.

Harry and Frederick Starrett arrived from
Bangor last week for a brief visit to relatives.

Miss Louise Hall is at home from the Uniof Maine for the summer vacation.

versity

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes and Miss
Howes returned from Boston
by Friday morning’s boat.

Milton B. Hills of Northport spent
Sunday
with his brother at the E. M. C.S.,

Bucksport.

Mrs. J. W. Emery of this city has opened her
cottage on Maple street, Northport campground,
for the season.

Leslie S. Raleigh arrived homo
Wednesday
from Lynn, Mass., and will remai until after
4th.
July

Louise Heald is at home from Boswhere she has been attending the Museum
School of Art.

Frederick R. Weymouth of
Troy has been
elected president of the class of 1910, at Bates.

Russell H. Lord has been elected leader of
the Colby Glee Club, and Harvey Allen of Camden is the manager.

Elisha II. Conant left
Monday for Fort
Fairfield to visit his only brother,
Joseph, who
is very ill.

Hon. A. I. Brown and Mrs. Brown arrived
to spend a few weeks at their
home on Miller street.

Mrs. E. W. Berry of Rockland has been the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Walker,
Spring street.

Miss E.

ton

College.

Friday night

city over Sunday as the guest of Orrin J.
Dickey on High street.

Richard C. Rankin, who spent the
past two
in San Francisco, is
visiting his sister,
Mrs. Benj. Kelley.

Jessie C. Nickerson of Searsport was
of Miss Deborah Williams
Court street, Houlton.

Mrs. A. M. Small and little daughter of Freearrive today for a short visit with.
Miss Amy E. Stoddard.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford left Sun-

day morning for Orono to attend Commencement at the University of Maine.

Mrs. William B. Woodbury and son Kenneth
of York arrived Saturday to visit her
parents.
Dr. and Mrs. S. W. Johnson.

Little Earl Chamberlain, a student at the
Mute School in Portland, arrived home last
Saturday for the summer vacation.

Miss Edna A. Hopkins went to
Islesboro Saturday for a short visit with Miss Beulah Philbrook, who is teaching there.

Lester Pendleton of Islesboro

wras

in

this

years

Miss

recently the guest
on

*•'**-'

uci

iuiuituic

dom will

Mrs. A. W. Robinson and
daughter Alma oX
ac ineir farm in South
Belfast
where they will spend the summer.

iruin

Belfast to the house of her father, John M.
in North Deer Isle.—Ellsworth American.

Ellis,

Miss Louise Hazeltine returned last Thurs-

William

M. Black of Belfast
day from Boston, where she attended Miss
line at the reception
Frances Howes’ graduation from Miss McClin- ceiving
Kappa house at the University
tock’s School.
day afternoon.
Rev. D. L. Wilson and Mr. A. J. Knowlton
returned Saturday morning from Frankfort,
where they attended an installation and ordination

the rethe Phi Eta
of Maine Tueswas on

at

The Folwells will arrive on the
Boston boat
the morning of June 23d, and as
usual the
steamer Castine will be on hand to
transfer
them to Isola Bella.

Friday.

on

Mrs.

Lizzie C. Andrews and daughter Izzelle

Belfast friends will he interested to learn
Mrs. i. ti Mower was elected
president of
the Waterville Woman's Association at thenannual meeting, held
Monday.

leave Saturday morning for Temple Heights,
where they will spend the summer.—Rockland
Courier-Gazette.

that

Dr. Elmer Small left last Friday on a fishing
trip to Rainbow lake and was joined Monday
by Hon. A. I. Brown. They expect to arrive

Mrs. Frank Brewster, who went
time ago with the intention of locating, returned home yesterday, confident
that the chances of life a.e better east than
Mr. and

west

home the last of this week.
and Mrs. Charles A. Cobb of Bangor
been spending a few days in Northport
the past w eek as the guest of friends and looking after their cottage property there.
Mr.

have

some

west.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Russ, airs. F. A.
Griffin and Mrs. D. H. Strout will
represent T.H
Marshall Post and Circle at the annual
encampment of the Maine G. A. R. in
Portland June
9th and 10th.

Rev. A. A. Smith went to Dorchester, Mass.,
this week, and officiated last night at the wedding of Mr. Ralph 0. Critchett and Miss Arline
Stafford, which took place in Dorchester.

Dr. and Mrs. George F. Fames of
Boston
will arrive about the first of
July and will occupy their cottage at Murphy’s Point for the

Miss Louise Read has returned from Portland, where she has been attending a business
college, and will act as stenographer for the
Read Garage & Machine Co. during the summer

automobile.

City Treasurer and Mrs. Frank J. Small of
Waterville have arrived home from their wedding trip to England and Mrs. Small came to
Belfast last Saturday to visit her brother,
Samuel Hodgkinson, for a fewr days.

Friends of air. and airs. Caleb E. S. Burns of
Waterville are extending congratulations to
them on the birth of a son, June 5th. Mr
Burns has been a frequent guest of his
sister,
Mrs. D. L. Wilson, in this city.

Miss Emerald Bradman of this city took the
part of “Mehitable Doolittle” in the three-act
farce, “Breezy Point,” given by the Colby Col-

Mrs. Fred N. Savery, grand treasurer of the
State department, Ladies of the G. A. R., left

summer.

They

will

make the trip to Maine by

aionday for Portland to attend the sessions of
gymnasium Saturday evening the Department of Maine, accompanied by her
for the benefit of the Women's Athletic Asso- mother, Mrs. Nahum S. Piper.
lege girls

in the

ciation.

Miss Ella Snow, who has been visiting at W.
H. Snow’s for several weeks, went to Monroe

Robert S. Davis of Camden celebrated
her 90th birthday May 31st. She had many remembrances from friends and received hosts
of callers during the day. She is able to assist
in household duties and is a remarkably smart
Mrs.

aionday,

en

route to

Winterport

and Seal Har-

bor, to visit her brother aiadison before
ing to her home in Waterville.

return-

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Sargent will leave
Saturday for Gorham to attend the com

woman.

next

Representative Norman H. White of Brookline, Mass., will be a candidate against Governor Draper next fall if the railroad
holding
bill passes the legislature in its present form.
Mr. White is a summer resident at Saturday
Cove and an ardent yachtsman.

mencement

exercises of
Gorham Normal
School, from which their daughter. Miss Frances A. Sargent, will be graduated.

Mrs. E. C. Dow and son, Neil W., are
spending the week in Freedom with relatives and
attending the commencement exeerscises at
Albert W. Stevens was in town from Orono Freedom Academy. Her brother, Clyde M.
for over Sunday.
Mr. Stevens, who was grad- Ward, is a member of the graduating class.
uated from the electrical engineering course in
Fred A. Shute of Pasadena, Cal., is the guest
the class of 1907, received his Master’s degree of his brother,
Ralph D. Shute, Waldo avenue.
and
leaves
Orono
yesterday,
today for Idaho His mother, Mrs. Margaret J. Shute, di<*d last
City, Idaho, where he will have charge of a week, but he was unable to arrive in time for
power plant.
the funeral, owing to illness in his own family.
Mrs. W. C. Pooler was given a surprise
Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce Woodcock returned
party Saturday afternoon in honor of her
from a carriage drive to Bingham,
birthday by a company of lady friends. Re- Monday
freshments of salads, sandwiches, cake, coffee where they spent several days fishing, with exand ice cream were served.
A very jolly time cellent results.
It was too cold there for
Mrs. Pooler, though taken by
was enjoyed.
black flies and mosquitoes, and they saw snow
became
at
once
the
surprise,
entertaining hostin the woods in some places, while the mayess.—Camden Herald.
were just coming out.
They made the
Clarence Morgan, who has been employed in flowers
Belfast the past few years, has returned to return trip of ninty miles in tw o days.
Ellsworth with his wife and opened a restauFollowing is a description of the bandmasrant in the Gay nor building on Water street.
There will be a general restaurant on the ter’s jewrel presented to Mr. Frank -J. Rigby,
ground floor and a ladies’ dining-room on the director of the Rumford Band, of which men-

per

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending June 7, 1909:
Charles S. Abbott, Knox, to Georgie A. Harding, do.; land in Knox.
Elroy R. Bowen, Belfast, to Selden A. Flanders, do.; land in Belfast.
Mary L. Berry, Liberty, to Clarence C. Sylvester, do.; land and buildings in Liberty.
Harriette Averill Batchelder, Frankfort, to
Odin L. Downs, do.; land in Frankfort.
Helen M. Bird, Northport, to Lucy J. Rowe,
do.; land and buildings in Northport.
Fred H. Downs, Frankfort, to Emma M.
Downs, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
James C. Durham, et als., Belfast, to Alonzo
R. Leadbetter, do.; land in Belfast.
Herbert E. Knowlton, Cambridge, Mass., to
Oscar W. Gould, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
John F. Marden, Searsmont, to Walter E.
Ordway; land in Searsmont.
E. C. Marden, Swanville, to C. M. Conant,
Winterport; land in Swanville.
William A. and Herbert E. Morrill, Belmont,
to Willard A. Morrill, do.; land and buildings in
Belmont.
Richard H. Martin, Lincolnville, to Sidney P.
Martin, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
George J. Papillon, Manhattan, N. Y., to
Harriet A. Doyle, do.; land in Islesboro.
Peter Pooler, Brewer, to Switzer Water Co.,
Prospect; land and buildings in Prospect.
William S. Seekins, Swanville, to Nora E.
Seekins, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
Jere A. Small, Belfast, to Leander Small,
Waterbury, Conn.; land in Belfast.
Edward J. and Fred N. Vose, Knox, to Chas.
S. Abbott, do.; land in Knox.
Fred P. Webb, Swanville, to Fred J. Webb,
do.; land in Swanville.
Charles O. Peavey, Waldo, to Clara A. Hardo.; land and buildings in Waldo and Swan-

Frank G. Mixer spent Sunday with his mother
his former home in Penobscot.

Miss Winnifred H. Kimball has
from a two weeks’ visit in Boston.

Miss Alberta Farnham returned last week
from a few days’visit with friends in Rockland.

down river from Bangor
on the boat last Friday afternoon,
having successfully passed his examinations at the University of Maine Law school. He will return
in the fall, and meanwhile will go a-fishing and
otherwise enjoy himself after a winter of hard

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

at

Arthur Shales is at home from the Univerof Maine for the summer vacation.

second floor.—Ellsworth American.

annum.

Mrs. Rachel Kingsbury is the
guest of relatives in Urity.

sity

ter

Carleton Doak

|

23

tion

was

:
1

made last week:

jewel

is solid gold in the shape of a
modified Maltese cross pendant from a gold
baron which is inscribed “J F. Rigby." The
The

came

arms

of the

cross

are

connected

by

a

laurel

On the plain surface in the center is
an open music score and baton, which is encircled by a raised ring on which the w'ord Bandmaster” is engraved, and on the arms of the
study.
just outside the ring, appear the words
j! cross,
“From
Rumford BL.nd,” ai d the date “May 24,
Ex-Gov. John D. Long of Massachusetts has
1909.” The jewel was in a satin lined morocco
accepted an invitation from the Maine Com- case and was designed by Eben H. Cain of
mandery of the Loyal Legion to be present Boston.
August 27th, at Paris Hill, and take part in the
The commencement exercises of the School
dedicatory exercises of the Hamiin memorial of Engineering, Drexel Institute, will take
tablet.
Gov. Long was born in the adjoining place June 17th, and an attractive program has
town of

Buckfield.

Mary Helen Bird, w’ho has been taking
at the New England Conservatory of
Music, Boston, has been offered an excellent
position as supervisor of music in the public
schools at Presque Isle. The offer came to
her through the recommendation of her proMiss

a course

fessor in the Public School music course, and
will probably accept it.

she

R. B. Stover and daughter. Miss Florence,
left Bucksport last Friday noon by boat en
route to Chicago, 111.
They will be joined in
Washington, D. C., by Miss Marian Stover, the
older daughter. At Chicago the party will be
met by Dr. James Carey of Denver, Colo., and
Miss Florence Stover and Dr. Carey will be
married and shortly proceed to Colorado to reside, where Dr. Carey has a large practice.

Friends of Miss Cora S. Morison and Elizabeth A. Quimby have received handsomely engraved invitations for the Wellesley College
commencement functions during the week ending June 29th, when both youngladies will be
graduated. Mrs. E. J. Morison, Miss Morison, Mrs. George A. Quimby, Miss Quimby, Mrs.
Augusta Frederick, Miss Florence M. Hill and
Miss Frances Howes expect to go up from Belfast. Mr. W. K. Morison and Miss Evelyn P.
Morison are to come on from Minneapolis, and
Miss Marian Hazeltine, Smith ’ll, is also to be
their guest.

w’reath.

been arranged.
stitution has on

This fine and flourishing ina number of bright and
promising youths, one of the cleverst of whom
is Ross Ernest Patterson, the son of Capt. and
Mrs. Ernest Otis Patterson, who for many
years have claimed Charleston as their home,
and who are particularly popular here. Mr.
Ross Ernest Patterson is president of the class
of 1909, School of Engineering.
He has written a heart-stirring class song, which he has
also set to music, for the forthcoming class
day exercises. Mr. Patterson has won honors
and won his way to the hearts of his college
mates—Charleston, S. C., New’s and Courier,
June 3rd.

its roll

SEAKSMONT.

Mrs. C. H. Bryant has returned from China.
Charles F. Swift and Miss Cunningham
of Belfast were guests of Mrs. Emma Taylor
Sunday-Mrs. James Fuller has gone to Boston to visit her daughters_Hon. and Mrs. R.
F. Dunton of Belfast were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. McCorrison June 6th.Mr. and
Mrs. B. O. Norton and son Charles and Miss
Robinson of Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
B. Dyer of Belfast, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. Q. Brown June 6th-Mr. and Mrs. D.
F. Hopkins of Camden were guests of J. E. McFarland Sunday_Mr. Henry Ladd, who spent
the winter and spring with his sister. Mrs. M.
E. Packard, has returned to Lowell-District
Superintendent D. B. Phelan will hold the first
quarterly conference Saturday evening, June
12th, and will preach Sunday morning at 10.30,
June 13th... .The church supper last Thursday
-Mr.

evening

was

very

Frank Collina will
this week.

liberally patronized.Mr.
move his family to Union

have tried to keep the number of
skilled workmen at a minimum by restricting the training of American boys

tions,
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TllORN DIKE.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

Rev. David Brackett delivered the Memorial
at the Centre church last Sunday afterHis text was from 1st Kings, 8, 44-45.
noon.
There was a good attendance and good music.
_Miss Elva Hasty passed May 29th, 30th and
31st with her mother, Mrs. Louise Hasty. She

} Bu“ Onager

sermon

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

returned to her school in Belfast Monday night.
.Mrs. Sarah Gross of Dexter is visiting her
son, Burton Gross, and family.Willie Andrews recently came from Wisconsin to visit
his sisters, Mrs. Fred L. Higgins and Miss

The report of the railroad commissionfiled with the governor and council

ers,

Bangor

equipment. It. finds
the road well ballasted, the track in excellent line and surface, the right of way
remarkably clean, and the stations and
other buildings in good repair and tastefully painted. Of the new line from
South Lagrange to Seboeis it is said that
it "has justified all expectations regarding the length of trains which can be
drawn over it, more than 50 cars being
frequently taken in one train. The entire
line from West Seboeis to Searsport is
first class in every particular and capable
of carrying an immense traffic, especially

its construction and

in the southern direction.”

As

an

indi-

branch.

Ashland

At

Northern

Junction extensive tracks

0
#

have

been ;

and at Milo Junction the extensive

1

repair

i

shops have every modern convenience
and machinery for making repairs upon
engines and cars. The extensive transfer
table for transferring rolling stock from
one track to a parallel track and operated
by an electric motor is a prominent featA very attractive vilure of the plant.
lage built upon elevated ground on the
opposite side of the tracks from the shops
gives the employes of the road nice homes
at

moderate rents.

provided

with

lights

abundant supply of good water.

Bangor

i

All the houses are

electric

and

birthday cards through the mail and entertain
several callers, who expressed kind wishes

left tokens of their love
and esteem. Among the gifts we noticed a
beautiful reading glass from his daughter, Mrs.
W. J. Hunt of Andover, Mass. This will be a
source of enjoyment to him, as his eyesight is
not as keen as it was 80 years ago, although he
uses no glasses about his work.
He has assisted in the spring work and is now helping plant
two acres of potatoes. He attends church
regularly, having missed but one service during the past winter. He has been a devout
Christian all his life and is temperate in eating,
drinking, work and recreation. He has been a
subscriber and reader of The Republican Journal for many years, which no doubt has been
beneficial to him in many ways. Eight years
ago Uncle Joseph’s birthday anniversary was
observed at the old Center church. Many
friends were present and he received many
letters of congratulation from absent friends,
which were read with interest. Enclosed is a
copy of one written by his cousin, Mrs. Adeline
(Higgins) Moses, now living in North Gorham,
Maine, which expresses the sentiments of his
for his welfare and

laid with every facility for a large interchange of traffic with the Maine Central,

an

Of the

and A’oostook road the commis- 1

I

are now

Stove and Chestnut

From

above

the

within THIRTY

•

prices

we

allow

DAYS from date of

a

DISCOUNT

ALL ORDERS received after August
us by the coal
companies.

1, 1909,

2

OF

Manufactured Wood of all

CENTS

ton

per

all

on

Anthracite Coal

bills

are

to

the

August advance of 25

finely prepared, well

screened and

we

cents

per ton

GUARANTEE SAT-

Kinds—Cord Wood, Slabs and
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j

Rear-Admiral George W. Melville, in a
striking article in the June number of
Tiv North American Review on “The

Boy

American

and the American

Me-

chanic,” finds a menace to the best interests of the country in the disappearance
of apprenticeship, a fact for which the
Trades Unions
sequence is

are

responsible.

The con-

that the ranks of the merecruited not from American

chanics are
stock trained under American condition,
but from mechanics trained in foreign
countries. He says;
“]n recent years I have noticed with

shops and
great regret that our machine are
coming
manufacturing establishments
on memore
and
ing to depend more
received
who
chanics of foreign birth,
their training before coming to this
country. While immigration has been very
large, the skilled mechanics have certainly
not formed the bulk of it, and the reason
for reduction in the percentage of native
born American mechanics must be sought
elsewhere. One very important cause is

the limitation of the number of apprenices which has been brought about by
the action of the Trades Unions. Many
other observers have called attention to
this condition, and have pointed out the
of American workmen in deliber-

folly
ately preventing their boys from qualiin
fying themselves for a good positionThe
ife by becoming expert craftsmen.
mmigration of skilled foreign workmen
is not limited in any way (and I would
such
limitation); but the Trades Union leadto
ers, with that fatuity which seems
have always accompanied such organizanot for

a

moment advocate any

j

the
John Bartlett attended
and
Memorial services in Searsport Sunday.
Superintendent W. S. Nickerson and Miss
Nellie Rose, Miss Lillian Phillips, Miss Doris
Nickerson, Miss Sadie Nickerson and Miss
Augusta Nickerson attended the teachers’
convention in Islesboro..■ Mr. and Mrs.
F. Porter Webb have moved into the new
home they recently bought of Mrs. Sarah
Peavey.Herbert York, who has been unsettled in his mind for some time, became violently insane last week and has been taken

erson

to the

Asylum

at

Augusta.Memorial Day
the Union Church Monday

j
j

Maryland Co.'s Coal for Smithing

LIMITS^

j

YARD FOOT OF SPRING STREE3

M* SHHMMtHHMMSMMMIMMMIMMMMMMmiWtil

Services were held in Union
Evie Taylor.
Graves of the dead soldiers were
church.
The
decorated by a detail from the Post.
ladies of Almond Gushee Relief Corps also
decorated the graves of their dead-Dr. and
Mrs. George W. Stoddard of Belfast were here
Memorial Day, bringing flowers for the SumI ner lot in Pine Grove Cemetery-Mrs. Julia
i Wardwell and sister, Miss Margaret A. Dunton,
of Belfast were guests Memorial Day of Mrs.
i Roseltha Dunton and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Berry.Mrs. Lizzie Chapman and brother,
Mr. Alexander Cummings of Weymouth, Mass.,
j are at their home near Gushee’s Corner for the
summer....Members of Golden Rod Rebekah
Lodge had a dandelion green supper on the
night of their last regular meeting... Mrs. M.
F. Hanley met with a serious accident Sunday
afternoon. She was standing on the landing
at the head of the outside stairs leading to the
tenement occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Hanley
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sioners say
This road is essentially a Maine railroad built primarily for the- development many friends today:
North Gorham, May 25, 1902.
of the lumber and agricultural interests of
The My Dear Cousin Joseph:
the northern portions of the State.
I understand you are to celebrate your eightymanagement has been, and is, desirous third
28th. As I can not be presbirthday
of extending and operating its lines of ent.I will writeMay
my congratulations. Although
road so as to accomplish the greatest re- I would be delighted to be with you all
on that
The ; happy occasion, as I know it will be, and I am
sults toward such development.
1
prosperity of Aroostook county means so gladit itatwas put in the heart of some one to
-—the “old Center meeting house.”
the-prosperity of this railroad, and each ; have think how
Only
many years your dear old fathis dependent upon the other.
er preached there; how many years you have
It might be added that the prosperity worshipped there; the many times you have
horse to
of Aroostook and of the B. & A. con- j climbed that “hill,” and have always lived in Pond... Ben Ness has sold his driving
; that dear old town, and almost on the same
Simmons of Rockland.
Geo.
tribute to the prosperity of Maine, and
spot where you first saw the light; and 1 am so
Waldo county in particular is interested, thankful that you still live. When I think that
1
FREEDOM.
this company having invested consider- you are the only one of your father's children
May
that is living, and I am the only one of my fathThe A. A. A. Club met Friday evening,
ably over one million dollars in its splen- j er’s children living, I think we ought to be like 28th, with Mrs. Katrina Bryant and had a gendid terminal facilities at Searsport and brother and sister, more than like cousins. We eral review of the year 1908 and 1909. The
have outlived most of the friends of our early
Stockton, and which we believe will be years. How often we think of absent and la- different authors were taken up as follows:
Katriutilized at no distant day to their full mented faces, of the love with which we cher- Mrs. Grace Linscott, J. G. Holland; Mrs.
I ished them! Now all are gone. The silver
Nathaniel Hawthorne; Mrs. Luella
capacity.
hair,indicative of life’s lengthened journey, the na Bryant,
Miss Ethel Howmild glance, mirroring a heart brimming with Sparrow, Washington Irving;
General George W. Wingate is the affection’s
treasures, dearer than the rarest ard, Henry W. Longfellow; Miss Edith Smith,
author of an important article in the June charms of face and form is the fatherliness
Paul Lawrence Dunbar; Mrs. Edith Worth,
number of The North American Review, and motherliness which breathe their benedic- Marion Crawford; Miss Minnie Webb, Harriet
tion upon us from the sequestered nooks of
entitled "The Truth in Regard to the life. There is really such a thing as growing Beecher Stowe; Mrs. Hattie Wiggin, Fannie J.
War in 1S12 and the Necessity of Our old gracefully; nothing, however, will prove Crosby; Miss Effie Flye, Augusta Evans Wilsuch ar ornament to old age as consistent
Allan Poe.
Knowing It.” General Wingate deplores piety. There is no beauty to be compared with son; Mrs. Eunice Plummer, Edgar
took the
the fact that the ludicrous misconcep- the beauty of holiness, crowned with this old For a general discussion they
it is always beautiful.
life of Julia Ward Howe, after which ice cream,
tions regarding of fortunes of American age,
And now, dear cousin, let me congratulate
They
cake and salted peanuts were served.
arms in that war tend to blind the peo- you on reaching such a good old age, and in
until August 1,
of all your faculties. I hope have closed their meetings
ple of the nation to the necessity of pre- the possession
chosen as
you may live to see many more anniversaries, 1909.... Mrs. Susan J. Flye has been
paring by general military training and and be blessed with health and happiness to a
Congregational
from Freedom
delegate
as
come
the end shall come,
practice in rifle shooting for possible con- :! the last; and when
Rev. J. Burford Parr>,
it'must, may it be peaceful, calm and painless. church to accompany
of the
flicts m tlie future.
He gives a detailed
In closing. 1 would say that my husband joins
pastor of the church, to the ordination
church in
wishes for the day, and all new
history of our military operations in the with me in good
pastor of the Congregational
days, and would be very glad to be Frankfort Thursday, June 3rd-Frank Cunjn
the War of 1S12, with that result coming with
present
you, and we do hope the day will
resiof showing that instead of achieving a be the fairest the sun ever shone upon.
ningham of Thorndike has bought the
With love to your wife and family,
I
dence formerly owned by Hon. A. B Sparrow
series of splendid victories, we presented
Lovingly, your
and will move soon.... Miss Frances Williams
a spectacle of encounters with the
Cousin Adeline.
enemy
from Massachusetts is in the village looking
which, with a few signal and glorious ex- APPLETON.
after her home... Mrs. Abbie C. Keen, who
|
ceptions, were disgraceful fiascos. Gen- I Sunday, Memorial services were held in the spent the winter with her son, Carter B. Keen,
era) Wingate says:
| Baptist church. Rev. T. R. Pentecost of Mont- Esq., in Washington, D. C., has returned home.
"lhe conviction as to our exploits m ville preached a very interesting sermon, which
Dana Banton visited his sister, Mrs. Chas.
1S12 in
defeating foreign regulars with was listened to by a large audience. David Danforth, May 29th and 30th....Rev. J. Buruntrained American citizens’ is not only Esancy, G. A. R., Post made no mistake when ford Parry preached a fine Memorial sermon
prevalent, but constitutes a serious in- j they engaged for the Memorial day orator, Sunday morning, May 30th, from Judges 8:2, to
jury to the county in the influence which ! Capt. J. O. Johnson of Liberty. His address a
was finevery full house. The singing
it exerts in preventing necessary miliwas listened to with the closest attention by a
Mr. and Mrs Fred Kenney of Knox and Mr.
j
to
provide adequate
tary legislation
Miss Flo Famum
means of national defence,and at present large audience. The speaker gave a very in- Fred Rich and his friend
in leading many to oppose that instruc- teresting history of the causes leading up to were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Spartion of our youth in marksmanship, not the Civil War, presenting facts that have not row ...The Juanita Temple met Saturday
to 'mention military drill, which every been generally known. Appropriate selections
evening, May 29th, with a large attendance.
soldier recognizes to be indispensable for were given by a quartette, consisting of Mrs.
They gave the obligation to Miss Fannie Wilthe maintenance of peace; for no country
A fine program
Helen Gushee, soprano; Mrs. Martha Keller, liams from Massachusetts.
can expect to remain at peace unless it is
alto and organist, and Messrs. G. H. Page and was carried out, after which home-made canprepared to defend itself in time of war. Frank
Meservey, tenor and bass. After a din- dies and chocolates were served by sisters
As we never will have a sufficient regular
ner at 12 noon, provided for the veterans by
Hattie Wiggin and Edith Worth.
army to do this, we can only make up
for it by training our youth to such good the ladies of the Relief Corps, the line was
shots that they will be formidable as vol- formed in front of G. A. R. Hall, David Esancy 8WASVIUE
The* Boer war showed what Post leading, followed by Almond Gushee Reunteers.
Mr. E. C. Marden returned to Conway, N.
skilled reflemen could do even against re- lief
and children of the schools, led by H., Monday morning, called there by the illness
Cor^s,
gular soldiers.”
their teachers, Mrs. Annie Williams and Miss of his daughter Ruth.Messrs. J. W. Nick-
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Reduced Prices of the^

taking orders for Winter Coal. Customers favoring us with COAL ORDt^s I
before August 1, 1909, and who are ready to receive Coal at our convenience,^ I
I
(make the following prices:

development following railroad facilities it is noted that a kindling
wood factory to employ about 100 hands j our townsman, Joseph Higgins, which occurred
has been erected at Eagle lake, and new May 28th. Although such a rainy day it proved
a pleasant one for him.
He received manv
shingle mills of large capacity have been
erected at both inagie lake and Ashland,
which add greatly to the traffic of the

at

BELFAST FUEL & HAY COMPANY.
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cation of the

-^-Buy Your Winter’s Coal Now

j

Cora V. Andrews.Frank L. Cunningham,
who recently sold his home at the station to
Mr. Barlow, has bought the home of the late
A. B. Sparrow in Freedom, and will move his
family there this week. We are sorry to have
them leave town. Mrs. Cunningham has been
ill for several months, but is now convalescent,
and her many friends hope that health and
| happiness may be with her in her new home.
j.Mrs. Frances Whitten, who has been the
i guest of Mrs. Nelson Gordon for a few weeks,
is now with her daughter, Mrs. J. H. Sayward.
I
.Miss Evelyn C. Higgins has been suffering
with the prevailing distemper, but is improving
i now. Dr. A. E. Kilgore of Brooks attends her....
Mr. and Mrs. Will Ward of Fairfield are guests
: of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Patterson.Charles B.
I Cox has bought Elijah Simpson’s matched span
j of black colts, and is moving to the home he
recently bought in Hermon-We are pleased
j to announce the 90th birthday anniversary of

speaks very highly of the
and Aroostook road, both as to

last week,

COAL AT REDUCED PRICES!
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SWANVILLE CENTER.

Dr. and Mrs. Adams of Jonesport were the
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Helen Cummins,
several days last week.,. .Richard Robertson
is able to work at Mr. Rogers’ this week, as
his sprained ankle is very much better... .Mrs.
E. A. Nickerson was thrown from her carriage
last Tuesday, and though badly shaken up
was not seriously hurt, as her friends will be
pleased to learn-Mrs. Carrie Cunningham,
while hunting eggs, fell and struck on her
shoulder. She was quite badly hurt and is unable to lift her arm ...Hon. A. E. Nickerson
had a narrow escape from a serious accident
last week while in Monroe He fell from a
scaffold to the barn floor, barely escaping an
open scuttle into the barn cellar. Although
very lame he was otherwise unhurt- Mrs.
H. P. White cooked a fine Hubbard squash last
had to be
used to cut it up. She still has one squash and
a pumpkin left from last year’s crop. Abraham
Curtis has planted six acres of potatoes and is
Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
to plant five acres more
Clements and children of Searsport, Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Robertson, Mrs. Fred Moody and
son Alton and Miss Ethelyn Moody of Monroe,
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spent last Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
David Moody_The cemeteries in town did
not show the usual amount of work or decorations as many could not work Friday or
Saturday as intended and flowers are so backward this spring
The daughter of Mrs.
Frank Webber, who lives in the lower part of
this town, went to Monroe Sunday to work for
Mrs. Henry Webber_Mrs. Eliza Pattee and

I
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only $2.25.
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THE TRIBUNE FARMER is a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most elaborate
and reliable market reports.
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Dr. C. I>. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in America, writes regularly
for THE TRIBUNE FARMER, thoroughly covering the breeding, care and feeding of
all domestic animals, and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer

grandaughter of Searsport are the guests of
her brother, Mr. Will Robertson, for a week.
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To new subscribers and all old subscribers wlio will pay up arrearages and
one year in advance we make this liberal offer
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MONROE.

Memorial day was duly observed Sunday
The members of E. M. Billings
Post and Ladies Relief Corps assembled at the
Town hall at 2 o’clock p. m., and marched to
the church, which was beautifully decorated
with flags and flowers. A very fine sermon
was preached by Rev. Frank S. Dollitf, and excellent music was furnished by the choir*
Monday, the 31st, at an early hour people from
all over town and many from surrounding
towns met in the village, and at ten o’clock the
procession was formed in front of the town
hall. The members of E. M. Billings Post in
charge of Commander Moses Larrabee, the
Ladies’ Relief Corps, Mrs. Moses Larrabee,
President, and a large number of school children, with their teachers, from the different'
schools in town, all carrying flowers and flags
and headed by the Monroe band, marched to
Gathered around the
the village cemetery.
beautiful soldiers’ monument the memorial exercises were carried out and the terrace around
the monument decorated in honor of the unknown dead. On the march back a halt was
made at the bridge and the water strewn with
On arrival at
flowers in honor of the navy.
the town house the band played a few pieces
and then were called in and seated at a long
table loaded down with dainties. At 2 p. m. alj
repaired to the upper hall, where a very interesting program was provided by the school
children and a fine oration given by Prof. Sibley of Corinna, Me., and a song by Mrs. Billings of Monroe. The exercises closed with
prayer by Mr. Stephenson of Newburgh.
Never were the different cemeteries in better
shape than this year and much credit",is due
| the
people all over town for the manner in
which they honor the dead.

The Tribune

May 30th.

was observed at
with the following program:
Song, America, by all
Supt. Nickerson
Address,
Annie Nickerson
Recitation,
Decoration Day
Exercise,
Dorothy Nickerson
Recitation,
Henry Small
Declamation,
Ruby Gray
Recitation,
Declamation,
Emery Cunningham
all
Star
and
store
Banner,
was
by
leaning
Spangled
over the Lorenzo Morang
Song,
Doris Nickerson
Recitation,
against, or sitting on the rail, when it broke and Declamation,
Harry Jones
she fell to the ground, a distance of about 12 Exercise,
Our Tribute
Bernice Damm
feet. Dr. Keller was called, and it was found Recitation,
Small
Leland
that no bones were broken, but she received Declamation.
McKinley Damm
Declamation,
to
rea
time
will
that
long
require
Miss Lillian Phillips
injuries
Solo,
PROSPECT FERRY.
Miss Addie Davis, a trained Solo,
from.
cover
Tenting on the Old Camp Ground,
P. M. Ginn of Worcester, Mass., was in town
congregation)
A.
H.
Newby
Mrs.
(chorus
also
nurse, is in attendance;
several days last week looking after the] work
with
decorated
was
church
The
appropriately
bert of Rockland, sister of Mrs. Hanley....
Of on his new summer home.Mrs. A. J,
Miss Stella McAlmon, who had been a guest of the red, white and blue and potted plants.
from Swan- Crocker and Miss Juanita Hill of Winterporl
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Pease two weeks, has the 76 boys who went to the army
Melvin visited relatives here several days last week,
returned to her home in Thomaston.... Fishing ville only one was present, Henry
.Mrs. W. M. Healy and son Stanley of DorChase.E. B. Greeley of Bar Harbor was in
on the Georges River and its tributaries has
of Chester, Mass., visited at W. D. Harriman’j
week.Miss
McTaggart
Agnes
town
last
fine
and
this
than
been
better
never
spring,
Mrs. M. B. Grant anc
the summer with her aunt, last week.Capt. and
strings of black bass, trout, pickerel and perch Brooks is spending
son Harold of Sandypoint visited Mr. and Mrs
CurAmanda
E.
L.
Mrs.
has
a
Cunningham.Mrs.
are caught daily.... Miss Grace Sherman
several days last week.Messrs
tis of Searsport is the guest of her daughter, Harriman
crew of carpenters at work on her cottage in
Rufus Harriman are getting out th<
Lester
and
Y.
Mrs. Emma
Cunningham.
course of erection at the head of Sonnebec
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BELFAST,

lumber for P. M. Ginn’s new house.Mrs. M. j
A. Littlefield visited friends in Stockton last I
week.A. F. Quimby visited friends in Dark
Harbor last week.Mrs. Ernest Raynor ha
moved to Bucksport.Lewis Brown of Belfast visited relatives here several days last
week_ George Silver is building a new barn.
.School closed here last week on account of
whooping cough.E. W. Grindle has his new
veranda completed, which greatly improves
the looks of his home.Linwood Brown is
building a new L on his house.
...

CHINA.

The Memorial exercises of James P. Jones

Post, G. A. R., were held at South China Memorial day. The audience had the pleasure of
listening to one of the best orations that has
It was
been delivered at the hall in years.
delivered by John C. Minot of Boston. The
music was rendered by the Windsor choir, consisting of Rev. Frank F. Jones and wife of
Windsor, Burr F. Jones, principal of Waterville High school, and Mrs. Hattie Merrill of
Windsor, Mrs. Harry Boynton, organist.

...

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

.ft

MAINE.

A Ballade of a Pi*, tu

j

When a new puzzle I begn
How eagerly 1 take nn
And tit the first few pieceWith deftness that is har
But, ah! ’tis not an ea.-y
As I discover to my cost.
And 1 exclaim, in angry h<

5

CENTER MONTVILLE.

Justin .Jackson and son Leonard of Pittsfield
have been in town the past week painting the
Porter house, which they recently bought of
Dr. Porter. They returned home MondayAddison Sprowl and wife, Milton Wentworth
and, wife, and Lucy Tasker visited friends in
Jefferson last week.... Leslie Nash and his
mother, Angeline Nash, were in Belfast on
business last Thursday_Len Tenney of
Searsmont did a job of papering last week for
Mrs. Mabel Nash... .Daniel Linniken and wife
of Knox visited her brother, Charles Boynton,
last Sunday.

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Mothers who value their own comfort and
the welfare of their children, should never be
without a box of Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders
for Children, for use throughout the season.
They Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Disorders, Headache and
Stomach Troubles. THESE POWDERS NEVER
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c. Don’t
A trial package will
accept any SUBSTITUTE.
be sent FREE to any mother who will address
Le
N.
Y.
Allen S. Olmsted,
Roy,

FOLEYSHONETHEAR

atoiM lh* oou^h uul heal, luntfa

“I’m

|
j
j

t

pieces
Perhaps it’s labelled, “At it
And yokels sit around ami
I cannot find the burgher’s 1
sure some

mu.-t

<

Nor head-dress of the bar;
There’s only half a dish of
And of this curtain, gold-end
The top is missing! I rep a
“Pm

sure some

pieces

must !>«•

But doggedly I work to win;
The figures now my glad o\
What I had thought a violin
Turns out to be a sheaf of wh"

Yet by my fingers indisere*
The few remaining bits arc
I cry out—though the end *
“I’m sure some pieces must b<

j
j

l’envoi.
Fortune! your favor 1 entreat
fate
My puzzling
your lines
I sigh, when life seems incon’t
“I’m sure some pieces must

—Carolyn

!

\
|
\

|
|

Wells in Harj

To feel strong, have good apption, sleep soundly and enjoy 1
Blood Bitters, the great sy^tcn
builder.

nj

di^V

;

|

Washington.

From

MOTHERS

Confidence in Reiness Situation
TI’fB n l egislation and the AdministraP“Wk* president
Taft. The Democrats
01 1
tion

WHO HAVE

Dl'"^patTON,

In spite
D. C., June 7.
that a new tariff law is under
to the Presi,n„i! and will notgo

"A

i

ral weeks,

„ vi
’f

s#t

and although

DAUGHTERS

Situation is generally accompanied

b'

from all parts of
business is picking up
, v that
.,is a most substantial innes of activity.

ne«' comes

i
tT"

j

Find

Help in Lydia E. Pink-

ham's Vegetable Compound

place, government receipts

“Four doctors
Winchester, Ind.
told me that they could never make
ns duties continue satisfactor
Iof manufacturers’
regular, and
[me
jige imports
that I would eventthat there is no waiting
ually have dropsy.
a
tariff, as there would be
I would bloat, and
to be very materially low,,v,
sulferfrombearingdown pains,cramps
shows, too, that the people
and chills, and I
g on a large and substancould not sleep
that stocks of all kinds are
nights. Mv mother
...;

;

industrial circles, yet the

in

tv

—

.id business is on the inalso reflected
in the

ivance

many

1

,i-

pro
wag<'

jr

by

price

cases

wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice,and

the upThere

he stock market.

i

I began to take
LydiaE. Pinkham’s
Vegetable ComAfter taking one and onepound.
half bottles of the Compound, I am all
right again, and I recommend it to
Mbs. Mat
every suffering woman.”
Deal, Winchester, Ind.
Hundreds of such letters from girls
and mothers expressing their gratitude
for what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has accomplished for
them have been received by The Lydia
E. PinkbamMedicine Company, Lynn,

of steel

_

an increase

rations have been at

high
spring, and will no
so during the summer.
gs are nearing the high
:
nod preceding the panic,
are reported as good. The
excellent, and there is
.a of a splendid business

—

ii the

1

Mass.

)Vf,

jji,.

I*..,fr!ali

Till

ut

Girls who

in

the last

Republican
'lie duties will be lowered,
a>ed, and many left as they
with a view to give the Amthe protection needed to

onnr

iinference between the home

djiii,

of

-•

i-

production

with

a rea-

KtabU- profit.
the best in the

market,
protected

lean
i"

and its advant-

for the American

!

*•

majority.
Next to the Rhode Islander in the rov
sits Senator Hale. He
gets away fron
his residence on sixteenth street a littli
after 9 o’clock
every week day morninj
—which is a pretty early start for Wash
ington—and is in his little corner roon
on the
gallery floor of the Senate by the
time the Senate is called to order at 11
o’clock. In a few minutes he is on the 1
floor and remains there most of the time ■
till 5 o’clock in the afternoon, which hai
been the customary hour for adjourn
■

■

ment.

through.
Representative Burleigh

produc-

j

j

s

m

confidence to all

hat is

r

i aft
inn-

readiness with which he jumps into thi 1
debate. As the consideration of the tarif
bill has progressed Senator Hale has beei

to

endear

people. His apat a recent dinner
business
him

men

nearer

of

to the

District of Columbia than

?

with

case

trips

to

any previous
Petersburg,Va.,

ate, N. C., will increase his
: le South, and so far there

praise

from every part of

i'Tul if there will be much
:

1

the

House until the tariff

by

the Senate, and little
is looked for at the extra

'■h
xt

the

tip

of

Cape

and his

constantly
activity in

more

that line

terport, May 25th, by lessening

the num

of the third
Tht
ber of delegates in attendance.
district was up at the White House offices
more honor, therefore, to those fron
the other day and had quite a chat with
Northport, Monroe and Jackson who
President Taft.
They discussed some
persevered through distance and difficul
matters of Maine politics in a general
ties and
finally reached their goal,
The President, as the leader of
way.
to the small attendance much wai
his party, keeps in touch with develop- Owing
necessarily omitted. During the forements and ascertains from time to time
noon, Miss Tinling addressed two schools.
the conditions and prospects in the States, j
The first thing in the afternoon, aftei
Gov. Burleigh reviewed with him the Rea little routine business, was the Memo
publican situation in Maine and also ex- rial
Service, in charge of Mrs. Lockhart,
pressed the hope that the President would
A

and

winter, however,

in re-

pleasure, that they might
elected, save the treasurer. Miss Weyi resident’s recommendaenjoy a few days at the Capitol. Two mouth
resigned and Mrs. Alberta George
a
be attempted and former Maine
may
governors have been here
far-reaching laws af- —ex-Gov. John F. Hill, the chairman of of Winterport is now our treasurer.
The resolutions covered Purity, Franrstate commerce and labor
the Republican National Committee, and
chise, Scientific Temperance Instruction
mis is satisfactorily accomex-Gov. Cobb. The latter was here earlier
in schools, Purity in Art and Literature,
the expected prosperity
in the session to look after the duty on
etc.
xt House,elected next year,
lime, in which so many Rockland people
Miss Tinling’s address in the evening
argely increased Republican are interested. Mr. Edward Ricker has
.ring Mr. Taft a friendly been here two or three times to see what was an eloquent appeal for courage,
loyalty, faithfulness, gentleness, beginighout his term.
the prospect might be for getting a highning with a reference to The Knights ol
er duty placed on pint and quart bottles
the Round Table as told in Tennyson’s
in which mineral waters are imported.
poem. Miss Tinling is an English girl,
State’s Attorney Warren E. Philbrook of who of late
years has made her home
w aicrv me spent a nay nere not
long ago, with friends in Norfolk, Virginia. The
visiting Maine people and incidentally j flags of the two countries with county
j being admitted to practice before the and prize banners, potted plants anc
j Supreme Court of the United States.
other decorations, made a pretty setting
!
Republican State Chairman Byron Boyd for the speaker and her hearers. Poris one of the latest visitors, as was Edi- traits of Neal Dow and Miss Willard
tor Frank L. Dingley of the Lewiston took our
thoughts back to the beginings
Journal.
Preceding them a few days of the temperance battle. We also knew
was Oliver L. Hall,
city editor of the we were welcome. Thoughtful prepara| Bangor Commercial, and Judge Hall, his tion had been made, and we did have e
father, of Augusta. Thomas Blair of pleasant and profitable meeting, in spite
Presque Isle has been in Washington this of the rain. At an adjourned session the
spring. The starch king of Aroostook is next morning several vacant superinteninterested, of course, in the tariff bill dancies were filled.
which deals with the products he manuRev. J. L. Carson was an interdstec
factures. The list of Maine visitors of attendant on the meetings and spoke ol
the last two or three months might be his work in Bethel Mission at Cape Jelliextended.
Many of them have been to son, and along shore, bespeaking the cothe White House and have had an oppor- operation of our organization.
Capt.
tunity to get acquainted with the new Tainter of Winterport, an honorary
| President. All in all it has been a pleas- member, showed his right to belong t(
| ant feature of the extra session. The the organization by his deeds and his
; Maine people here have had better op- words, and Rev. A. J. Lockhart anc
portunity to keep in touch with affairs wife are veritable towers of strength t<
for

|

Quality Thoroughly Prepared Coal.

W

We shall sell this year, the celebrated
Philadelphia & Reading Hard White Ash
and Free Burning Anthracite Coal which
gave so good satisfaction last season

August-Tst"8

°Ur USUa

make tbe

SUppy‘

foUowing prices

!fS

and are
for orders received to

||

1

Stove, Egg and Chestnut $7.25 per ton 2“X,
Pea Coal, $5.75 per
ton, Delivered and put in.

If

*akl"at the building 50 cents per ton less than above prices.
Upstairs 50 cents per ton.
***t0" disC0Unt from the above prices for bi,,s Paid in 30

|1

U

,CToaj

I of delivery?4*
1 attention.h°Pe t0
1 blacksmith ^se^6 ^
1

orders- which shall have

your

days from date

|f

jt

usual prompt and careful

our

Maryland ComPany’s Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for

WOOD

FOR

SALE AS

|f

|f

USUAL.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY QO.

|

|

~

uess*

_

JOHN WARD, £

STILETTO C., 41615

f2rnw£Thn™^!tC!C9(n-i^13)j(fi25)'*i.Stil®ttSCJijbySteinway(3)
d^s m?n?2™uZe2P$dUC'ne

ment

intent upon

giving the
people up the valley an opportunity to
see and admire a modern ship of war.
Comparatively but a small portion of the
people of the United States know what a
warship looks like from observation of
was

more

the real article.
Pooi^onfo

alnnrv tVin

HJninn

rtrtni-

U..-

Knox. A most pleasing event was the been much more favored for they have
had views of the American navy during
introduction of little Lfennie Littlefielc
its entire upbuilding and are likely to be
Effie
of
Mrs.
LittleMurray, daughter
thus favored during many years to come,
to Maine, on a speaking tour, and feels
field Murray, formerly of Winterport, when our squadrons of dreadnoughts will
that he would like to renew his acquaintSome of the ships
and who is so lovingly remembered foi be upon the water.
will be repaired annually at the Kittery
ance with the State from the rear seat
her work in many directions, and eswhich
is
called Portsmouth in spite
yard,
of an automobile.
pecially her great interest in the W. C. of the fact that the yard is not in New
The Maine men are spending their
T. U. Little Lennie gave a greeting Hampshire but in Maine. But for its
morning hours generally at their rooms from her mother, and a brief recitation. good New England friends in Congress
the Kittery yard probably would be due
in the big marble office building.
There
Miss Tinling gave a chalk talk on “Al- for a
closing within a year or two. But
they receive visiting constituents, who cohol and the
Working Power,” telling Senators Hale and Gallinger, both of the
happen to be in town, and attend to cur- of
experiments by many physicians naval committee, have been influential in
rent business.
More prominent Maine
for such extensive imthat alcohol lessens the working | getting money
proving
provements to the yard that it can be
people have been down to Washington |
It was voted to amend the utilized
power.
extensively in the maintenance
during the present session of Congress
constitution,—making the dues tc of the new navy.
than at any other previous session for county
A torpedo flotilla is to be sent north
the county ten cents—to take effect foi
soon to cooperate with the battleships in
years. Some have come on tariff errands;
next year. The county officers were re-

purely

I

First

SeTtFur

he may take a sail up the Maine coast.
He has both these contingencies in mind.
Three years ago he had an enjoyable visit

some

jjf

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S
COAL.

partment has found that the summer
visits to resorts and the teas, receptions,
WEDDING INVITATIONS Fastest Five-year-old
dances and social festivities are not dePacing Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest Living'Son of
sirable. They do not increase the fightWorld’s Greatest Young Speed Progenitor-Four Great
and
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ing efficiency of the officers and men,
even though the presence of
Producing Dams
warships in
ENGRAVED
Dewey (2.04J, Owaissa (2.06?). The Leading Lady (3) (2 07 > 'world's
port and the consequent gayeties make
byBi?g.e,u
-sir?,°,f,^?,iral
an attraction for visitors and increase
Dam Amrbette (3p) (2.25 L by Bra on'
Rogers
IN LATEST STYLES.
(20°M1
n°'^’-SeVenJnv,2‘1tS’ 55 2-30‘ H”
the receipts of innkeepers.
2'19): second dam Kaloa <dam uf four),by
dalrMand
brn
n6riaf
^
Belle
of
(dam
Robert McGreeor (2.17*)four),
by
fouth
dam
On the other hand, it is the purpose of Also Calling Cards, Monograms, Street lKlXtf
f^.d?m^amie
*
Maggie M (dam of Bright Eyes 2.14i, and grandam of eight), by
Alcyone
the department to give as many of the
Ward S C° 18 Bb°W cxtreme sPecdDies and Crests.
in 19, pacing 17 seconds at one
trotting
eights
year
of age.
American people as possible an opportuNow in Stud, charge of Harrie Jones,
nity to become acquainted with the batRushville, Ind.
Maine season begins June 1. 1909.
tleships and to see what they are getting WEDDING PLATES MADE INTO ARTISfor the millions of their money spent
upTIC TRAYS.
on the navy.
Residents of the Pacific
coast were given their first chance last
sent on request.
Samples
2.12 1-4 Race Record; half-mile track, 2-12 3-4; timed in a
year to see a big naval fleet, although an
race, 1.05 1-4. half
S. M. FARNUM & CO.,
occasional warship or even an occasional
in 1.01 1-4 at three years.
squadron had been off that coast. Very
Engravers and Printers,
I2-25!'), sire 0} Klatawah (3>
recently the battleship Mississippi has
(2.054, Thornway (2.0t>4) and five others in 2.10, dams of five in 2.10.
Son of Strathmore sire of
110 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
been sent up the Mississippi river to re£
and othcrs in 21°- The dam of Stiletto C.
<2-03*)
bTNot/id0’daTia Cltaa°n (2'°1|)’Bump8 by NUtW°°d
ceive a silver service. While she was
3ml9p
sire °f 174 in 2'30'
*
(218J)'
rf
210,
sent there for that purpose, the depart-

or

continues

•peech
by the
brought

Hi?

on

Cod, within which there is a fine and safe
harbor.
But in the course of their voyages back
and forth certain of the battleships, it is
said at the navy department, will be
dropping into Maine ports occasionally and
sometimes will be seen
steaming on their
courses not far from the Maine shore. It
is even likely that some of the
warships
may put into Bar Harbor, or Rockland or
Portland for a day or two at a time, to
give the men shore liberty, to coal, or
otherwise to make ready for further sea

important part
promises ti
continue till the Senate has disposed of thi
bill. Bailey of Texas, Bacon of Georgia
Democrats, and even the insurgent Re practice.
This kind of a program will be followed
publicans, cross swords with the Maim 1
Senator almost daily.
Right next ti for many summers to come. For a batfleet of at least sixteen big ships
Senator Hale sits the other member o: tleship
will be kept in the Atlantic,
South
the New England trio, Senator Lodge o: to the West Indies in winter going
and coming
Massachusetts.
No one who sees thi North to Provincetown and the New England coast in summer. According to the
part those three Senators are taking ii
new ideas of keeping a fleet on
fighting
tariff building can question the influenci
edge the drills and battle maneuvers will
of New England in the Senate of thi continue summer and
winter, with an interval when the ships put into the
United States.
navy
for
and
for
yards
repairs
docking.
This
to
be
an
toward!
are
of
citizens
our
promises
drifting
Many
improvement
Bright's disease by neglecting symptoms o
upon the old order of things. The deKid
taking

a

a

lasses of

the

ally between now and next October of
the floating fortresses that returned a
few months ago from a voyage around
the world.
The summer resorts and
fashionable folk generally, all the wav
from Kittery Point to Bar
Harbor, however, will have less of the navy this year
than heretofore. There will be little loafing around resorts and very few navy
social functions aboard ship and on
shore.
This is because hereafter the
department has decided that the 16
battleships
and the 30,000 officers and men aboard of
them must fill the summer months with
constant drilling and
maneuvring. There
will be a series of battle drills, for about
the first time in the history of the
navy
also target practice and search
problems’
These activities will take the
ships occasionally far out to sea, perhaps half or
two-thirds the way to Europe. All the
time the base of operations will be at
Provincetown, Mass.,

the Maine Senator has probably fol
lowed the tariff debates closer than an;
other Senator.
That accounts for thi

fitting program
carefully prepared
find it possible to visit Maine during the
was given in memory of those who have
speedy return summer. Such a visit is
the
among
pos- been
is assured.
This prosperity
promoted to the Higher Service—
sibilities. The President may take an
Mrs. Gordon of Knox, Mrs. Roberts of
f the Republican party is
automobile run into Maine some day,
Waldo, Mrs. Willard of Winterport, Mrs.
power, and that it will be is while he is
making his home at Beverly, Alexander of Belfast, Mrs. Post of
gives
why

ief

iiis-

j
l''f‘

as Senators
respond. Before the resul ;
has been
announced, Senator Aldrich ha
glanced down the column and can tell ii 1
a twinkle whether
there has been an;
material change that would affect th<

uiauc

11 have been revised on the
mi

fee,&■

|

are

ate was

ly

;

Battleships Coming.

troubled with painful
•■.ving the enactment of the or irregular periods, backache, headache, dragging-down sensations, faint: ing spells or indigestion, should take
to the confidence which
action to ward off the serij immediate
iti Republican legislation
ous consequences and be restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege-t ration of President Taft.
table Compound. Thousands have been
11ion, every manufacturer,
restored to health by its use.
.mi, feels that his business
If you would like special advice
vastly interfered with if he about your case write a confidenand that no laws will be I tial letter to Mrs. Pinkbam, at
enacted that will cripple Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
>s.
While the tariff bill rekidney and bladder trouble which Foley's
ator Aldrich is assailed in his
ney Remedy will quickly cure. Sold by al
garden. He yearned for a sniff of druggists.
r- rs. it is believed it will rereal Maine air, and went away to get it.
he entire Republican vote, All
the Maine representatives have taken Waldo County W. C. T. U. Convention.
ill
noiigco
brief journeys out of town since the
For the first time in some thirteer
>'t the bill will go to the House
disposed of the tariff bill, and
the weather seriously interferec
years,
measthoroughly protective
therefore had nothing to do till the Senwith the county convention held in Win
:\v his signature.

0

j

dreary the speeches may become
First comes Senator
Aldrich, who has
big tariff bill on the desk before him
They Will Visit the Maine Coast This
He watches
Summer.
every detail that pertains ti i
that measure. When there is a roll-cal 1
Washington, D. C., Jvme 2. The summer plans for the
he has one of the
battleship fleet in the
long printed slips bear
ing the name of Senators. His clerk North Atlantic make it certain that the
Maine coast will see something occasion.
who sits at his
elbow, marks off the vote i
ever

It is altogether probable
those small but very interesting ships will be seen in Maine ports
before the summer is over. It is not a
long voyage from Provincetown to Rockland or Portland and the torpedo boats
and the destroyers will be operating in
that vicinity often. The purpose is to
have extensive practice cruises during
which the battleships shall have experience in taking care of the
torpedo boats
and also during which the torpedo boats
shall have practice in taking care of the
battleships. The operations are to stimulate as closely as possible actual war-

EDGEMARK, 4,
7432

Miss Whitney (2.074), Tomboy (2.1(H),
waJbe^n1bcSfe?sir?ofI6’in/c'adi,I1e
Boy <2-15i>< Success (2.15|, etc. Sired dam of
2'4^

whitehallI
CAMDEN,
Open

had

big review of warships near his
home, off Oyster Bay. President Taft has no plans in mind for such a
spectacle. In fact he will probably be
away on his trip into the West before the
a

summer

time has come around when such a review
could well be had or before the battleships could well be assembled near Bev-

erly.

The battle fleet of 16 big vessels and
torpedo flotilla will not comprise all

the
the

warships on the New England
during the summer. There are a

Coast
num-

ber of small cruisers in commission
which are plying back and forth on
divers missions.
They will not engage
in the battle maneuvers.
Some of them
will be available for shore visits and,
perhaps, some of them may go to the

Maine resorts before the autumn comes.
In the earlier days of the White Squadron such ships were regarded along the
Maine Coast as a fine sight.
But they
are now very small in comparison with
the leviathans that our navy yards and
ship building concerns are turning out.
As they are no longer efficient for war
purposes there is no particular effort to
keep these small cruisers in squadrons or

fleets, they being regarded as secondary
ships which ultimately will be laid up in
the Navy yards.

; back home and the visitors have had an the local union.
! opportunity to get a little better acThe June number of Recreation, now
Foley's Honey and Tar is especially recom
quainted with Washington and with men mended
on sale by all newsdealers, is a great,
for chronic throat and lung troublei
who are conducting the government’s and
sufferers
from
asthmi
many
bronchitis,
big special vacation number, which deaffairs. Usually the bulk of New Eng- and consumption have found comfort and re scribes in detail a score or more possible
and Tar. Sold b; vacations from Maine to Oregon. From
lief,
land visitors to the Capitol are from all by using Foley’s Honey
druggists.
cover to cover, this is the most sumptuMassachusetts, but in recent weeks
ously illustrated issue which this magaThe printing of another edition o
Maine has been a close second. Some of
zine has ever published. Besides the
the Maine people have been down to talk “David Harum” emphasizes the fac '■ great mass of valuable vacation informathat this forerunner of the “b’gosh’
tion, June Recreation contains a notawith Treasury officials about plans for novels has
attained a Bale exceeding 1, » ble article by Ralph D. Paine on famous
public buildings and for the purchase of 000,000 and is still thriving. The tota I I college athletes who have won promisites for such structures. Judge Reuel sales of both “Ben Hur” and “Qui >I nence as efficient public servants, and
Robinson of Camden was one of the lat- Vadis” are probably not many thousandi II this is but one of more than a score of
behind this phenomenal record.
illustrated articles.
est visitors on a public building errand.
The big Maine figure in Congress
through the weary June days of tariff
deliberations continues to be Senator
Hale. He stays on the watch tower
in life’s contest is robust health. For sixty years, the
quite as long as any other Senator every
j
true “L. F.” Atwood’* Bitten have safeguarded the I
twenty-four hours, and perhaps a little
health of thousands of families. You can always
longer than any other Senator, unless it
be Senator Aldrich of Rhode Island.
depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
There are three New England Senators
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them ; that is
all we ask. Results will prove convincing enough. A
in a row, right in the middle of the Republican section of the Senate, all of
large bottle for 35c. and only a teaspoonful to a dose.
whom stick it out day after day, how-

The First Prize_

Monr0i.
\GUtf-c5
His daughters
<1995 champion).

Transients and Traveling Men
served on American plan from

carefully prepared menu.
Special service at short notice
to
Family Dinner Parties,

a

Clubs and Societies.

Whitney (2.121),
Wig Wag |3| ,2.164)

be great brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326, sire of 31.
Dam Edgewater Belle, by Edgewater 12730,
producing sire; second dom Easter, bv American
tb'rd dam Nannie Marden' by Ericsson; fourth dam
Jenny Lind, by Vermont
will

Morgan’

MAINE

for Season of 1909

BILLY

HERR, Morgan Type,

2'20
Cbarley Herr (2-07); dam Hazel
n<ar,ialsecond
ili.7liteduhan<|li,n,K)’
dam Hazel Mac. b?
(2.094);
by Director (2.17); third dam

D. (2.214), by Diablo (4)
tricks, by Baldy; came from
Vermont to California; fourth dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde
2.24 grandam of
2.194,
Empress
Krino 1 ricks 2.13^).
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ROBERT

BRIGHAM,

Draft Stallion^

$50; Stiletto C., $25; Edgemark, $25; Billv Herr, $20.
PPrC JohnW'ard,
■
with usual return privilege. Bred to
approved mares’only.
For bookings, additional information or catalogue,
address,

A few hours notice insures
careful attention to every little
detail of comfort and satisfaction.
Telephone 4-12.

HORACE

CHENERY,

M. A. NEVI NS,

mo
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_
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the

season
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Belfast, M aine.

*4>***A*A

2ml8

maneuvers.
that some of

fare.
President Roosevelt almost every year

2.16

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Charles Baker, of Winterport, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the eleventh day of
November, 1905, and recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, Vol. 279, page 151, conveyed
to Frank E. Baker, of said Winterport, two
certain lots of land with buildings thereon,
situated in said Winterport, the first lot bounded and describled as follows, viz: Beginning
on the north side of the road leading westerly
from Bald Hill Cove to the Hampden line at the
northeast corner of the Paul Delano lot; thence
northerly by the west line of land of James E.
Young forty rods to homestead formerly of
Rufus Baker; thence westerly by said Rufus
Baker homestead nineteen rods to land formerly of Joseph Stubbs; thence southerly by said
Joseph Stubbs lot forty-eight rods to the road
above named; thence easterly by the said road
nineteen rods to place of beginning: Containing
five acres,more or less. Also another lot of land
situated in said Winterport and bounded and described as follows,viz: Beginning on the northerly side of the road leading westerly from Bald
Hill Cove, called the Delano road, on the westerly side of land of Charles Baker; thence westerly by said road twenty-three and one-half
rods; thence northerly forty-nine rods to a
stake and stones; thence easterly and parallel
with the first line twenty-three and one-half
rods to land formerly of Lucy M. Baker; thence
southerly forty-nine rods to place of beginning
containing eight acres, more or less; and
whereas the said Frank E. Baker, on the
twenty-ninth day of January, 1906, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to
Daniel H. Clement, by assignment duly recorded in said Registry, Vol. 287, page 153; and
whereas the said Daniel H. Clement, on the
twenty-seventh day of March, 1909, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to
Frank Robinson, by assignment recorded in said
Registry, Vol. 292, page 206; and whereas the
said Robinson, on the thirtieth day of April,
1909, sold, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage to me, the undersigned, by assignment recorded in said Registry, Vol. 292, page 260; and
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
I. A. WHITNEY
By Mayo & Smare, his attorneys.
Bangor, Maine, May 20, 1909.

]

Kineo

Ranges j
require very little attention to get proper
results.
The extreme

IN WALDO COUNTY.
Wei buy and tell.

One[Goddard Carriage and
Apply at house.
CAPT. J. G.

$

Open Wagon

MERRYMAN.

Searsport, May 25,1909.—3w21p

FOR SALE
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corner, one-half mile from Northport Campground, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine

the

are

t

causes

of it.

♦

J. B.

STSCKNEY,

AGENT, BELFAST.

\
♦

A

♦

NOYES &

NUTTER, Mfg. Co., Bangor, Maine. %

»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦*•»

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«

HAVE

REAL ESTATE

SSI, YOU_

TRIED:

Bk.t

FOR

NALE,

I offer for sale valuable real estate situated
in the town of Frankfort,
Maine, about 1 mile
from North Searsport. One farm known
as
the Thayer farm,
consisting of buildings tillage and pasture land, containing
forty-five
acres. One farm
adjoining the aforementioned,
known as tht Thomas Iiarrahpp
farm, consist-*
of
acres
of good land,
ing
fifty
including an
orchard. Also a wood lot of fifty acres
adjoining. The land above mentioned is especially
adapted to the cultivation of potatoes and other
crops. I will sell this property for a fair price
and on easy terms.
A. E. NICKERSON
Swanville, May 17. 1909.— 20

To Ice Consumers
I have stored an abundant
suppty of the
clearest and best Ice I have ever had
and

prepared to supply my regular
the,’public generally.

cus-

tomers and

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Swan & Sibley Co.,
Jackson &

Hall,

A. A. Howes &

Farms wanted.

One

♦

and

struction

Horace

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE.

♦

quality of ma- 5
terial used in their con- ♦
care

am

Real Estate

♦

FOR

Co.,

Chenery.

SALE

One of the best hay farms in the county, containing about too acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
Good bouse, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming toola.
Located if miles from postofflce. Inquire of
THOMAS GANNON.
35tf
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.

FarmF?rsaie«

•

tng Farms m 14 States. St rout’s

N ew Monthly Bulletin of Real
Bargains, profusely illustrated, mailed free; we pay
t A.STEOUT CO.. Book Cl.
fare*.Fans TSiltn.
WsrU’s LaqM
Ksm's Hill,

m_T.
CAMDEN
WOOLENS.

P. LOGAN.

Ladies’ and Gents'
sold direct from the mills’
output.
tailers profits saved.
Write for

Suitings
All re-

samples.

Agents wanted in every town to sell these
F. A. PACKARD,
goods.
Manager Retail Dept. Box B, Camden, Me.
21 3m

REMEMBER THE

Belfast Fair
September 7,
(WHIN J.

8 and 9

DICKEY, Saorttary.
21tf

■peach by Judge McCaslin wu both interesting and instructive, delivered in his usual
pleasing manner. Other speakers were introwhose remarks were keenly enjoyed
duced,
Services will be held at the Universalist
Rev. S. F. Johnson of the sister church, Rev
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday T. H. Derrick, also principal H. M. Smith ol
school at noon.
the Wellfleet High school. Speech making wai
followed
the presentation of parishioners tc
The Church of God will hold its next quar- the new by
pastor and wife.
terly meeting in Troy on June 29, beginning on
Castle North, No. 853, K. O. K. A., brought
Thursday evening and lasting over Sunday.
successful year to a close last Friday night bj
The Auxiliary of the North Congregational
church will meet Wednesday evening, June entertaining the Knights of Castle Channing

The Churches.
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EVERY
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Republican Journal Publishing Go

The

CH ARLES A. PILSBURY,

J Buait^ Manage

16th, with Miss M. D. Pilsbury, Court
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The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meetings in their rooms on High street every Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock and Sunday afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are cordially
invited.
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The biggest lion in Africa is Theodor
Roosevelt.
In Kansas City, Mo., June 2nd, Franl
H. Horn, S. H. Snyder and Raymond P
May were sentenced to serve a year am I
a day in the United States prison a t
Leavenworth, and to pay a fine of $50 )
each, for fraud in promoting the “Tw> >
Queens” Mine in Arizona. The Judg<
?
in pronouncing judgment said the fine o
>
amount
b
small
a
was
$500
ridiculously
» !
punish so serious an offence; and thi
numerous victims of other fake schemes
here and elsewhere, will agree with him
It is an encouraging fact that few, i:
L

who engage in swindling
schemes retain their ill-gotten gains, an< [
that sooner or later they are brought t< >

any, of the

men

purchase

athletic contests under the auspices oi
the city in the years 1900 and 1907. These
with the wholeare petty steals compared
sale graft of Tammany and the rings in
other large cities, but the crime is the

general impression
that grafting is not confined to the big
cities, and that “rake-offs” are quite
common in the smaller places.
same.

There is

a

In the report of the meeting of the city
government last Monday evening will be
found some mention of the refunding of

'$11.3,000 of
Apparently

the

city

bonds, due in 1925.

arrangements were
made, the deal closed, and the city government was thc-n called upon to ratify
in exthe transaction. The only gain
changing one issue of 4 per cent bonds
for another issue bearing the same interimest is the receipt of a cash bonus for
mediate
had

all the

use,

and we are assured that

competitive bids been called for

a

much larger bonus could have been obtained. That would have been the usual
and
way of handling a city matter

proper
of such magnitude. The new bond issue
will not become due until 1929, and before
that time the railroad lease will expire
and the S477.000 4 per cent bonds, due in
1918, will have to be paid or refunded.
If the issue of $113,000 could be handled
at that time it would prove an advantage,
for it is well known that the larger the
issue to be sold or refunded the better
the terms from bond houses, who do not
care to handle small lots.
The news,

published

in The Journa

weeks ago when it was news, tha1
there was a good prospect for the earlj
construction of an electric road frorr
Belfast to Camden, continues to go th<
rounds of the Maine papers. Even thoS(
who have reiterated time and again tha
the corporators had no intention of build
ing this road, but were simply holdinj
the charter to prevent others from build

some

ing,

seem

to have

changed

front.

Thi

The Guild of the North Congregational
church held a pleasant meeting with Miss Amy
E. Stoddard last Monday evening, when considerable business was transacted.
The Juniors of the North Congregational
church are to have their annual picnic Saturday, June 12th, and will meet at Mrs. C. M.
Craig’s, High street, at 2 o’clock.
There will be a religious meeting at Maple
Grove Campground, June 13th, at 2 p. m.;
speaker, Dr. S. W. Marshall of Bangor; subject,
“True Gospel.” Absolutely free. All welcome.

meeting of the Epworth League of the
M. E. church Tuesday evening, Misses Lillian
Spinney, Ethel Frost, Mildred Darby and Lana
Pendleton were elected delegates to the State
a

Convention.

Leo F. McCullough, president of th<
Boston common council last year, am 1
attorney James T. Cassidy, have beei
sentenced to serve one year each at hart

Battis was sentenced to serve three years
at hard labor in the hcuse of correction,
having been convicted of the larceny oi
connection with
money from the city in
of prizes for Fourth of Julj
the

There will be services in the Chapel at East
Northport Sunday, June 13th, at 10.45, a. m.f
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow,
of Belfast.
Sunday school will follow the
preaching service.

At

judgment.

labor in the house of correction, by Judgt
Scofield of the Supreme Court of Bos
ton, both having been convicted of con
spiracv to defraud the city and of tht
larceny of $200 by making out a falst
order for a set of law books. At tht
H.
same session former Aldprman George

street.

There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
by the Rev. William Vaughan. Sunday school
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meeting Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
i 11 o’clock; subject, “God, the Only Cause and
Creator,” and Wednesday evening at 7.30

o’clock,

to which all

Arrangements

are

cordially

welcome.

the confer-

Waldo county, which is to be held in the M. E.

|

Every

FRANKFORT,

in

extraordinary

at 3

o’clock.

Rev. David L.

Wilson of Belfast

1

When the conditions are favorable the work of construction will begin,
It may be this season, and it may b(
next season; lu‘ unless there are ob
stacles now unforeseen the road will b<
built in the near future.

taking.

to

all the services of the church.

The South Waldo District Sunday School
convention will be held in Trinity Reformed
church tomorrow, Friday, and it is strongly
urged that all interested in Sunday school
work should attend. The program, which was
:
Good Cheer the Keynote.
published in full last week, is a most promis! ing one. The morning session begins at 10 a.
At the commencement exercises for tin
m. and at 12, noon, there willbe a picnic dinner.
graduating class of the Sargent Norma
School, held last week at the gymasuim, i The afternoon service will be from 2 to 4.
Everett street, Cambridge, Mass., Dr. Dudley
A launch will run from the Roller Bushing
A. Sargent made the opening address anc
Co’s float for the accomodation of those wishspoke at length on “Personality in Physica
I ing to attend. Round trip fare, 10 cents.
Education.” Among other things he said:
“A vigorous heart, creates an undauntec
Rev. Ashley A. Smith will deliver the gradspirit; there is a tendancy which seems to leac
maiden women to grow cross and crabbed wit! : uating sermon to the class of 1909, B. H. S.,
advancing years, but with proper forethoughi Sunday morning, June 13th, in the Universalist
this habit may be entirely overcome: and one : church. His
subject will be “The Issues of
way to accomplish it is by fundamental physi
■cal exercise. Through such exercise, tne in- i Life.” Following is the musical program to be
dividual radiates sunshine and good cheer; anc rendered by the Universalist church choir,
with the beauty of mind there comes also the
composed of Mrs. E. P. Frost. Miss Emma
physical beauty shown by grace of motion
Messrs. R. I. Morse and Luther Hamsuppleness of body and pleasing curves of fig Skay,
ure.
Supplementing the physical work, the mons.
student should further stimulate the mind bj Voluntary,
Gounod
listening to the best music and by reading the Gloria,
the
indivi
*>est poetry. All these things give
Chant, The Lord’s Prayer
dual confidence, and lead him or her to enjo] Anthem, O, Worship the King,
Pike
life and to be, above all, of comfort to others/ Soprano Solo,
Mrs. E. P. Frost
Harriss
I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say,
Suicide at Stockton.
Mrs. Frost and Mr. Morse
Duet,
Halsey
Postlude, March in B flat,
Charles McLain, 40 years old, of Bangor
The following clipping from the Cape Cod
committed suicide at Stockton June 8th b]
drinking carbolic acid. He was employed as a “Item and Bee” will be of interest to people
stevedore at Cape Jellison. A widow and on< ; of this vicinity:
child survive. The reason for his act is no
“Rev. and Mrs. Thomas H. Derrick were
known.
tendered a reception in the vestry of the Congregational church on Thursday evening last,
Children
at which a goodly number of parishioners and
Cry
invited guests were present. Many of them
had for the first time the pleasure of meeting
FOR TLETCHER’S
the new pastor and his wife, and extending to
The introductory
them a cordial welcome.

|
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The Nemo Self-Reducing Coriet reduces a stout woman’s figure so effectively that her
skirts have to be “taken in” from 3 to 4 inches. It “moulds in” and supports the
abdomen,
giving health and strength to women who are physically weak.

JAMES H. HOWES,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

Waldo

County Veterans

Hold Their June

Meeting

in Morrill.

The June meeting of the Waldo County Veteran association was held June 2nd in Honesty
Grange hall, Morrill. President L. C. Putnam
of Belfast called the forenoon meeting to order, and the report of the last meeting was
read by the secretary and accepted. The deaths
since the last meeting of Albert F. Nickerson
of Swanville and Daniel Dolloff of Thorndike,
both of the 26th Maine, were reported. Then
came the call to dinner by Comrade D. O. Bowen. It was a bountiful repast and nicely served.
The afternoon meeting was held in the
church, which was crowded to its doors. The
church was prettily decorated for the occasion
with flags and flowers. At 1 p. m. President
Putnam called the meeting to order and the
Morrill orchestra gave a selection, followed by
a drill by the school, who sang “America” as
they marched, the audience joining in the singing. Then the chaplain, Rev. William Vaughan,
offered prayer. The committee on time and
place of the next meeting reported and their
report was accepted, as follows: time, Thursday, July 1st; place, Ellingwood’s Corner. Comrade D. O. Bowen of Morrill then gave the address of welcome. He said:
Mr. President, Comrades, Ladies and Gentlemen: It becomes my duty to say a few words
of greeting to you this beautiful June day.
Comrades of Waldo county, we meet again to
touch elbows in comradeship, to enjoy the
pleasure of looking into each others faces,
wrinkled and marred as they are by time, and
to listen to the songs we used to sing and recount the scenes of long ago, when your your.g
manhood went to the Southland, marched, lay
on the tented field, faced the cannon’s mouth,
and fought through those long years of terrible
strife—sick, wounded, bleeding—until victory
was secured, the Union restored and Old Glory

ICOMING!
54 Additional Safe

The mortality was something appalling. In
all history no such conflict between men had
been known. We had more men killed on the
field of battle than England had lost in her
One out of every four
battles for 800 years.
males of the North, including old men and infants, went forth to battle, and out of every
six men who enlisted to fight for the Union,
These
one was dead before the war closed.
were earnest, honest, God-fearing boys, reared
in Christian homes, who had the love and
of fathers, mothers, sisters and sweet
earts behind them; who were inspired by the
loftiest purposes and feared shame and dishonor far more than death.
Though the rebels occupied a territory
greater in extent than Great Britain, France,
Germany, Austria and Spain combined, and
though they had more than one and one half
millions of splendid, brave, fighting men in the
field, standing upon their own. ground, yet
there was no mountain too precipitous, there
was no swamp so impenetrable, that our sol
diers would not unhesitatingly attack their foes
in their chosen fastnesses, and sooner or later
overcome them.
They finished up their work
so completely that in the end nowhere over the
one million
imperial expanse of more than
ten millions of
square miles, inhabited by
a sword drawn or a flag
there
was
people,
raised in defiance of the government, and the
had
great question of human slavery, which
embittered the minds and corrupted the hearts
settled
forever.
of men, was settled, and
Nearly a half century has passed and we
look back with awe at what might have been!
Thank God, there was a divinity shaping our
ends, and if, in the language of our martyr,
President Lincoln: “God willed that for every

M
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Messrs. Waterman & Monaghan, proprietors of the While Cloud Hand Laundry, wisn to announ i that
|
they will do all Collars and' Cuffs FREE OF CHARGE accompanied with bundles of 25c. or over until ft
further notice. All work not satisfactory will be done over free of charge. We are here to pi--d.se !
you. Give us a call. s*i“We invite you to call and get our rates on Family Washings.
NO. 67 CHURCH STREET

What

a

Homer

II

Daggett,

who

was

heartily applauded;

remarks by Comrades Nickerson and Jones and
Sister Griffin; selection by the orchestra; song
by Comrade Smith, who was loudly applauded;
singing, “Marching Through Georgia”; ad-

j
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Hubbard Hat
None Better .W
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I
The Hat with

Varnishes.

Reputation

DWIGHT P. PLAIEL

BRUSHES. TURPENTINE.
DRYER, PUTTY, ETC.

MASONIC TEM?lE

A. A. Howes & Co.,
GROCERIES,

a

For sale by

DRUGS

AND MEDICINES.

FOR SALE
THE STOCK OF

Millinery

...

Barrows-Wagner.

Sr

ALL COLORS AND SHADES

LINCOLN VILLE.

of Camden, were the guests of her parents Saturday and Sunday-Mrs. Fred Clark and her
father, Mr. Edward Patterson of Boston, have
arrived at their cottage, Fairview_Mr.
Frank Gray was called home suddenly on account of the death of his brother-in-law, Mr.
John C. Dean-Mr. Harry Moody has gone to
Bridgewater, Mass., where he has employment.
....Memorial services were held at the Lincolnville Center cemetery. Rev. Everett Frohock of Camden gave an address and the Lincolnville band played several appropriate selections. The Lincolnville quartette, which is
composed of Messrs. David Heal, Lincoln
Young, Willard Calderwood and Dr. Young
rendered a Memorial song very feelingly. Dinner was served at the band hall.

"~=

Lamson

Sun Proof Paints

journed.
We regret to announce the death of John C.
Dean, a most highly respected citizen, which
occurred at 10 a. m. Sunday, June 6th, after a
lingering illness of heart trouble. The funeral
An obituary will
was held at 2 p. m. Tuesday.
be given later-Freeman Vanhorn of Bath
was the guest of Miss Carrie Dickey the past
week-Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Thompson were
the guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Young, the past week-Mr. Frank Coggins
returned to his work in Stonington Wednesday-1. V. Miller of Belfast was in town the
Miss Velma Woodbridge, accompast week
panied by Priscilla and Joseph Brewster, Jr.,

Wear the

-----

wonderful transformation since

the day we sprang to arms. Population, power,
wealth, influence, and Old Glory supreme over
all other flags that wave on the face of the
whole earth.
Comrades and friends, in behalf of Honesty
Grange, in behalf of the comrades of Morrill
and our kind, hospitable fellow citizens, I bid
you a cordial, heartfelt welcome here today.
Comrade George W. Patterson of East Belfast responded for the association. The following program was then given: vocal solo by Mrs.
Maude Daggett, daughter of Comrade Joseph
Mears, with violin obligato by Ernest Townsend; reading by Comrade J. G. Harding; remarks by Comrades John O. Johnson of Liberty, Trask of Newburg and honorary member,
Thomas C. Smart; violin solo by Ernest Townsend, remarks by Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Citypoint and Rev. William Vaughan of East Belfast; selection by the orchestra; remarks by
Comrades Stinson and Harding; singing of
“The Flag” and “The G. A. R.” by Master

Erayers

]

WHITE CLOUD HAND LAUNDRY

drop of blood drawn by the lash it should be
paid by another drawn by the sword.” we
should say, surely His judgments are true and
righteous altogether.
Comrades, this is a gracious privilege we
have, that of being spared to live in these

men.

Just
Cores catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler $1. Extra bottles 60a Druggists.

special

as

features.
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HEADACHE.

Use Mi-o-na for a week, and you can eat
what you want any time you want it, and take
pleasure in doing it.
Your blood will be richer, redder, purer after
taking Mi-o-na, and it only costs 50 cents a
large box.
“I was speedily cured of stomach complaint
by Mi-o-na. Anything I can say in favor of
Mi-o-na is not too strong.”—William Hess,
Benton Harbor, Mich.

simply

value

314—For Short Stout Figure; 318,

Unwards of I every great battle of the Civil War. Bull! Run, Antietam, Gettysburg, Fredericksburg
I Petersburg Port Hudson, Vicksburg, Shiloh,
June
7.
The
and
machine
j Chickamauga and in the endless number of
Caribou,
foundry
shops of J. S. Getchell & Son in this town were skirmishes and encounters that made up the
burned late today, together with a large stock I soldier’s life in those destructive years of
of manufactured goods, potato diggers, farm strife. Forty-five years ago these comrades
wagons and other farm implements which before you were young men, perfect physicalwere awaiting shipment in the
storehouse. ly, with an eye that looked along the rifle with
The total loss is $30,000, of which $20,000 is on an unerring aim, and a muscle with such rigid
the buildings. The buildings were insured for tension that the fierce charge with the bayoThe voice that then
net became irresistible.
$6,500 and the contents for $3,500.
shouted forward to victory is now weak and
quavering, the eye is dim and the steps falterHALLDALE.
but within their inmost souls there is a
Rev. Cox preached here last Sunday... .C. H. ing;
feeling of pride born of the consciousness that
Vose returned home from Bridgewater, Mass., they were a unit of that grand army that saved
June 1st.The next meeting of the Circle and made possible the wonderful progress in
manufactures and commerce
will be at the church Thursday evening, June the arts, sciences,
in agricuiture and wealth, which we enjoy to10th_Several from this community attended i
day.
church in Freedom June 6th-Apple trees
The intensity of that great struggle, the
vast sacrifices made in blood and treasure, is
are blossoming quite full, with the exception of
Many writers and orabaldwins. There is also a good prospect of a beyond computation. to describe
some of those
tors have attempted
are
late
of
berries...
quite
good crop
People
great battles fought by men on both sides who
with their planting, but are rushing it along as never had their equal as warriors; but their
i
have failed to impress their hearers
fast as possible_Mrs. Jennie White is the words
with what the human heart feels in the presguest of Mrs. Newell White..C. A. Hall has ence of the Hell of battle, amid the cannons’
a hired man from Bridgewater, Mass.
! roar, the rifle’s crack, the screech of shot and
shell, the shouts of charging hosts, horses,
men, guns in line—in dire confusion—mingled
SICK
with the heart-rending cries of bleeding, dying

Sick headaches are caused by indigestion and
general disturbed condition of the stomach.
Cure the indigestion, and the headache, nausea, heartburn, sour stomach, and that “all in”
feeling will vanish.
Mi-o-na tablets will cure indigestion or any
other stomach trouble. They will relieve almost instantly. A. A. Howes & Co. have so
much faith in them that they will give you
your money back if they don’t.
Mi-o-na cures by making the stomach strong
enough to pruduce enough gastric juices to
digest all the food you want to eat. It promptly puts new life and energy into the.overworked and played-out walls of the stomach.

it knows that the Nemo Self-Reducing
comfort, style and durability—that it is an
a corset, saying nothing about its invaluable

worn

to all others in

312—For Tall Stout Figure; 320,

number were of the poorer sort.
thousand people are homeless.

a

I

women who have imagined that they must have
their corsets made to order are now saving half their money and enjoying
greater comfort by wearing the famous Nemo Self-Reducing Corset.

a

Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Canker Sore
Mouth Cured by Mi-o-na.

I

Thousands of stout

accordance

Letters Missive issued by the Congrega"
tional Church in Frankfort, Maine, looking to
the ordination of Mr. John H. Moseley to the

who has

woman

and exclusive

as follows:
Piano Solo, “Dance Antique”
Earl Hubbarc
Recitation, “Heidenroslein”
Ray Lindgrer
Song, “Always Me”
Bennie Parkei
Violin Solo
Harley Godfrey
Brief addresses were made by Rev. Adolpt
Rossbach, Merlin of Castle Channing, Mr. H,
M. Prentiss, Seneschal of Castle North, the
Rev. A. E. Luce, Merlin of Castle Waldo, who
came in as a late visitor, Donald
Clark, King oi
Castle Channing, Linwood Jones, King of Castle
North, and the Rev. David L. Wilson, Marquis
of the Province of Maine.
Throughout the
latter part of the evening light refreshments
were served to the guests.
The conclave was
then closed in due form and the most successful year in Castle North’s history came to an
end.
The members of Castle North are now
busily engaged planning for their annual
“Quest,” which occurs at George’s Lake, Liberty, June 21—26.
vjkdination at

for stout women

hygienic safety.
Corset is superior

gram

with

STYLE

More than a million stout women know that the Nemo Self-Reducing Corset
is the only corset that will reduce the abdomen with
perfect comfort and

I

church, Belfast, July 7th. The program will be was
chosen moderator and Rev. Robert G. Haran interesting one and it is
hoped to have a butt of
Searsport scribe. Roll call showed the
large attendance.
following churches and individuals represented:
The services at the Baptist church will be as ‘First
Church, Belfast, by Rev. D. L. Wilson,
follows: this, Thursday afternoon, at 3.30
pastor, and Mr. Alonzo J. Knowlton, delegate;
o’clock, the Juniors will meet; at 7.30 p. m., I First Church, Searsport, by Rev. C. H. Mcregular prayer meeting; subject, Lessons from Elhiny, pastor; Freedom, by Rev. J. B. Parry,
the Life of King David; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., pastor; Rev. David N.
Beach, D. D., of Bangor
sermon by the pastor,
Sunday school at noon; Seminary; Rev. E. W. Lyman, D. D., of Bangor
evening worship at 7.30.
Seminary; Rev. Charles Harbutt, Portland;
Rev. W. J. McNeil, Winslow; Rev. Robert G.
ffwin. nab
uegun on me iounaauon oi a new
Catholic church at Camden.
The building is Harbutt, Searsport. After prayer by the moddesigned by a Portland architect and will cost erator, Rev. W. W. Dorman of the Church of
the Pilgrimage, Plymouth, Mass., was made a
in the neighborhood of $6000.
It is planned to
have it completed in August. The church will corresponding member of the council. The
record of the church bearing on the Letters
come under the jurisdiction of Rev. Fr.
Flynn,
Missive were called for, as also the candidate’s
pastor of St. Bernard’s church, Rockland.
letter of membership in the Mount Hermon
There will be services conducted by Mr. CarCongregational Church of Massachusetts; his
rol J. Clark, as follows; Preaching services on
license to preach granted by the Penobscot AsSundays at 2. p. m. at the Woods schoolhouse* sociation and his
diploma from Bangor Semiand st the Brainard schoolhouse at 7.30
p. m. nary, and these were voted
satisfactory. A
at
Prayer meetings
the Hills schoolhouse on
personal statement of Dr. Beach of Bangor
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, and at William
Seminary followed, testifying to the candiGreenlaws’ on Friday evenings. All are cordates good standing prior to his coming to the
dially invited to attend these services.
Seminary, to the excellence of his work there
The 80th annual session of the Maine Uni- and to the efficiency with which, in his
junior
versalist Convention began in Gardiner June year, he had been pastor’s assistant in the 1st
8th. Nearly 200 delegates were present,
rep- Congregational Church of Brewer, and with
resenting a constituency of 107 churches and a which he had done his work at Carratunk and
the Forks in the following summer; also to the
membership of 3414. Rev. Ashley A. Smith of
acceptableness of his service in preaching and
Belfast was elected preacher of occasional
pastoral work during the time since. At the
sermon, and the president is George E. Fogg request of the moderator the candidate gave a
of Portland. The sessions continued Wednes- statement of his religious experience, his call was given its rightful place, waving triumphto the ministry and his theological beliefs. This antly over every foot of American soil.
day and will close today.
was followed by a lengthy examination of the
Comrades, you meet here today—perhaps
The Bangor Theological Alumni Association candidate, in which all the members of the unconsciously—for other purposes, of which I
council took part, and in course of which many would speak briefly to our many friends who
last week elected Rev. Rollin T. Hack, Gor
commendatory things were said in regard to evidently enjoy meeting with you on these
ham, president; Rev. Rupert B. Mathews, his many good qualities and personal attain- monthly reunions.
vice president; Rev. George W. French of ments. In private session, council voted the
Friends, Ladies and gentlemen. The most
examination satisfactory and that ordination of you were too young 45 years ago, to be imHolden, secretary and treasurer. Two of the should be proceeded
with. The ordination ser- pressed with the intensity of that great war
officers were former residents of Belfast. vice was carried out under the
following pro- for the preservation of the Union; History—
Rev. R. T. Hack was for many years the pastor pram, interspersed with hymns and vocal num
Memorial Day orators talk of these veteran’s
bers by the choir, the council having dissolved meetings. The living presence of
these men
of the Congregational church, and Rev. R. B.
by usual formal vote. Rev. W. J. McNeil acted who wear the Grand Army button, whiteMathews had charge for a time of the Y. M. C. as moderator
during the evening in absence of haired and decrepit, reminds you that these
A. in this city.
of Rev. D. L. Wilson, who was obliged to leave are a few, a remnant of that great host who
for home: Invocation by moderator; reading dared death and placed all their hope for the
At the First Methodist
Episcopal church of minutes by scribe; introductory prayer, future upon their country’s altar, a willing
Sunday. June 13ch, service at 10.45 a. m., with Rev. Robert G. Harbutt; reading of scripture, sacrifice.
preaching by the pastor; Rev. Albert E. Luce. Rev. J. B. Parry; sermon, Rev. D. N. Reach, D.
D.; ordination prayer, Rev. E. W. Lyman, D. presence, merely speak of unselfish sacrifice
At noon, Bible school, as usual; at 3.30
p. m., D.; charge to pastor, Rev. W. W. Dorman; for others.
They voice patriotism, love of
Junior Epworth League, Miss Lillian Spiuney, righthand of
fellowship, Rev. C. II. McElhiney: country and determined resistance to every unSupt.; at 7.30 p. m., evening service, conducted address to people, Rev. Charles Harbutt; clos- just and unholy cause. As these men fought,
ing prayer, Rev. W. J. McNeil; benediction by j indirectly to free the oppressed slave, so
by the pastor. Tuesday, June 15th, at 7.30 p. the
should the presence of these men lead you,
pastor, Rev. John H. Moseley.
m., Epworth League; Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.,
and this generation of young men and women,
mid-week prayer meeting, conducted by the
to resist with all your might the many forms
Fires in Presque Isle and Caribou.
of oppression which now exist.
pastor.
Strangers are made welcome. A
There are men in public life whom we deJune
7.
Fire swept an area
Presque
Isle,
large attendance is desired.
of fully one-quarter of the village tonight, light to honor. We love to honor the memory
of
such men as Washington and Lincoln and
100
ten
burning
dwelling houses,
potato store
and have special days set apart to
schoolhouse, next Sunday afternoon, June 13th houses, the Canadian Pacific railway freight Garfield,
station, the Congregational church and Masonic | speak of their sayings and acts; but, friends,
beginning at 2 P. M., in observance of Chil- hall, causing a loss estimated
think
of any men, dead or living, who
can
you
conservatively at
drens’ Day. Following a short address to the $300,000. The residences burned included some j deserve greater honor than these old veterans
:
These men fought in
| children by the pastor, there will be recitations of the best in the village, although the greater ! before you today?

fact is, it takes money to build a rail
road, whether it be operated by steam oi
electricity, and capitalists are not in th(
habit of making investments withou'
reasonable assurance of some return
by the children and special music. It is hoped
Roads are not built by dummy corpora
i all the parents in the vicinity will be interested
tors with nothing but wind behindt hem,
to come and bring their children. Preparations
Such schemes are only intended to fool are
being made to have a Children’s Day conthe people. The men who hold the charcert at the Brainard schoolhouse, West Northter for the proposed road to Camden art ! port, later in the month.
leading capitalists and business men ol
The services for the week at the North Conthe State.
They control the Camden, gregational church will be as follows: prayer
Rockland and Thomaston road, a paying j meeting at 7.30 this evening; topic; The Church
proposition, and they have expended sev- | and Culture, John 8: 32; Col. 1: 9-10; Morning
eral thousand dollars on surveys. At the ; worship on Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon
time the surveys were completed the by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson, on,
1
“The Problem of Suffering.” Sunday school
price of material was so high that il
would not have been wise to undertake at noon; meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society at 6.30; topic, The Noble life of
construction, and later the matter oi Frances
Willard; Prob. 31: 10, 17-20, 25, 26,
land damages in Camden was a serious i
•obstacle. But at no time has there beer 29-31. Evening worship at 7:30 with address
any intention of abandoning the under i by the pastor. The public is cordially invited

CASTORIA

was
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ring of the degree of Esquire upon eighi
Pages of the latter Castle, the officers of Castl<
North doing the work.
At a quarter aftei
seven the Knights of the two Castles enterec
the Hall, forming a double line before th<
throne, through which the two Kings, Linwooc
Jones of North and Donald Clark of Channing
passed to the throne. The opening ritual wai
conducted in splendid manner by Channing’]
King, the Merlin of this castle also leading th<
devotions. The King of North and his officer]
then conferred the degree of Esquire on th<
waiting candidates, after which all the mem
bers of the two Castles, Pages, Esquires anc
Knights, listened to a musical and literary pro-

being made for the annua, gospel ministry, an ecclesiastical council conYoung People’s Societies of vened with that church on
Thursday, June 3rd,

are

convention of the

The occasion of the conclave

COMFORT and CORRECT

riADCCTC

UNDERTAKER,

-AM >-

Licensed Embalmer-Coroner.

Fancy Good*
OF

Everything modem in

MRS.

CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
Metal

Shipping

Cases

and

Slate

Burial

always in stock.
Calls answered promptly, either day or night
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.
Vaults

I also have a stock ol

Card Tables and Chairs

EL MM
Fernald

1 Coo*

Wagner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
TO LET
Wagner of Belmont, and Lewis William Bar- for ’Card Parties, Sociables and EntertainIn The Journal Block.
rows of Hopedale, Mass.,' were united in marments. Tables 10 cents apiece
Church Street.
riage at the Methodist parsonage in Hopedale,
•m
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.
June 2nd, Rev. Dr. T. C. Watkins officiating
Home interests neet
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
and using the single ring service. The young
A good business
sale.
couple were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Thayer,
the latter a sister of the groom. The service
Apply at <
right
party.
was a quiet one owing to the illness of the
28tf
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
groom’s mother. The bride has many friends
I have purchased the harness business forin this city, where she is well and favorably
merly conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and shall
known, and the groom is a popular travelling continue the business at the old stand until my
I will
the
State
new shop on High Street is completed.
man and a member of Company M. of
On Church street, a very 11''
of harnesses. Goods at
Militia. Mr. and Mrs. Barrows will make their give you the best grade
tenement with stable and garden,
2m20
rock bottom prices.
rent. Inquire at
home for the present with the groom’s mother
4<h££*‘
17 CHURCH
22tf
CHAS. E. STEVENS, Balfaat, Malm.
in Spindleville, Mass.

HARNESSES

TO LET

i

i

w

§jfNlr\\S

W

Peavey’s Hall, Cityjune 12th, with music by

dance

a

^

The North Knox and Weat Waldo
.Vetarai
AsbocWHO*.
haU it> annual maatin|
June
1601;
Wednesday,
kmll j,
Appleton. If stormy, come the next ft|r day

OF BELFAST.

;

in

’*•'

|W

■>

,,i

■;;;

Kf* ■8.,

Friday night,

tomorrow,

i.

orchestra.

Townsend's

l,and concert tomorrow, Frithe achoolhouse common,
.beginning at 8 o’clock.

opened his general
Sorthport hotel, Northport
;V reason. Earl Dickey is in
Uv has

"Please stop
Have been quite successful;
r- and have one engaged,

I,

writes:

user

oi

uh has been decided upon
the annual lawn party to be
o-cunds at the Home for Aged

*

...

street.

i..r

for the Maine State Fair,
closed May 1, but were relosed. Pearl Brook Farm,

...

Vi

for three

a

|

races.

remaining in the Belfast
week ending June 8th: Mrs.
; rr Mary E. Knights, Frank
r-

■

Jack Ross, H. C. Wil-

lv. erson,
7

wishes to call the attention
ordinance against spittles, for which there is a
Marshal Hammonds in-

j

e

the

i

law.

this

\

having a large addition
trotting park. It will

<

the

tails and will be modern
A'nen completed the whole

;

liate

about 40 horses.

rvice from the train at

Campground post
Bay side, will begin June
be carried by James F.
.thee at Bay side will be

•;i port

!

DOay
ipse
he

of the

ujjjjunuun*

moon

The

moon.

rose

in

partial

total eclipse began at
in p. m., and at 10.31 p. m.
ly clear of the earth’s

the
<

and June 6th the seniors
most

ngton trip spent a
,p]e Heights as the guests
his cottage.

will be interested in the
commencement exer'Vminary will be held June
■

the

o’clock. Sunday, June
will preach the baclune 16th there will be a
of managers, followed by

10

Ker

4

o'clock and junior

a

AT
ONE FORTY
NINE
i

ex-

Iiarv
-day

sixth annual
afternoon, June 2nd.

broken, two by Hussey,
and mile run, and one by
shot-put. The Seniors won
r.fi* points out of 90. Web-

le

the best

point getter

for his

The Junior class
i th 13 points. Hayford, ’09,
■inning broad with a record
his

credit.

of the Improvement SoMrs. F. W. Pote Mon.* :’.30 p. m.
Members are
i to be present and assist in
lie present season. At the
f the society it was voted
:<es to the public for this

i

.ng

wn h

I
I

|
I

remedy
coughs
nearly seventy
years old? There is one—Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. Once
in the family, it stays. It is not a doctor, does not take
the place of a doctor. It is a doctor’s aid. Made for
the treatment of. all throat and lung troubles.
Ask
year own doctor his opinion of it. Follow his advice.
NO alcohol in this COUgh medicine. JTC.AyerCo.,Lowell,Mass.

little
better than the"
ordinary—because

they
good

of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
a party of little friends
brate her eleventh birthlaved during the evening

!

An

m*d

|

i.

j

|
j

I
&
.1

!

b

1

of

treat

Wednesday evening,

June

2nd,

inmates
a rare

w’hen Mr.

and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce of Cinncinnati,
Ohio, who are spending the summer at their
home on High street gave an illustrated talk
on an extended western trip they made last
winter.Mr. Pierce gave the talk for the pleasure
of his aunt, Mrs. Joanna P.Brown, w’ho boards at
Miss Coombs was gener- the home, and wishing others to enjoy it with
her it was given in the reception room, and
ith many pretty gifts.
proved a delight to all. Mr. and Mrs. Pierce
the Islesboro High school
not only thouroughly enjoyed their trip, but
Washington, D. C., in March
their own camera and making their lanusing
rr;ent of Orrin J. Dickey of
tern slides they can give some of their pleasure
on a very pleasant recepMr. Pierce is a fine conversationalto others.
: Mr. and Mrs. John Field at
ist, and his story of his visit to the grand Canaflast
week.
The
vning
of surf
on with accompanying pictures, and
-heir sons, Laforest and Edscenes and fruit growing were intensely interlarge number -of the High
esting. Mr. and Mrs. Pierce have about 20(
i their parents were present.
slides and it is hoped later to give several talk*
most pleasantly passed. Refor the benefit of our public charities, in Merved and games and an inmorial Hall. Mrs. Brown is remarkably brighl
fol lowed.
The presence of for a
I
lady of 91 years and hopes to live to th«
tended as a surprise to the
century mark. She does beautiful fancy work
guests and they were una- is fond of flowers and of out-door life. She is
on of the hosts until he was
the mother of Hon. Arthur I. Brown, Secretary
rendered,
:ren taking part.
Refresh
and cake were served. The
mt by the hostess, and the
doll, was won by Miss Gemil program

I

Evening in The West.
the Home for Aged Women enjoyed
The

was

large factory

busy

And that factory
wanted to be

never come

|

j of State, and of

week.

Shipping Items.

With her

predicted that the
able to show her stern tc
ass in the bay or river. ...The
has had her upper works
the water line is in fine coni-son’s business. She will be
t opportunity to have her
and painted... .Tuesday the
rip from Bangor to Chase
nts from the insane
hospita
uting ...The turbine steamv. as laid
up at Bath for the
i at Boston to be got readj
the Belfast, on the Boston-

Their worth.
$2.00 a pair is
what most of
them are worth.
There are a few
(not many) that
would sell for
$2.50. Of course
we bought them
under price, which
makes it possible
for us to sell
them at $1.49
and still make

4c.

Silkolenes,
12 l-2c.

9c.

ICapt.

building

our

Safety

customers

Do Your

11c.
47c.

$1.25
$1.25 Skinner Satin,

89c.

Thursday

Quite

a

SWIFT &

Ryder

\

I
:

}

Gilchrest’s, was launched last Thursday...
Sch. James Slater was hauled out on Gilchrest B
marine railway yesterday for calking and ger
eral repairs... .Sch. Maude Palmer, Capt. Alz
M. Carter, is coming to Bangor with a cargo c

DINSM0RE

STORE,
BELFAST, MAINE
J
■

be made

■

;

coal from Newport News.

\

if

a

Coat, Skirt, Evening

or

day

or

HARNESSES,

BLANKETS,

HA L TERS,

WHIPS,

BITS,

COLLARS.

HORSE GOODS

evening

as

no

daylight

The Prison Road Wagon.

is

method. All work
12 a. m., 1 to 5
the dates.

E. R.

CONNER,

will be

Very truly

given

our

Belfast, Maine.

Gown,

4%

1868.

WILYIER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.

Deposits June 7, 1909,
Reserve,

....

Surplus,

....

$1,559,058 33
100,000.00
153,734.18

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 82, June 7, 1909, at the rate of

CLAIRVOYANT

PALMIST,

is still in your midst and can
be consulted daily from 9
A. M. to 9 P. M.,

j
j;
;
>

personal attention.

Read Wisely—An Honest Proposition

Total Dividends

|

paid

to

depositors

to

date,

$29,553.46
$1,354,442.35

This Bank paid its 82d semi-annual dividend on J une 7, at the rate
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time,will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

I heartily agree and guarantee to make no
charge if I fail to tell you what you wish to
Deposits received and placed on interest the first
know in regard to health, love, marriage, business, speculation, law suits, or in fact any or month.
everything that you might be in doubt about.
I will tell you the culmination of every hope,
Deposits in this Bank are exempt from taxation.
fear or ambition, that you might be the possessor of and advise you correctly as to the best
TRUSTEES:
course to
pursue in order to gain contentment
and happiness.
As a demonstration of my ROBERT F. DUNTON.
JAMES H. HOWES,
FRED G.
wonderful methods I will call you by name and
ARTHUR I. BROWN, BEN D. FIELD.
tell you the exact object of your visit, or read
you free of charge.

Readings 50c. and $1.00

TO

of each

WHITE,

4%

4%
LINCOLNVILLE.

Memorial Day

yours,

CARLE & JONES.

j

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

on a

Street

r

ROBES,

ORGANIZED

=J

anything in our line that is out of the ordinary,
something Exclusive or Smart, will kindly order before
same

PAUL’S, Hasonic Temple

va

new up-to-date

and

°r

that date and

at

j

Anyone desiring

New Invoice.

a

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

^SPECIAL SHOPPING TRIP^
;

Fruit

A

Monthly.

June 14th,

^

a Surrey, Top
Buggy, Runabout,
Concord, Grocery, Express Wagon, or almost any other
type of vehicle, we have it; and can furnish it in the best
of Prison or New York work, or in the cheaper Western
grades. See our four-passenger light buckboard for
small horses; scarcely heavier than a single
carriage.

THE

m

|

Whether you want

display—

better look.

#|

)

Wo Goods Laid Away.
No Goods Delivered

Denwood, 4%

interest,

Monday,

PRICES

_

Costs you

=

-r-ii.T-3-il

For your Fresh Confectionery and Fruit
SATURDAY NIGHT go to

see

guaranteed. Office hours 8 to
and 7 to 8 P. M. DON’T forget

j
JONES' ANNOUNCEMENT

We leave for Boston

|!

Charged.

Just Received,

100
in
displayed
pairs
our large window.
can

_

59c

3w22

You

used by his

SOMETHING" NEwl
j

_

Confectionery

AT 18 SPRING STREET.

CARLE &

89c
Children’s Heavy Ribbed Vests
and
Pants,
$1.00 Wool Underwear.

_

Their sizes.
3s, 3 l-2s, 4s, 4 l-2s, medium
width are the sizes.
But—rather than
disappoint others
we have taken
some larger sizes
from our regular
$2.00 shoes—so
everyone can be
fitted.

can

COMPANY

=

49c

25c.'
12 12c-

U rappers,

ROBERT F.DUNTON, President.

best advertisement.

Payable

95c.

No Telephone Orders.

legitimate
profit.

surplus for the protection of our
half-page advertisement to tell you
Bank. Everybody is paid interest

And get 2 %

^

-*ovcaTTsEaroi.

N) Goods

DR. SALIE

^

are our

$1.25 Outing Night
Robes,
Skirts.

EpAjoroiclT™^

V

a

j

Bargains in Muslin Underwear

8c.

(poods

the OLD RELIABLE Eye
of
Specialist
Portland will be at the Windsor Hotel, Belfast,
June 16th and 17th.
Examination of the eye

is the Watchword with

WALDO TRUST

with cargoes of salt herring.The
masted schooner James Slater arrived Iasi
afternoon from Port Jefferson, N. Y.

the past- week. The schooner is loading ston
at Stonington for New York... .The Bath tu;
ex
Charley Lawrence, which has undergone
tensive repairs and had a new boiler installe

our

$10.00 Dress Skirts,
$5.98
8*50
qq
7.00 and 7.50 Dress
Skirts, 3^98
£ 00 Dress Skirts,
2.98

Splendid Bargains in
Raincoats.

Checking Business with the

three-

ltfnpie Heights

of

no

Royal Society Embroidery
Packages at cost and less.

10c., 12 l-2c., 15c.

75c. Percaline Petticoats,

19c.

25c. Lisle Gloves,
jgc
50c. Silk and Lisle
Gloves,
39c
Long Silk Gloves in black, brown
and white,
49c. and 89c.
Splendid Values in Mexican
WorkHandkerchiefs and Fine Leather Goods

39c.

and 19c. pair.
Best Quality Pillow Cases.

1

3gf

Serges, Panamas, Mohairs
and Broadcloth marked
down to close
out.]

yd.
yd.
yd.

9c. yd.
$1.37 Bleached Table Damask, 89c.
12 l-2c.
17c. Crepe Waistings,
25c. Dress Linens,
19c.
50c. Dress Linens,
39c. 7
8c. Light Color Outings,
4c.
25c. Mercerized Linings,
19c.
All 25c. Waistings, in white and
19c. yd.
colors,
75c.
$1.00 Corsets,

substantial

a

50c. Silk Muslins,
25c'

Ginghams,

Spool Silk,

nothing to investigate.

Arthur V. S. Woodruff, Captain J. H. Dever
eaux; Willie Swift, Capt. Albert Gott, and th<
William Matheson, Capt. Fred L. Dorr, arrivec
at Lubec last week from the Magdalene island:

and after undergoing repairs will go into com
mission with Capt. A. C. Batchelder of North
Capt. Batchelder brough 1
port in command.
te.
and ha:
j the schooner down from Port Jefferson
ney received word Tuesday frorr
bought an interest of George A. Gilchrest.
Burleigh to the effect that the As reported last week schooner Etna, of Ban
''i he
recently presented to the I gor, was towed into Newport, R. I., on fire
Apartment at Washington, D. C. | and the ferry boat West Side assisted in putting
change and extension of R. F. D | out the flames. June 1st a keeper was put oi
had been granted. The change board to collect a bill for $3,000 for damages t<
0n f»f the
route will take effect or
the ferry boat. Capt. Chipman returned fron
i of
juiy According to the peti- Boston that afternoon and put the keeper 01
r°ute now driven by Herbert W
shore and the tug Mercury then took the Etni
tois city will
June 4th the owners, offi
in tow for Boston.
pass over the sanu
Present until it reaches the foui cere and crew of the ferry boat filed a libe
Court
fht* stage road in
Northport, whei against the schooner in the U. S» Circuit
Wlr*ging this way to Flander’s Cor Boston.Captain E. S. McDonald and mat
*
few day
were at home for a
John
f:or|tinue on over the “Kendal
and thence ove:
to Brown’s Corner, thence t<
0rr‘«r and then over the route no\
ihis makes a difference of sorm
1
laches about one hundred fami
rr‘er and
some forty or more in win
is one which will be
appreci
.many patrons on that route. Mi
er
this arrangement will receive
-Hum.

here;

Osprey, brough

Harrington, has been condemned ant
the work of stripping her began last week
Some of the rigging will be used on schoonei
Mary Weaver, which has been undergoing
repairs at Gilchrest’s.... The fishing schooner:

■

1

Schooner

are

about the

here from

gine it is

■

W. Brown of the Belfas'

post office.

Arey, in his
resumed the Bangor and
Ben

route last

F.

We

Bargains in Silk Waist
Patterns—no two alike.

Good 36-inch Bleached Cotton,
7 l-2c. yd.
Extra fine 36-inch Bleached Cotton,

Lisle Hose at

BELFAST, MAINE.
depositors, and require

Taffeta Silks in blaciTand aU
de^
sirable shades,
fiqr U(1
Messaline Silks,
Z'
69c. Rajah Silks,
49e’
49c. Shantung Silks,
39c
39c. Tioga Silks,
29c.

6 l-2c. yd.
Cotton,
Best Quality 36-inch Unbleached
7 l-2c. yd.
Cotton,
Fine Quality 40-inch Unbleached
7 l-2c. yd.
Cotton,
Best Quality 40-inch Unbleached
8 l-4c yd.
Cotton,

■

:

again.

Great values in Ladies’ Cotton and

Wa Ido Trust Company
|

may

50c.

busy—hence good
samples.

§■>

--

SAFETY

a

season.

V

You cannot recover promptly if your bowels are constipated. Ayer’s Pills are gently laxative; act directly on the liver. Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor all about them.

e—

j

etc., depended
whether or not
a

and for months

9c.

appearance,

would have

buying and saving-supply all your needs
ahead, for another opportunity like this

now

Prints,

samples.
quality,

are

On their

you

later.

|

a

are

your time for

Ont Sale.

Closing

Fine Quality 36-inch Unbleached]

Now as to value.
These are good
shoes. In fact

For Coughs-Takc This

however, be leased to prir.e month or season. Price
may be obtained by the

Its

But we prefer to
state facts.

1

held its

Great

Just 218 pairs
of women’s sample
shoes. We could
have easily called
it 500, and it
wouldn’t have been
out of the ordinary to

they

*

REHEMBER THE

have said 1Q00.

j

Last Friday
Sophmores, with the
itests, had a picnic on the
the 6th and 7th grades
continue.

S.

at

The Journal—pays, last
week we advertised the loss of a. mink neckpiece, and the Amt call over the telephone
Thursday morning was from the finder of the
missing fur, who Had read the notice in The
Journal.

|
j

Wood.
nau an

Advertising—in

The treasury ili>wfH has decided to bu; r
site between Bay View and Chestnut street
Camden, for the now fedUeal buildiag to b 1
J. W. Linekin of Morrill writes the Waterville
erected there. The Camden real estate com
Sentinel that he has been keeping bees since
pany offered the property far MBO.
1874 and never saw a harder Bpring for them
Belfast, Friday.
In a letter to Orrin J. Dickey the Easteri , than this year. He had a large swarm come out
The tenth annual reunion of the Chase-Chacc Steamship Company say that while
May 27tk and
this is pretty near a recthey hav
family association will be held at Hotel Ven no objection whatever to Sunday excursion or<l. Only twice before has he had swarms in
dome, Boston, Mass., at 10 a. m., Wednesday landing at the wharf in Northport, now ownei | May; once in 1888 and once in 1888.
June 30, 1909, and a general invitation is exWaldo county cases were argued before the
by them, they feel that the matter should b
tended to all of Chase-Chace name or descent decided by the Campmeeting Association.
justices of the supreme bench at the law court
to attend the meeting.
The Rockland Courier-Gazette disavows al I in Bangor, June 3d. The cases of Brown vs.
Many spent Sunday out of town, at the vari- responsibility for the. story of the 90 brool : Dudley, State of Maine vs. Winfield 8. Edminous camps and cottages at the ponds or the
trout that “averaged one pound each" and say , ster et als., and Nealley vs. The Great Eastern
shore. It was an ideal day for motoring oi “the accuracy of the story must be vouched fo:
Casualty Indemnity Co., all from Waldo county,
driving and the country was looking its best by Woodbury (Thomas) himself." Our loca I were heard. The following local attorneys were
The fruit trees are blooming profusely this fishermen would like to hear from Woodbury
present; Hon. R. F. Dunton, County Attorney ;
H. C. Buzzell, Arthur Ritchie and J. S. Harri- i
season, and driving was never more enjoyable.
Teachers’ Convention. A full report o:
There were nine boats on Alford’s Lake on the Waldo county teachers’ convention, held ii man.
the forenoon of Memorial Day, but so far as
A lobster Dinner. The steamer Castine
Islesboro, will be found on the 6th page. Sinc<
we are able to learn the only successful one ;
made her first tri p to Crescent Beach for the
was
Herbert W. Thorndike’s, which landed that report was in type we have received
season last Sunday, and it was the first
party
eight medium sized salmon in two days’ fishing. ! copy of the resolutions adopted, as follows:
With Mr. Thorndike a portion of the time were
Whereas. The annual meeting of the Waldc to arrive at that resort by water. Although
his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs
county teachers’ association has been pleasanl the wind during the day came from all points
of Belfast —Rockland Courier-Gazette.
! as well as educational; therefore, be it
of the compass it blew the hardest when it
Resolved, That the sincere thanks of the as- came from astern
The June meeting of John Cochran Chapter,
and so was not felt. In fact,,
to
be
tendered
the
sociation
of
Islesborc
people
Daughters of the American Revolution, will be j; for their
hospitality and words of welcome; that the day on the water was exceptionally pleasat the home of the Misses Kimball Monday we
expres our appreciation for the music fur- ant, and save for a swell on the down trip beevening, June 14th. The roll-call will be nished by the school children of Islesboro, and tween Camden and Owl’s Head the sea was
answered by the names of old-time dowers. also by Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher of Belfast.
Resolved, That our heartfelt thanks be ex- smooth. The shores were looking their bestThe paper of the evening by Miss Emeroy tended to the speakers for their instructive the fields at their
greenest and the foliage
Ginn, will be on “Social Life in the Colonies.” and helpful contributions to the program of fresh from the showers of the night before*
the day. They were words of wisdom which
Mount Percival was a picture, clothed from its
J. G. Abom began work June 3d on the ad- were like
apples of gold in pitchers of silver.
dition to the Girls’ Home building, Northport ! Whereas, various acts of the last legislature rocky shore to the summit in different shades
avenue.
In tearing down the old L it was were so distinctly for the advantage of the of green, the light color of the birches concause of education in Maine; therefore, be it
with the dark green of the
found to have been constructed at different
Resolved, That we record our gratitude for trasting strongly
periods with timbers of varying size. Original- this expression of interest in our public schools. firs and spruces. At Northport Campground
Resolved. That we gratefully acknowledge the piling has been driven for the extension of
ly it was a small one story structure. Then a
the favors and courtesy shown us by the Press.
the wharf and from appearances it will be
second story was added, and later two extenWhereas, our State superintendent, Hon.
sions were built.
i Payson Smith, has continued with fidelity his ready when the steamers Camden and Belfast
faithful and efficient service to aid the teach- come on the route. At Temple Heights, where
A crab-apple tree in the garden of Charles
ers of this county; therefore, be it
a landing was made, the new hotel is a con- !
P. Hazeltine attracted the attention of all j
Resolved, That we renew our pledges ?of
It is boarded and roofed, j
passers-by last week. The tree, which is an loyalty to him. with gratitude for past favors. spicuous object.
Resolved. That the unselfish and entire de- Both the Campgrounds looked inviting, but
unusually symmetrical one,was literally covered votion
of the
and other officers of few people were about at either place. At
with white blossoms, which were so thick that the association president
for its highest interests is truly
Camden many of the excursionists went ashore
the leaves were almost entirely overshadow- appreciated.
to visit in Camden, Rockport or Rockland or
A. G. Warner,
ed, and the effect, from a short distance, was
)
J. A. Scott,
Committee
go to the beach by trolly. A few minutes afboth beautiful and unusual.
Sara J. Cliffod, \
ter the schedule time the Castine came along- 1
ot-nviLi..
a ut*
&U1I1IUCI
iKAin
OUMMtK
side
the pier at Crescent Beach, and Landland
uai
isti m.
ior
ine
oeneiag nay
schedules of the Maine Central and Bangor &
fit of the Girl’s Home, which has previously Smith wTas on hand as usual to take the lines :
Aroostook railroads will go into effect Monday, j
Once landed the
been mentioned in our columns, will occur and welcome the visitors.
June 21st. The new’ time tables of the two !
June 19th, and the co-operation of stranger is in no need of a pilot. The long I
roads will differ very little from those of last Saturday,
all our citizens is earnestly requested for this pier leads directly to the building where the
summer and the few changes that have been
most worthy object. Tag Day is no longer an famous shore dinners are served and a few
made will conduce to the convenience of the
It has proven in many other minutes after arrival the party were seated j
traveling public. B. & A. trains will leave experiment
a
and effective method of and Mr and Mrs. Smith were here and there in 1
Bangor for Stockton and Searsport at 8.30 a. m. | places quick, easy
funds for special work.
Worcester. the big dining hall to see that no one lacked
and 4.30 p. m., and will arrive at Bangor from raising
Mass., raised $22,000 and Providence, R. I., for attention. There is evidently no scarcity j
Stockton and Searsport at 7.15 and 8.30 a. m.
$17,000 for local charities. Portland netted of lobsters at Crescent Beach. At every plate
and 4.55 p. m.
$4,000, for the Home for Friendless Boys. We was half of a freshly boiled lobster in the
The Northport correspondent of the Bangor
cannot, of course, reach these figures, but we shell, and you had your choice of clam or lobCommercial says that Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
appeal to our citizens to respond generously ster stew. Then came fried clams, fried cod, j
French of Winterport, who for a number of and
loyally to this call for aid to an institu- with hot biscuit, doughnuts, coffee and pie. I
who
but
Hotel
years managed the Northport
I tion that not only gives shelter to the The lobster order could be duplicated as many
White
gave up the house this season,have taken
| homeless but benefits our city by spending times as desired, and if any one failed to get
Rock cottage and will conduct a boarding several thousand
dollars here yearly.
No pub- their fill of lobster it was their fault. Capt.
Mr.
house there during the summer season.
lic call has been made upon the people of our Abner Gilmore undertook to keep count of the
and Mrs. French have many friends and they
city for fourteen years. We come to you now number of lobsters eaten by one of the party
Mr. and Mrs.
will have many patrons.
asking for your support in making this first but not having a pencil was obliged to give it up.
for
house
the
have
1
who
occupied
Andrews,
Tag Day a success. Several thousand tags The captain is a pretty good hand himself at
will
Andrews
Mrs.
retire
and
many years, will
will be distributed throughout the city, and it eating lobsters, and although he had been to |
leave on a trip for her health visiting friends will
be extended to Searsport, Stockton Crescent Beach several times in recent years |
while Mr. Andrew’s will occupy one of the
Springs, Brooks and Northport, and possibly it was the first time he had seen it since the j
smaller cottages for the summer.
Winterport. The central committee from old sea-faring days, when the whole coast was
He said that sometimes
Woman’s Hospital Aid. A meeting of this the Board of Managers of the Home will familiar to him.
be assisted by a score of young women as there would be a fleet of a hundred sail at
association, held June 5th in the council room,
the
larger number of anchor in Owl’s Head harbor, while last Sun- ,
Memorial Building, was well attended, and fif- chaperones for
day the only occupant was an old bay coaster j
teen new members were added to the list. Mrs. ; young misses who will solicit. These latter
Clarence O. Poor and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore | will wear arm bands or badges of one color and with a suit of sails much too small for her. j
1
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest were pas- j
withdrew from the visiting committee for June, will carry sealed boxes for the donations. At
and Mrs. O. S. Vickery and Mrs. H. H. Carter least 10 cts will be secured for each tag and it sengers on the down trip, leaving the boat at ;
is expected that many will go for a much highCamden, and on the return, just off Jameson’s j
were chosen in their places. Mrs. R. D. Southworth resigned from the board of managers, er price. The collectors will be stationed in Point, we found Capt. Gilchrest in a motor j
boat with a bowsprit in tow. The tow line was
and Mrs. Moses W. Rich was elected to fill the all parts of the city, at boats and trains, at
shifted to the Castine, Capt. Gilchrest was
An entertainment committee, to j mills and factories, and several solicitors will
vacancy.
have charge of entertainments until January be assigned to visit the residential part of the taken on board, and the Castine proceeded,
landing was made at Camden, and about 6.30 p.
1, 1910, was appointed, as follows: Mrs. H. H. city. N o one will be urged unduly to buy tags m. the
party arrived home, every one voting
but
it
is
that
no door or pocket bo oil
S.
Mrs.
S.
Mrs.
O.
hoped
chairman.
Vickery,
the first excursion of the season a decided
Johnson,
be
to
will
closed
these
missionaries.
success.
EdA.
Mrs.
Mrs.
John
young
Fogg,
Augustus Parker,
mund Wilson, Miss Anne M. Kittredge and
Mrs. H. H. Carter. It was decided to take
steps to organize auxiliary aids in each town in
the county. The by-laws were amended to
read that the aid shall meet on the first Friday
of each month; hour and place to be announced
Do
know a
for
and colds
The W. C. T. U. will meet this,
Thursday
afternoon with Harriet N. Millet, High street
The day was changed to enable all who wish tc
attend the Sunday school convention in East

dance at Silver Harvest

,f a

Hr

■

—Sec’y.

observed by Thomas H.
| ir regular meeting June
from the 15th.
be

K*

M. R. Knowlton hat bought of Miss Jenni I
Knowlton, and taken charge of, the cafe 01 >
Phoenix row formerly conducted by B. F
Moaher.

was

rendered “They Rest with God.” £Rev. S.
E. Frohock of Camden gave an able and intet

appropriately observed

A large unfurnished room, one May 31st at Lincolnville Centre and the excer- structive address on “Peace Methods and
cises were very interesting. There was a Growing Navies.” Following the exercises a
flight front, rent very reason- large attendance. A procession composed of bountiful dinner was served in Dunton’s Hall
G. A. R. men and members of the Grange led by the ladies, after which an informal talk was
able.
by the Lincolnville Band marched to the ceme- given by Mr. Frohock on “Why we should ob^
19 Cedar Street.
tery, where the exercises were held. A quar- serve Memorial Day.”
T«23p

Across the

I

Continent

From Maine to Washington via California.
The Northwest.

blooming

has

palm trees, and orange
trees laden with the golden fruit, gave
me a shock; and since then, in the short
time of two months, I find a gradual
change from what would be June and
July weather down in Maine to a backward spring in Seattle with the apple
trees just blooming; and now, in Billings
Montana, the willows are just leaving
out and all other trees look dead.
They
expect snow here any day now. June
15, 1908, at Butte in this State they had
a foot of snow; so that eastern
people

a

tendency to preYent

in

world.

Hold

Highly Successful Convention in
Islesboro.

a

Reported for The Republican Journal.)
The annual session of the Waldo
County Teachers’ Association held Tuesday, June 1st, in Islesboro was one of the
most successful conventions in the history of the Association, and the large
gathering which went across the bay on
that

morning passed

a

the well-filled tables did

delightful day

The

with the teachers and residents of the
The sessions were held in
island town.

lections

an

encore.

Mrs. Inez M. Pendleton, superintendent of the schools of Islesboro, extended
to the convention a welcome in behalf of

session

opened

with

of the Castine State Normal
School then delivered an interesting address on “The Value of Little Things in
Teaching”. Mr. Richardson spoke in an
interesting manner of what teachers
should do and gave 36 points of what
would be good resolutions for a teacher
to make for the improvement of her
school and the interest of her pupils.

rendered, and then Rev. A. W. Warner
Another
of Islesboro offered prayer.
selection was sung by the children and
to

afternoon

principal

program opened with song seby the school children, prettily

they responded

to

selections of song by the school children
of Islesboro, and Albert F. Richardson,

the town hall and drew one of the largest
audiences which has been present at a
The
teachers’ convention for years.

morning

ample justice

the excellent service, and to both dinner
and supper.

j

!

The paper
was

very

witty and interesting and
pleasing to the many who
In closing he said: “Have few
was

heard it.
the teachers, in which she said they had i
rules; be frank and respect the proper
been a long time coming, but they were ;
authority.”
see the delegates, and while it ;
to
glad
1
Elbridge S. Pitcher of Belfast then
was the first convention of the kind ever
rendered “Church Going Bells,’’with Mrs.
held in Islesboro they had many visitors
Pitcher accompanying, and responded
who she wished the visitors of the conwith “Barney McGee.
vention might pattern after; visitors,
Superintenpent L. E. Moulton of Rockwho, coming, liked, and came again to land
spoke on the subject of “Need of
convention
The delegates to this
stay.
Varied Communication.” Some children
come on an errand which brings what
are eye-minded. Others ear-minded. The
The residents of
money cannot bring.
preparation of the plan of work of teachall
blend
with
Islesboro and the teachers
ers must be arranged from day to day.
nature in welcoming you today.
We must arrange our courses of study,
Principal Clarence W. Proctor of the and then the teachers must have their
Belfast High school responded to the
basic methods. Taste, smell and touch
welcome pleasingly for the teachers of
whenever they can be used will strengthWaldo county and the visitors, stating
en
the movement of education.
One
that the time of a convention was always
communication strengthens the other.
the
from
aside
well spent and that
great
One of the most interesting papers
moral and educational worth which was
was that given by A. W. Boston, princienof
the
also
it
privilege
gave
offered,
pal of the Islesboro High school, who
tertaining old friends and renewing old
spoke on the subject of “Importance of
one out of the
It
gets
acquaintances.
High School Education.” The paper
of
methods
new
we
get
daily ruts and
dealt with the lack of encouragement
discipline and teaching. We go home
given the pupil and the importance of emwith our work changed for the better
some of the studies which they
We bracing
from the different considerations.
get only in the High school for their aid in
said
kind
the
he,
welcome,
appreciate
future life work. He spoke of the priviand we hope to return to Islesboro again
of the High school as an asset due
leges
after this day.
the pupil from the town, as much as the
The report of the secretary, Miss Liltaxes were due the town from the parent.

j

lian Spinney, was made and accepted, and
President Knowlton appointed the following committees: Time and place of next

meeting,

A.

D.

Hayes, Belfast;

Scott

Nickerson, Swanville; Dr. N. R. Cook,
Brooks. Nominations, Miss Caroline W.
Field, Belfast; A. W. Boston, Islesboro;
H.
Hussey, Waldo. Resolutions,
Rev. A. W. Warner, Islesboro; John A.
Scott, Searsport, and Sarah J. Clifford,

W.

C>*nnlr4-nn

Miss Nellie F. Harvey of the Castine
State Normal School presented a very
interesting paper on the subject of “Advantages of Drawing in the Public
Schools.”

Drawing

is

fast

coming

to

the front in the studies of the school and
after
may be put to good use by the pupil
leaving school. Some may have consid-

unimportant, but the study of
drawing demands the attention of the
pupil in after years in his daily life.
There are three classes: Representation,

ered it

Decoration and Construction, which are
the foundation of the lines of drawing
work. Most children like to draw, but
is within the reach of every one.

drawing

the

A. D. Hayes of Belfast spoke
the grammar
advantages of drawing in
teacher
grades. He said that the coming
must have a good idea of natural drawing,
on

while decorative.dra wing has a prominent
the work and construction work

place in
is very

important.

Misses Ida B. Roberts and Lillian Spinin the lower grades
ney spoke on drawing

of the school in an interesting manner
and told of methods in which it might be
of
taught. Miss Beulah Philbrook spoke
the work in the rural schools, and of cases
where children lack observation.
Mrs. Emma B. Pitcher of Belfast rendered a beautiful selection, “When the
Swallows Homeward Fly,” with Mr.
Pitcher accompanying, and responded
with “Darby and Joan.”
One of the most interesting features

by Superinof the day
tendent Arthur S. Collins of the Lewisof
ton schools, who spoke on the subject
Grammar
in
“English Composition
with the exgrades.” This has to do
of ideas, the
pression and organization
and
written compositions of the boys
the
children
that
advice
his
was
girls. It
free range of the
be
given

The

responding to
the best. The teacher must be kind, responsive, hospitable, strong and broadrecognizing

and

dsioned.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher of Belfast
rave a duet, which was a very pleasing
selection, and responded to an encore.
President A. J. Knowlton then introduc'd Payson Smith, Superintendent of
Maine State Schools, who gave an adiress on the high ambitions and motives
>f school work; telling what could be
lone and what was being done in the
schools of Maine. As in his addresses
pn previous occasions he had the close attention of the large assembly and the
program would not have been complete
without his “little talk.” In closing Mr.
Smith said he had been invited to present

graduates of the Islesboro High
: school their diplomas.
He doubted if
inyone had ever had an experience just
ike that, for these young people had
taken the great pilgrimage to Washington and seen the capital of the United
States; they had received the excellent
•ank and credit of graduates from the
islesboro High school, the second class to
graduate from the High School of Islesporo, and they had received their diploto
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I AM SELLING THE FAMOUS

RANGE
at a surprisingly low
figure. Please call and
look them over. I also
make a specialty of

PLUMBING AND SHEET
METAL WORK

special

b

Store open

Telephone

many
home
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] ,nd

South Windham are reduced to the
j ourth class, and with the following the
c ecrease is $100 a year: Bangor, Berwick,
’• Jamden, Clinton, Fort Kent, Old Orchard
nd Vinalhaven.

To avoid serious results take Foley’s Kidney
i lemedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder
isorder such as backache, urinary irregular;ies, exhaustion, and you will soon be well.
< Commence taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy to< ay.
Sold by all druggists.
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than the regu

li

Republican Joumti;
this splendid magu;;--
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Address

REPUBLICAN JOl
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Shall hear it.
Fathers shall bless it,
Children caress it,
All shall maintain it,
No one shall stain it.
Cheers for the sailors that fought on the
wave for it,
Cheers for the soldiers that always were
brave for it,
Tears for the men that went down to the
grave for it.
Here comes the Flag!
Youth's Companion.

I

SHERIFF’S SALE
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO
Taken this 27th day of
execution dated the 12th d.v,
issued on a judgment rerun
Judicial Court, within an
Waldo and State of Man.begun and held at lit-ifa.the third Tuesday of Ap:
on the 30th day of April.
Frederick Pulos of Pitt
Somerset and State of V
Lord of Searsport, in tli
State of Maine, for tv.
dollars and eleven cent;
fourteen dollars and

j

HB |

i

Belfast,

Si;
fji

j

Miggeei

This offer may be
short time. Thlni

more

over-

turned the telephone, which stood on a small table
by my bedside, and it fell to the door. As I picked
it up I heard the operator say: “Number?”
I explained what had happened, and apologized for having
troubled him.
He replied in an exceedingly pleasant tone of
voice: “It’s all right—no trouble at all, mad am.
1 wish
you would express to him my appreciation of his courtesy,
I assure you 1 resumed my slumber with a new sense of sesurity at the thought that someone was so near in case of
need.

c

SEND US J2.li) DUCK

ofticial of the Traffic Dept.

o’clock this morning I accidentally

conta

save

any v
of an entir.

price
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all the latest

Every
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articles

which will
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six'

j

suit, and will be sold at
office of W. T. C. RunneM
Searsport, in said Count;
highest bidder, on the nr
1909, at ten o'clock in the
ing described real estate
and interest which the
and to the same and ha-:
the 12th day of August

|

o’clock

in

the

w

j

j

f
j
j

forenoon.

attached on
suit, to wit: A certain
Searsport, described viz

t

same was

Telephone “Protection'’
Telephone “Security”
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Bears the
Signature of

I

that this wonderful
magazin*
superior to any $1.00 magazine,
lished.
It is beaut
'iBgI
with color plates, ! .if ;on?s
It is fu
drawings.
2
stories houseket |m
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Long

and care of Domestic
Stable Chart to
Animals and
hang up, mailed free.

J

one

Spokane,

ment

IDEA
sc

year, but tv n
spection would deriv

’•

rod in southerly side ,-f
from N. W. corner of Pra;

|
j

ly twenty and one-half
to iron bolt; them e so
feet to an iron bolt; the’
west 100 feet to an iron !
of the road; thence no’’.’
feet to place of beginnine
real estate conveyed to
Koscoe N. Porter by his
1908, and recorded in Wald
Book 291. Page 69.
Dated this 27th day of M
22
AMOS F. C\

!

*

j
j

FORECLOSURE NOTICE
Whereas, Percy L. Nick
in the County of Waldo an
his mortgage deed dated
A. D. 1907, and recorded i:
Deeds. Book 287, Page lt>:

undersigned,

certain

lot

i;

Alice T. Sh

the County of Waldo
or

parcel

|

an

of

thereon, situated in Sear
County of Waldo, bound*
follows, to wit: Beginning

5

j

Mosman street at the int.

ard street; thence wester'.
of said Howard street or.
feet to Lot No. 9; thence n
line of said Lot No. 9an.i
William G. Nichols’ lot or*.
ty feet to the southwest

street

one

|

j
J

thence easterly by the sou’
ninety-eight feet to said M
southerly by the west sin-

hundred and

place of beginning, and K
and 22, according to Davi

his lower field, and being

conveyed by

me

to said P*

deed dated June 3, 1907; an-i
dition of said mortgage h
therefore, by reason of the 1
dition thereof, I claim a
mortgage.
Dated this twenty-seven

HUMPHREYS’

The Kind You Have Always Bought

1

Years

to obtain

A500Page Book on the treat-
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of
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For Infanta and Children.

lr<X

v*iX

lion. Sour Slomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverish- K
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.

FOIIYSKIDNEYCURE

CASTOR IA

‘"’X

,;i

|3

iu

Field Use, $1.
At druggists, or sent prepaid
on receipt of price.

a s

unriv-uj.-u

R

as

suffered from kidney and bladder trouble and
Beveral physicians pronounced it enlargement
of the prostrate gland and advised an operation.
On account of his age we were afraid he could
not stand it and I recommended Foley’s Kidney
Remedy, and the first bottle relieved him, and
after taking the second bottle he was no longer
Sold by all
troubled with this complaint.”

with this

I

a

The town hall was packed to
capacity and all Islesboro was

ment

Apcrfect Remedy forConstipa- II
■

more places as you can.
And go
by the Southern Pacific, via New
present to listen to the program and Orleans,
Washington, D. C., Philadelwitness the awarding of the diplomas. phia, New York, and by Fall River Line
The graduates, who received their to Boston. Then if
you haven’t had your
liplomas one week before the closing of money’s worth send your bill to me and
their regular school exercises, were: I will see what I can do to make it
up to
Louise Gilkey, Gladys Gilkey, Hazel
you. On your way home you can visit
Nash, Edward Field and Laforest Field. the Grand Canyon in Arizona and see
The young people received the hearty
sights through Arizona and New Mexico
congratulations and best wishes of many that will keep you thinking all your life.

ts full

there?,

able to make

SAVING YOI 2

presence

plause.

are

being

I

teachers convention in the
Wash., via Everett to Seattle, Tacoma, j
of the teaching force of Waldo Portland, Sacramento,
Oakland, San
bounty, while the awards were made by Francisco and San Jose and the Coast
the State Superintendent. He congratu- Line to Los
Angeles. And when you get
ated them, and on the awarding of the to Los
Angeles, don’t fail to visit Pasaliplomas the house resounded with ap- dena,
Beach, Riverside, and as
nas

sidered. We

X

',?-liX
tX

ONLY S2 |(,

great value for their money. Buy your
tickets via Niagara Falls, Buffalo and
Cleveland, Ohio, instead of via Canada,
from Niagara to Chicago and over the
Union Pacific to Salt Lake via Yellowstone Park and Butte, Montana. Then
take the Great

^

all—quality

:||

build log houses. Horace Greeley’s advice to go west is still good; but don’t
without a little money in your
come
pocket after you land, for money makes
the mare go. The more you have the
more you can get, and the easier.
There is a new railroad line just finished from the east to the Pacific coast,
making seven complete lines where but
a few years ago the Union Pacific was
all, and it will take seven more to carry
the freight in less than a score of years.
All passenger trains are loaded now, and
this bids fair to be the banner year for
western travel. The Seattle fair gives
the eastern

best of

as

I

1

jfl

I'm

home, we unhesir,
NEW IDEA WOM a >

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful■
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral. ■
Not N ah c o t i c.

continuous succession of

aic

published

whereby we can off.
publican Journal,

Try and travel by day; stop off and sleep
they live seven miles nights to rest and see the sights by day
distant from the school building and yet that you would otherwise pass by. And
when you arrive at El Paso, Texas, take
have been ever punctual, always on hand
a short run—it is only a very short one
Principal Clarence W. Proctor of Bel- and ready for the excercises each day into Old Mexico. The farther you go the
Miss
Florence
Dunton
of
Belfast
E.
fast,
when others who lived nearer were farther you will want to go. Select July
Assures
or August to go in and October to Deand Miss Melvina Parker of Belfast, to- turned back by storm.
for the climate is
gether with Principal John A. Scott of
Islesboro is very proud of her schools, cember to return,
adapted to the routes best at that time.
Searsport participated in a discussion on and she has good reason to be, and she Should
With a telephone in your house there is
you go in cold weather, go by the
the different phases of High school edu- is also
very proud of this class, while the Southern Pacific and return the other
always “someone near in case of need.”
cation.
They spoke of the study of lan- excellent standard maintained by the way north in spring.
From Billings I go to South Dakota,
In
case of illness, it will outspeed any messenger in summoning a doctor.
cuaeres. mathematics and science and cave
superintendent of schools with her corps Nebraska, Colorado, and through New
reasons why the pupils should have the
(Incidentally, in desperate emergencies, doctors have saved lives
of teachers places the town in the front Mexico to El Paso, where my story ;
by giving instructions by wire.)
courses offered by the High school.
crosses tracks, and there I take a new
rank in school work.
It will call the fire department ere you could run to the box on the corner.
route back to Los Angeles, where I have
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher of
OrrinJ. Dickey.
decided to make my home until I can find
It will bring the police, should skulkers lurk about.
Belfast gave a duet, and responded to an
a better place, and should this not be too
Its mere presence will give the absent husband assurance that wife and
encore with another.
The question box,
tiresome 1 will tell you more later.
children are protected.
John K. Bp.own.
conducted
by State Superintendent
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
Likewise will its presence reassure the wife'and children, dispel their nervousSmith, followed and was an interesting
ness and banish loneliness.
feature of the day’s program. Miss Grace
Cures baby’s croup, Willie's daily cuts and
Smuggling and Liquor.
bruises, mamma's sore throat, grandma’s lameA. Lord of Belfast reported for the conness—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil—the great
The value of such a service is not to be measvention as treasurer, showing a small
Bangor, Me., June2. The grand jury household remedy.
in the United States district court reured by the number of calls made, any more
balance in the treasury. The committee
turned 21 indictments today, most of
The B. & A. Coaling Station.
than police protection is measured by the number
on time and place reported, having sewhich were for smuggling or selling
of arrests, or fire protection by the number of
Work has begun at Northern Maine Junction
lected the town of Brooks, and stated that liquor without paying the government
on the erection of a large and modern coaling
alarms answered.
the announcement of the date would be tax. Arraignments followed and most
& Aroostook. When
of the cases were quickly disposed of. station for the Bangor
One emergency call may outweigh in VALUE
made in the spring.
it will be one of the finest coal pockcompleted
Otis S. McOorrison of Union was chargLet us show you how small
a lifetime of COST.
The committee on nominations report- ed with selling an alleged medicine called ets in this section of the country and the only
one of the kind east of Vermont.
The plant is
will be the insurance charge of PROTECTION
ed and officers were elected as follows: Gold Seal compound, which contained 20 to be located almost immediately in the rear of
the Maine Central station at the Junction and
TO YOUR HOME and SECURITY TO YOUR
President, Alonzo J. Knowlton, Belfast; per cent of alcohol, of such ingredients will
be quite an extensive affair. There will
that it could be used as a beverage acVice President, N. R. Cook, Brooks;
FAMILY.
be two large buildings—one 190 ft. x 160 ft.
and
he
was
the
to
cording
complaint,
secretary, C. Lillian Spinney, Belfast; charged with selling intoxicating liquors and the other about 150 ft. square—besides ina
Telephone the Local Manager (free of charge)
smaller one, about 50 ft. square, for use
Treasurer, Grace A. Lord, Belfast. Ex- without a tax stamp. He agreed to dis- coaling locomotives.
and a Contract Agent will call.
ecutive committee, Mrs. Inez M. Pen- continue the manufacture and sale of the
and his case was continued.
compound
dleton, Islesboro; John A. Scott, SearsCharles F. Hanks and Alec White of
port and'Miss Erma Barker, Brooks.
Fort Fairfield, Thomas St. Amand and
THE FLAG.
Postal Salary Changes.
The committee on resolutions reported, Lena Soucie of Limestone and John
Veterinary
Specifics
Humphreys’
to
Lowelltown
of
Paradise
pleaded guilty
extending thanks to the people of IslesHere comes the Flag!
Washington, D. C., June 2. The saland were each fined $25 and forthecureof diseases of Horses,
boro who had so kindly assisted in the smuggling
Hail it!
j ; ries of hundreds of postmasters were
Fannie Parker of Bangor was Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Poultry.
costs.
Who dares to drag
success of the convention and for the exreadannual
26th
fined $50 and costs on a liquor case, and A. A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lung Fever.
in
the
i acreased today
Or trail it?
cellent program contributed; for the mu- John Johnson of Bangor had a liquor case B. B. For SPRAINS, Lamenra, Rheumatism.
Give it hurrahs—
smaller
j ustment, and the salaries of a
Three
for the stars,
sical work of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher continued on payment of costs. P. Y. C. C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic. DUtemper.
j umber were decreased.
Three for the bars.
Blanchet of Van Buren paid a fine of
annum
of Belfast;Jto the press for their aid in the
increased
Grub*.
per
is
$200
BoU.
For
WORMS.
D.
D.
The
Uncover
salary
your head to it!
$100 and costs for smuggling. The liquor
and Dixfield,
The soldiers who tread to it
convention and for the cause of educa- case against John S. McCarty of Bangor B.B. For COl'GHS. Colda, Influenza.
t t Rockport, West Bethel
are
Shout at the sight of it,
1 te., and increases of $100 per year
F. F. For COLIC, Bellyache. Diarrhea.
tion; to State Superintendent Payson was continued to next term.
The justice and right of it,
Maine places: Au( iven in the following
G. Q. Prevent. MISCARRIAGE.
Smith for his efforts in the cause of eduunsullied white of it,
The
iurn Bingham, Bowdoinham, Caribou,
The blue and the red of it,
B. H. For KIDNEY and Bladder dl.ordera.
MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANGER.
Dexter, Eastport, Island
cation,[and to other officials for their aid
Iherryfield,
And
tyranny’s dread of it!
Men past middle life have found comfort and U, For8R1NDISEASES.Mange.Eruptlona.
in the work.
falls, Machias, Patten, Rangeley, Richrelief in Foley’s Kidney Remedy, especially for J.K. For BAD CONDITION. InJIgeitlon.
Sanford.
, nond and
Here comes the Flag!
In the evening Rev. A. W. Warner of enlarged prostrate gland, which is very comThe salary is decreased from $3,100 to
Cheer it!
L. E. Morris, DexPrice, 60 Cents pep bottle.
Islesboro gave an address on “The In* mon among elderly men.
Millinocket
East
Waterville.
at
father
Valley and crag
2,800
ter, Ky., writes: “Up to a year ago my
Vet. Cure Oil, for Stable or

was the address

should

student than the book contents.
iralue of

It is

ranches and the Yellowstone Park. The
mountains differ from those through New
Mexico and Arizona and part of California by being covered with trees, while
the others are bald-headed. The west
is growing so fast that one not on the
spot can hardly realize it. New railroads
are being built to haul out the vast lumber supply and grain. Don’t think land
is scarce here, for Uncle Sam has land
enough for all to have a farm. Settlers
are living in tents, abandoned freight
cars, and log houses, when they get time
to build them and can find the logs.
Plentiful as lumber is in Northern California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana, there is a large part of the
country between the heavy timber lands

CO., DISTRIBUTORS.

At the close of the program dinner was
served in the main hall of the building
and the large number who sat down to

slmilating tbeToodandBeguta- ■
ting the Stomachs andBcwels of ■

good

snow-capped mountains and green valleys. The Rocky mountains are rightly
named, for they are mostly all rocks.
My route was over the Northern Pacific, which takes in the great cattle

topic on which they are to write. One fluence of the Teacher.” The value of
day in which to write the composition, what the teacher does depends on what
another day in which to correct it, and she is. The desire to be useful is worth
the third day in which to re-write it. more than mere rank. The desire for
More attention should be given to knowledge should be more sought after
by the pupil. It is of more value to the
thought over the work.

County Teachers

and

M0|j|

zines

Always Bought

AVegetahlePreparationforAs- H

scenery from Seattle to Billings, 1,000
miles, is classed among the best in the

The whole family will be benefited by its use.
Order a Case from your dealer to-day.

Waldo

For Infants and Children.

roses,

January,

10c

After critically,

The Kind You Have

oranges are sold on
the street for 5 to 10 cents a dozen. The

of Summer Heat.
C. F. THOMPSON &

I

who like their native climate should come
this way. But for me, give me sunny
California, where roses bloom out doors

the ill effects

5n«

mm

II.

To the Editor op The Journal: In
my letter last week I omitted to speak
of the climatic changes that helped mix
me up as well as the fairy scenes in Yuma
and California. Leaving Boston in a snow
storm to find myself ten days later among

FOR

j

A1

1909.

N1STKATOR’S NOP
hereby gives notice 1
appointed administrator, \\
of the estate of
t

A

DM 1

j

er

JANE W.

WHITE, late

j
j

in the County of Waldo, <i«
bonds as the law direc’s
demands against the estate
are desired to present the
and all indebted thereto are

payment immediately.
FRANK i.
Searsport, May 11, 19M».

!
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I

Far11

Shore
WANTED

AT

Reasonable Price Paid.

OSi't
Abe

8a'e
Small House for
Centrally

ASK MR.

located

DICK*1

^

FROCKS SEEN IN NEW YORK.

SIMPLE

,Skirts and Pretty Drapings That Follow the Lines of the Figure.
S"Indispensable Brassiere.

Memorial Day at Togus.

Sunday morning memorial services

The

Henry G. Staples camp,

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
v

^,.1

all that is said about the

extravagance and impractical features
a clever woman can always find simple pretty models for summer
api at''1!nal.>• the problem of dressing well at a modest expenditure of time and

„h?ianding

F* ^mparative-ly easy.

advances, and

STRAIGHT SKIRTS.
even the sheath

styles

fulness,

have taken on additional

the old-time

straight skirts gath-

ered or tucked at the belt are very much
in evidence. These are made only in thin

Good for young and

flexible materials that closely follow the
lines of the perfect fitting slip worn under

dress;

the

trimness of

B

p
L

^

a

B

|

woman’s

INDISPENSABLE BRASSIERE.
The brassiere is now as indispensable
as her corset to any woman who cares
about the fit of her gowns. A properly
made brassiere holds and moulds the
figure above the corset, bearing all the
THE

strain

old. In use 58 years.

and the

corseting and general
figure is of more
importance as draped styles come in than
when skin-tight sheath lines prevailed.
Any appearance of clumsiness is fatal to
the effect of even the most elegant gown,
while an inexpensive little frock is most
attractive if only the underpinnings are
right.

b

which

stretches

otherwise

and

June Weddings.
Wittig-Fellows. For the first time
history of the University of Maine
a wedding was held in the
college chapel,
the event, which was a brilliant affair’
taking place at 11 a. m., June 1st. The
bride was Miss Gladys Ethel Fellows,
daughter of President and Mrs. George
Emory Fellows, and the groom, Prof.
Gustav Frederick Wittig, assistant professor of electric engineering of the Uniin the

;

versity.
performed
wears the dress waist, and also prevent- by Rt. Rev. Robert
Codman, bishop of
the
diocese
of
Maine.
at
the
the
corset
Episcopal
the
line
of
The
ing
ugly
top
bride was given away by her father, the
which often shows so distressingly at the
single ring service being used. The
back of the bodice.
ceremony was performed in front of the Facts About The
Fly Which Every One
A new style brassiere that closes in chapel pulpit, which was banked with
Should Know.
white
roses, white carnations, smilax
front, has three small cross bones at the
and palms. The bride wore a gown of
side of the bust, which prevents the
The common house-fly is a carrier of
white satin, princess en traine, trimmed
figure from spreading and secures the with point applique lace, and her veil was disease. Typhoid fever, diarrhoea, dysfashionable trimness of line. In the back- of white lace with lilies of the valley. | entry, and tuberculosis are carried by
She carried a bouquet of lilies of the val- flies.
closing surplice brassiere, there is a new
Flies feed on food and also on filth.
The flower girls were Rachael Hudley.
model with a reinforcing shield under the dilston and
Jean Brown and the ribbon They go from the one to the other. In
arm which helps both the wear and shape bearers, Frances
way they carry disease germs to the
Barrett, Delia, Dorothy I this
of the garment.
Madeline Brown, j table. One fly may convey six million
Both are made by the and Phyllis Brown,
bacteria.
Debervoise Co. and can be found at cor- Elizabeth Chase, Agnes and Margaret
Flies breed in manure heaps, outJackman, Margaret Simpson and Eleanor
set departments in most of the best
Sprague, all young daughters of mem- j houses, refuse, ash-pits and all decomstores.
bers of the faculty of the University. posing animal or vegetable matter, and
Do not allow decaying !
The ushers were Fritz Wittig, Jr., of unclean places.
COMMENCEMENT DRESSES,
of any sort to accumulate on or
Boston, a brother of the groom; Donald material
p
Among the prettiest dresses shown for R. H. Fellows of Orono, a brother of the near your premises. If such exist, cover
commencements and general summer bride; Howard G. Philbrook, Maine ’09, with lime or kerosene oil, and remove as
as possible.
Tile early
'A 2713 gaieties are those made of fine imported and James Meaton, Maine ’10.
See that your sewerage system is in
music was by Wilbur S. Cochrane of Bancloths
that
sell
from
40
cents
at
crepe
h\
After the ceremony a wedding good order.
gor.
Screen all food; cover food after a
'A
per yard up. These have the advantage breakfast was served to relatives and the
\\
of needing little trimming and of laun- members of the faculty with their wives. meal; burn all scraps and refuse.
Screen all windows and doors.
\*
dering without needing to be ironed. The The tables were spread on the piazza of
Burn pyrethrum powder in the house
the president’s residence, with one on
n
skirts of such gowns are generally plain, the
if flies should gain entrance.
lawn for the children who had assistIf there is no filth there will be no
11
or cut with the popular panel effect, front ed.
Prof. Wittig is a son of Fritz Witand back.
A little hand embroidery, or tig of New Brunswick, N. J. He was flies.—Harper’s Weekly.
After
insets of lace, rather heavy Irish or Cluny graduated at Rutgers in 1896.
Cm
four years in the New Bruns\ ffljk patterns, are the most fashionable garni- teaching
w'ick, N. J., High school he entered the
tures.
electrical engineering department of
Columbia University, where he received
NET DRESSES AND OVERSKIRTS.
his degree in 1904. He came to the Unicoarse
nets
make
some
of
Heavy
up
are bv j]ie McCall
versity of Maine in 1906 as instructor in
most
the
effective
summer
toilettes
and
York.
Patterns may
electrical engineering and in 1908 was
McCall Agency.
are usually over a contrasting lining, oe
promoted to an assistant professorship.
Mrs. Wittig prepared for college in Paris
they are used as waists and overdresses and was
graduated from Wellesley in
This style lends itself well to remodelling of nice dresses, and 1907.
Prof, and Mrs. Wittig left for
If the goods for the overdress New York in the afternoon and sailed
i.v sort are similarly employed.
*t should be
Thursday for Naples. They will spend
plain, and vice versa.
THE PANEL PRINCESS.

t of

better term may be designated as the “Panel Princess”
exceedingly smart, made up in linen, foulard, piques and the
as well as in silk and wool mixtures.
In this model there is a
w panel front and back that runs from the foot of the skirt
up on
ch dresses fit snugly at bust and hips, but are only 3-4 tight at the
or

ring,

and

natural
worn

linens, with
with Granny

many self-covered or crochet buttons
collars of Irish lace and a small black

very smart.

-s are

THE

FOULARDS.

fashion, but are trimmed with heavy braidings of
plastrons and high collars of handsome laces and nets.
patterns in these silks are those showing large white polka spots
Verona Clarke.
edges over dark colored backgrounds.

made in similar
!. and have
i
■

Maine

Revolutionary

Soldiers’ Graves.

Society, Sons of the AmeriRevolution, are making especial and

The Maine
can

earnest efforts to obtain information as
to the burial places of Revolutionary
soldiers in the State and are desirous of
hearing from anyone who knows the last
resting place of any such soldier. More
than 10,000 men went into the Revolutionary Army from what is now the State of
Maine. So far about 1,400 graves have
been located and recorded.
The data wanted are headstone inscriptions (where there is a headstone), local
name of the cemetery and its location in
town or city; where there is no headstone, then location of cemetery and
and grave, so far as known, with date of
death and age.
Any information will be
gladly received and may be addressed to
J. W. Penney, Mechanic Falls, Maine.
The U. S. government now furnishes,
free, headstones for Revolutionary soldiers’ graves.

10c and 15c.
IN

BELFAST

BY

ISLE & JONES,
angement have all the
all the time.

1TING TO SEND.

Cry

FLETCHER’S
T OR I A
ASE ARGUED.

Heard by Maine Law
Court.
June 2. The Bar Harbor
use was argued before
the Maine law court tois an appeal from the

Health

1

ipal

court in the case
Southwest Harbor, who
ni the streets of Bar
to an ordinance of the
m which the
village of
1

Iren

Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No matter how long it has been gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Handrail. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2j4 times as much
in $100 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

■ated.
was

'"f

adopted by the votan enabling act was

dature in 1903. There
as to the facts.
The
1 to pass upon the conich a measure and the
a matter of
great imd decide whether any
!h" Siate may exclude
its

91 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
Send 2c for free book

The Care of the Hair.

Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
cores Pimpies,
Hay’s Harlina Soapand
all skin

highways.
Conary of

tc*2.

Hancock
;.t
'or the State and H. L.
Harbor for the defence,
d

disrough and chapped hands,
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druggists.

eases.

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.”

R.

authorities, including

ipreme court of Illinois
supreme court of Mas1
courts having decided
as power to exclude auany street or road, or
1
municipality to do so.

H. MOODY

■

PURIFINA

defence argued that
may make reasonable
nr>ot make unreasonable

If you are trou-v

the act authorizing the
to exclude autos is un-

ruff, Soreness

'■

bled with Dand-

or

; Graham cited authoriis general contention.

the

the summer abroad and return to Orono
in September.

state.

iniggists

sell it.

It cures

all forms of Inflammation.

^|

At all druggists.

Prevent* Pneumonia

twenty five
HICKMAN

l

MFC.

cents!

COMPANY,

7o CoctUndt St, New York.
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Mason-Fogg. The marriage of Walter
L. Mason of Monroe and Miss Grace A.

Fogg of Bangor took place at the home
of the bride’s parents on Bower street,
Bangor, Tuesday morning, June 1st. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. George
L. Martin, pastor of the Grace Methodist
church, in the presence of only the immediate friends and relatives of the bride
and the groom. The single ring service
was used.
Grace and Blanche Bowden,
nieces of the bride, were flower girls.
The house was prettily decorated with
cut flowers, evergreens and palms for
the occasion.
Mr. Mason is a graduate
of Freedom academy, and for a while
studied law in Bangor at the University
of Maine school of law.
He has taught
successfully in several of the High schools
of the State. He was recently elected
principal of the Exeter High school and
will begin his duties next fall. The bride
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
Fogg. She graduated from Bangor High
school in the class of 1901. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Mason have a large circle of friends,
who will wish them every happiness for
the future. They left on the Boston boat
Tuesday noon for a wedding trip of several weeks.

Mellus-Heath. The marriage of Dr.
Edward Melius of Newton, Mass., and
Miss Marion Heath, eldest daughter of
Hon. and Mrs. Herbert M. Heath, took
place at the residence of the bride’s parents, at the corner of Green and State
streets, Augusta, at 8 o’clock Tuesday
evening, June 1st. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. David H. Evans, pastor of the South Parish
Congregational
church of Augusta. Gardiner K. Heath,
a brother of the
bride, acted as best man,
and Miss Gertrude Heath, a sister of the
bride, was the maid of honor. The bride’s
gown was white satin, with Duchess and
rose point lace and hand
embroidery. She
carried a shower bouquet of sweet peas.
The bridegroom is resident physician at
the Newton Sanatarium and is a son of
Dr. Edward L. Melius of Baltimore, formerly of Worcester, Mass. The bride is
the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Heath of Augusta.

3ml

A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
constipation weakens the whole system.
Doan’s Regulets (25 cents per box) correct the
liver, tone the stomach, cure constipation.
—

Indigestion.
KnHnl For
Relieves

*

Sanitation of the heart.

sour

Diveses

stomach.

wn at

you eat

NEW POFEOION

If you

are

particular

about your flour, here is
just made for you.

one

Made from richest Ohio wheat, stored
in sealed tanks and cleaned numberless times before grinding.
Tested
I
every half hour at the mills.
It makes the whitest,
lightest,
most
appetizing bread in the
world.

Williamlell
ANSTED & BURK COMPANY, Miller*,
Springfield, Ohio

For Sale at Your Grocer’s

NATURES DEFEICE
AGAINSL DISEASE
Is

Strengthened by the Tonic
Treatment for Rheumatism
as This Maine Case
Proves.

Pore, red blood is the body’s only defence against disease. When healthy,
the blood attacks the poisons of disease
and so

changes

them that

they

can

be

thrown off through the lungs, skin, kidIn fact this is what
neys and bowels.
the blood is constantly doing and dis-

only when the
impure through errors

blood bein living,
such as overwork, worry, lack of fresh
air or of nourishing food. It is then
unable to overcome the poisons and they
are carried throughout the body and in
the weakest organs the disease gains a
ease

occurs

comes

foothold.

of Mrs. Edward Fenton,
of Sullivan, Maine, the rheumatic poisons in the blood were probably hereditary. She says:
‘For five or six years I was a victim
of nervous indigestion and suffered a
great deal. Food distressed me and I
was troubled with
gas on my stomach.
While in tliis condition I had an attack
of acute rheumatism. At the time 1
was run down through overwork.
In
my case, however, I think tlie disease
may have been hereditary for my
mother suffered with it for years. The
rheumatism was in my hands and feet.
My feet were so swollen that I couldn’t
wear my shoes for several months.
I
could hardly bear the pains and was
awake
them
The
kept
many nights.
by
pain was constant and hurt me so that
I limped when I walked.
“I was under the care of two doctors
for nearly a year but they didn’t help
me.
Upon the advice of a friend I then
gave Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills a trial.
They helped me from the first and after
taking a few boxes I was cured.”
Nature needs some help in most cases
in fighting disease and the tonic treatment witli Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills is
the most efficient that can be given.
They contain no stimulant, opiate or
narcotic and cannot injure the most
In the

case

delicate constitution.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or will be mailed, postpaid,
on receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Go., Schenectady, N. 7.

WITH

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
Because it’s clean.
c^=
Because it’s economical.
Because it saves time.
\
Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame can be

Ij

regulated instantly.

*'

Because it will not overheat your kitchen.
Because it is better than
the coal or wood 6tove.
Because it’s the only oil v
stove made with a f?
useful Cabinet Top
like the modern

jj

We carry everything in the way
of painters’ supplies.

steel^

ranee.

reasons see stove at your dealer s,
write our nearest agency. Made in three
sizes. Sold with or without Cabinet Top.

For other
“l

FULL LINES OF

or

T

The

/iVIX/irl

/min

ot

can

equaled

be

for its bright and
steady light, simple construction
and absolute safety.
Equipped
with latest improved burner. Made of brass throughout

I

Kitchen
8

furnishings,
Stoves and Ranges.

Plumbing

\

and beautifully nickeled. An ornament' to any room,
whether library, dining-room, parlor or bedroom.
Write to our nearest agency if not at your dealer’s.

Specialty.

a

Mitchell & Trussell,

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

(Incorporated)

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

UlriJow,
BROOKS, MAINE,

Has in

lot of

a new

Spring

Summer merchandise.

j
!

and

His stock

of

Ladies9 White Goods,

Underwear,
will be

Etc.

kept up

to the usual standard quality and at reasonable prices.
Suesine Silk is our specialty. We
carry the Sawyer Oiled Clothing
for men, and a large stock of general

merchandise.

If you

want

anything, ask for it.

Co Main? Central it, K

Eastern Steamship

It will pay you to call and see

I

Steamers

City

of

City

Rockland and

of

FROM

I

j Belfast, depart.

|a,m.

6 55
Leave Belfast about 5 p. m. week days for Citypoint. t? 00
Waldo
10
.*7
and
|
Rockland
Boston.
Camden,
7 22
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and Brooks..
Knox.
34
+7
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steam7 40
er from Boston, daily except Monday.
I Thorndike.
Unity. 7 48
RETURNING
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Steamers leave Boston week days at 5.00 p.m. Clinton. 8 28
8 38
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at about Benton.
5.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston. Bangor. 11 35
A.M.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Waterville. 8 4-1
Belfast, Maine.

p. m.
12 15
tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

3 20

A.M.

Portland. 11 50
Boston tED. 330
Boston,
t w. D.
320

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.

May 25, 1909.

TO

this twenty-fifth day of May, on execution dated May 19, 1909, issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court,
at the term thereof begun and held on the
third Tuesday of April, 1909, to wit, on the
thirtieth day of April, 1909, in favor of Frank
L. Young of Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
against Frank L. Hatch of Morrill, in the County of Waldo aforesaid, for three hundred and
sixty-eight dollars and thirty-three cents, debt
or damage, and thirty-one dollars and eightyseven cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at the office of Arthur Ritchie,
in Belfast aforesaid, to the highest bidder, on
the 28th day of June, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to redeem the following described mortreal estate and all the

right

in

equity,

title and interest which the said Frank L.
Hatch has and had in and to the same on the
fifteenth day of December, 1908, at eleven
o’clock in the forenoon, the time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same suit, to
wit:
a certain

lot

or

parcel

oi

xana

situateu

in

said Morrill, bounded and described as follows,
to wit, My homestead farm originally consisting of three certain lots or parcels of land
conveyed to Barak Hatch, as follows: The first
parcel by William Cross by his deed of warranty dated November 8, A. D. 1843, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 47,
Page 436. The second parcel by J. W. Cross
by his warranty deed dated December 24, 1862,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
120, Page 307. The third parcel by Eleazer and
Submttance Whitcomb by their deed of warranty dated November, A. D. 1866, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 136, Page 403.
Said parcels being particularly described in said
deeds referred to as follows: The first parcel
bounded in 1843, as follows, to wit: Beginning
at a birch stump at the corner of land of the
heirs of Benjamin Joys; thence northerly on
Waldo Plantation; thence westerly on land of
Samuel Ordway and others; thence southerly
on lot numbered 24, to land now occupied by
George Bailey and others; thence easterly on
land now in possession of Thomas Storer and
others to the bounds first mentioned. The
second parcel bounded in 1862 as follows, Beginning at a stake and stones at the southwest
corner
of land of Submittance Whitcomb;
thence northeast sixty rods to land of Barak
southeast by land of said Hatch
thence
Hatch;
one hundred rods to stake and stones; thence
southwest sixty rods to stake and stones to
land of John Pearson; thence northwest by
land of said Pearson one hundred rods to place
of beginning, containing forty acres, more or
less. The third parcel bounded in 1866 as follows: Beginning at a stake at the m rtheast
corner of said lot; thence south 59A deg. west
on land of Enoch Rowe fifty-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence south 30A deg. east on
land of John Pearson twenty-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence north 59A deg. east on
land of said Hatch fifty-eight rods to a stake
and stones; thence north 30A deg. west on land
of R. L. Daggett twenty-eight rods to the place

beginning, containing ten acres.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage given
by said Frank L. Hatch to Ida M. Cross of Belmont, in said County of Waldo, recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 285,
Page 337, on which is said to be due about one

of

hundred and fifteen dollars.
Dated at Morrill, May 25,1909.
AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff.
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S. W. Johnson. ED.
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence, 2d
Court

Street, to answer calls.
telephone call, 256, ring 11.

4

325

t3
3
3
4
4
4
6
6
6

35
47
59
05

telpenecall, 32, ring 22.

6tf

elmerT brown.1T d

212

6 22

P,M.
4 50
755
905

P.M.

9 30
530
8 25

P.M.

Boston,’^1?
W. D.

A.M.

A.M.

7 00
-—

Portland. 10 35

£7

00

.

Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and
Including the fitting of Glasses.

Throat,

^*In Belfast, Odd fellows’ Block, Boom 2
tfS
Bvery Monday.

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.
Weekly shipments of live slock to Brighton
Market. Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
croft every Saturday morning.
I solicit your
consignment, promising you prompt ami satisfactory returns with the partv’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for
shippti a
directions and iny weekly market letter, free.

9 00
8 45
P.M.
1 05

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Frank M. Bowdoin, of Prospect,
county of Waldo, State of M line, by his mortgage deed dated the twentieth day of December, A. D. 1894, and recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, in Book 241, page 202, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a parcel of land
located in said Prospect near the Marsh river,
being part of the Rufus Bowdoin homestead
farm. Beginning at a poplar stump on the
south side of the main road near the river;
thence easterly 57 rods by town road to a stone
post; thence south by east 5(> rods to a hemlock tree near a brook; thence westerly
by the
brook to a cedar tree near the Marsh 53 rods;
thence by the Marsh stream to first bounds
containing about twenty acres more or less—
and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
been and is now broken,, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof—
1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.

A.M.

J Waterville.
! Bangor.

6 55
6 45

9 50

Benton.
Clinton.

7 02
7 13
8 25
8 44
8 52
49 00
9 15
9 25
49 35
9 40

t9 56
10 05
10 20
10 45
11 00
411 10
11 30
11 40
til 50
II 55

4 15
12 25
P. M.

Burnham, depart.
Unity.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
W'aldo

Citypoint.

4 22
4 33
4 50
5 09
5 17
45 25
5 40
45 50
16 00
6 05

Belfast, arrive
iFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

STEPHEN BENNETT

by T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Me., May 24, 1909.
21 tf

Sheriff's Sale.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE

STATE OF MAINE.

Waldo, ss.
Taken this 26th day of May A. D. 1909, on
execution dated the twenty-fifth day of May
A. D. 1909, issued on a judgment rendered
by
the Supreme Judicicial Court within and for
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, at
the term thereof begun and held at Belfast in
said County on the first Tuesday of January A.
D. 1909, to wit, on the sixteenth day of January A. D. 1909, in favor of Wilson G. Staples of
of Stockton Springs in the count* of Waldo
County

The undersigned, having been appointed
by
the Hon. Judge of Probate for the
County of
Waldo, on the thirteenth day of April, A. D
1909, commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of
Mary

of

and State of Maine, against Oliver R. Bowden
Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo
and State of Maine, for fifty-two dollars and
sixty-five cents costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at the office of Dunton & Morse
in Belfast in said County of Waldo to the
highest bidder, on the thirtieth day of June A. I).
1909 at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate, and all the right, title
and interest which the said Oliver R. Bowden
has in and to the same and had in and to the
same on the seventeen day of December A.
D. 1906 at ten o’clock and ten minutes in the
of

forenoon,

the time when the same attached on
the writ in the same suit, to wit:- A certain
lot or parcel of land situated in said Stockton
Springs and bounded and described as follows,
to wit:- Beginning in the east line of the town
road leading from Stockton Springs to Bangor
through Prospect, and at the southwest corner
of land of Charles W. Ames; thence southeasterly by said Ames land to land of said Charles

W. Ames; thence southeasterly by said Charles
W. Ames land to land conveyed to Orilla Bowden by William Hichborn in 1887; thence westerly by said land conveyed by said Hichborn to
said Orilla Bowden, to said town road; thence
northerly by the east line of said road to place
of beginningand being the same real estate conveyed to the said Oliver R. Bowden by Almeda
H. Rendell and others by their deed dated September 17, 1902, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 264, Page 225.
Dated this 26th day of May, A. D. 1909.
AMOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff.

Shute,

E.

!

late of

Belfast,

in said

County

de-

ceased, represented insolvent, hereby givelnotice that six months from the date of
said appointment are allowed to said creditors in which
to present and prove their claims, and that
they
will be in session at the
following piaces and
times for the purpose of
receiving the same
viz: At the office of J. S.
Harriman, in said
Belfast, on Thursday, July 1st, and Wednesday
October 13th, at 10 o’clock A. m.
Dated this 4th day of June, A. II 19ti‘i

JAMES S. HARRIMAN
FRED G. WHITE
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Comrs.

Trucking.
I

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald's furniture
store, 70
Main street, and they will receive
prompt attention. Telephone connection.
am

w. w. BLAZO,
3ml3

126

New

Waldo Avenue.

Rugs

-FROM-

Old
Send

Carpets.

for circulars to

ORIENTAL RUG WORKS
SKOWHB6AN, MAINE.
Factory rebuilt, brick, modern improvements

HOU8E FOR SALE
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connection. Apply to
JOHN A. FOGG.
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13
con d-nand
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

sell drop me
postal card and you will receive a prompt call,
WALTEH H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,

Burnham, Haine,

-AND-

35
07
16
10

Se

183 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR.

F. L. LIBBY,

13

Office

House

Cousin Mam

p.m.
3 20

BELFAST

Taken

gaged

LIVE STOCK

BELFAST.

!

us.

V

On ami after October 5, 1908, trains connectFirst Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor. Waterville, Port$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.
land and Boston will run as follows:
I

Bangor

U1 X-ill-

lian F. Russell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George A. Russell, and Howard Davies
of Yarmouth, took place at high noon
Wednesday at the Russell home in Readfield. Rev. T. C. Chapman, pastor of
the Readfield Methodist church, officiated. To the music of the wedding march,
played by Mrs. William Adams of Moosup, Ct., the bridal party entered the parlor, where the ceremony was performed.
Ferns and potted plants with the monogram of the bride and bridegroom, done
in the spring flowers, formed the background. Apple blossoms and pink carnations were used in this room effectively. After the ceremony a five-course
wedding luncheon was served in the dining room, where the color scheme of yellow and white spring flowers was very
effective. Mr. and Mrs. Davies received
many beautiful gifts of cut glass, solid
silver, Alhambra ware and hand embroidMr. Davies is well known all over
ery.
the State, having represented his district
in the last two Maine legislatures. Among
the guests present wore Hon. and Mrs.
A. I. Brown of Belfast, and Miss Jessie
Baker of Winterport.

Everybody would be benefited by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative for constipation, stomach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the stomach and breath, gently stimulates the liver and
regulates the bowels and is much superior to
pills and ordinary laxatives. Why not try
Foley’s Orino Laxative today? Sold by all
druggists.

it, .eaving the
jscalp in a healthy

HWE^IAR

-Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
““ ‘he worse the itch.
Try
it cures
piles, eczema, any

Itryuess of
Scalp, Pu-

rifinawillcurc

weaken the constitution
unsumption. Foley’s Honey
istent coughs that refuse to
tment. Do not experiment
dies as delay may result in
on your
lungs. Sold by all
on

11

The ceremony was

a

lored

USE A

held in the home opera house and
sons of Veterans
of Augusta, the invited guests of Cutler
post, G. A. R., were met at the station
and escorted to the services. Monday
morning the governor and officers of the
branch, with a detachment under cammand of Capt. Charles B. Chollar proceeded to the new cemetery and decorated
400 graves in the usual manner. At 10
the column was formed by Adjt. Linus
B. Comins, Capt. Chollar and Sergt.
Maj. 0. F. Gilden as aides, and moved
in the following order: Home firing detachment, home band, the governor and
officers of the home, Cutler post, G. A.
R., Gen. Beal command, U. V. U., William Tiffany camp, U. S. W. V., Henry
W. Lawton command, U. S. W. V., of
Gardiner; Cos. A. and M. 2ndNGSM:
non-commissioned staff and veterans of
the home under command of the company officers.
At the cemetery the home band rendered a selection, followed by prayer by
Chaplain Burrage, and the graves were
decorated with flags. During this ceremony the band played a dirge. After
the exercises the column reformed and
marched back to the reservation, where
the parade was dismissed.
At 4 the band rendered a concert at
the north bandstand. The order of exercises held in the opera house in the
evening was as follows: Opening march
by orchestra; prayer by the chaplain;
Lincoln’s address at Gettysburg was read;
poem, “To Our Departed Comrades,”
read by its author, Charles E. Turner of
the home; selection by the orchestra;
oration by Col. Harrison H. Hume of Boston; “Ameiica” by the assemblage, and
benediction jy Chaplain Burrage.
were

a

Miss Grace E. Burgess,
Successor

to

George W. Burgess,

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.
JOB

BELFAST.
PRINTING.

COMMERCIAL PRINTING A SPECIALTY

25Lchild*EN

like IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

The News of Brooks.

SEARSPORT.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Miss Lucia W. Edwards left Monday for
Boston.

Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr and Miss Harriet
D. Hichbom spent June 1st in Belfast.

now

The schools in Searsport will close Friday,
June 18th.

Mr. W. J. Creamer spent Sunday with his
family and returned to Bangor by early train

Next Sunday will be observed
Day at Union Church.

Mr. E. S. Bowker and family of Belfast are
in Brooks.
as

Children's

The Good Templar lodge will have ice cream
George B. Putnam arrived last week from Monday.
Detroit, Mich.
Mr. William H. Kelley of Brewer was the and cake next Saturday evening.
Laura Kelley, June
Miss Loie Jacobs has gone to Old Orchard,
W. R. Gilkey has put a public carriage on guest of his mother, Mrs.
2nd, and left the next day for home.
where she has employment in a hotel.
the street for the summer.
Mrs. Morris Patterson returned Monday
Mrs. George Ryder is in very poor health
Louis P. Bailey has been spending a few
from a.visit of several days in Sandypoint with and will have to
go to a hospital for treatment.
days at Swan Lake, fishing.
her husband’s relatives and other friends.
Ground was broken last week for the George
A. Carver Public Library.
Sch. American Team, Capt. Israel Closson,
sailed Tuesday for New York.

Our friend “Ike" has a new trotter this seaas usual. It is a dandy colt, just the same.

Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Field returned last Friday from a visit in Reading, Mass., where they
had a pleasant though brief stay with Mr. F.’s

son,

Percy Hasty is handling the elegant team
owned by Wilber. They are fresh from the

parents.

west.

Mrs. Everett Staples has once walked to the
M. J. Dow, the dry goods man, has a new
nearby home of her son, and her friends hope
to see her in her accustomed place at line of shirtwaists of the well-known Crown
in
brand.
church.

A new sidewalk is being laid to the steamboat wharf on Steamboat avenue.
Miss Guida C. Homer of Bucksport
town last week, calling on friends.

was

soon

Clarence Forbes, who was with Harry Cates
Mr. and Mrs. Leon P. Lawton are entertainwith Stanley Roberts this
ing Mrs. L.’s mother, Mrs. Chapman of Boston, for several years, is
the present week. She arrived in town last season.
Mrs. Harriet L. Perry of Brooklyn, New Saturday.
Henry Cunningham and family and Geo.
York, arrived Tuesday for the summer.
The Young Peoples’ Guild will meet tomor- Miller and wife have moved into the Shadrach
Hall home.
Mrs. E. A. Bulker left Monday for Hartland, row, Friday, afternoon with Mrs. Albion Goodcalled there by the death of her mother.
hue, Church street. It is hoped all members
Frank Jellison of Bangor was in town Monbe
may
present.
day to attend the funeral of his father, the late
Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis returned last
The canning factory is to put in town water. /T. D. Jellison.
week from a few days stay in Boston.
The pipes are being laid on top of the ground
Mrs. Fitzgerald of Waterville has been
Arthur B. Smith of Brewer began work on for
present use. It is expected that canning visiting friends in Brooks. She was known
his cottage at Pleasant Point last wet1’..
will soon begin.
here as Miss Cora Johnson.
Schr. J. E. Wilson arrived last week from
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet for sewing
Mrs. Wilson came to Brooks last week with
Prospect with spool timber for Pike Bros.
this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Sarah Snell, her husband and they will reside here during
Mrs. John A. Scott and daughter of Ells- West Main street. All are cordially invited to the vacation season, having rooms in the house
worth were at the Searsport House last week. join in the work.
of the late Dr. A. W. Rich.
The Misses Mary and Phoebe Calkin spent
William and Flint Grinnell left last week for
This is the busy week for potato planting in
Foxcroft, where they will spend the summer. Sunday with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. this vicinity and the planting machines will be
School street, returning Monday to kept busy. A largely increased acreage will
Calkin,
Miss Abbie Doak of Belfast was the guest of
be planted here this season.
Bucksport Seminary.
Miss Lillian Mowry on Main street last week.
The following in the Primary school did not
Mrs. Samuel Boyd and son of Boothbay are
miss a day during the term: Tom Cook, Pearl
M. A. Cook returned Friday from an extended the
Dr.
and
her
of
husband,
daughter
guests
business trip to Lincolnville, Islesboro and and Mrs. C. E. Britto, Sylvan street, for a fort- Gilchrest, Faustena Roberts, Laura Jones,
Clara Green, Earle Bowden, Hollis Jones.
Brooks.
night. They arrived June 2nd.
many oi our iarmers are planting corn lor a
Sch. Julia Francis finished discharging coal j
Mr. Carl Kelley of Brewer took tea with his
forage crop. The general opinion is that it
at the Searsport Coal dock and sailed Friday
grandmother, Mrs. Laura Kelley, early last pays to do so, and now is the time to attend to
for Bangor.
week and spent the night in company with a the
job. L. A. Bachelder will plant four acres
The Stockton.
Miss Ethlind B. Havener, who has been at- I young gentleman from Bangor at
for his silo.
I
in
arrived
Boston,
tending the Emerson school
W. W. Munroe, we regret to say, is in very
Mrs. E. C. Boody recently made a trip to
home last week.
poor health at present. His physician consid- Massachusetts to visit her daughter—Lizzie
comthe
It
is
his
disease
diabetes.
ers
hoped
Edwards, as we knew her in Brooks. She left
Sch. N. E. Ayer arrived last week from
to his with her Isabelle McTaggart, the little
daaghPerth Amboy with 262 tons of coal to the ing summer may prove invigorating
worn system.
ter of Wm. and Kate McTaggart, who is to
Searsport Coal Co.
have a home there with Lizzie and her huswas
a
at
of
Edwards
F.
E.
Mr.
guest
Bangor
band.
Joseph D. Curtis, who has been spending two
weeks in town, returned to his home in Ever- The Stockton last Saturday. He called upon
It is expected that on June 15th the veterans
in the evening; and visited Mr. Locke
friends
last
week.
Mass.,
ett,
at Kidder’s Point Sunday, returning to Bangor of Company F, of the old 4th Maine Regiment,
will have their annual reunion in Brooks. Only
Pyam L. Gilkey, who has been visiting his by early train Monday.
a few of this company are now alive and it is
family the past two weeks, returned to RochThe Current Events Club will be entertained hoped that they will be cordially received by
ester, N. H., last week.
Mrs.
EvJune
16th,
by
our entire people.
Wednesday afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Fletcher have moved erett Staples, Jr., Sylvan street. The regular
Word was received last week from Ned Edinto the C. P. Ferguson house on Park street, study—Anthropology—will constitute the seswards, dated Liverpool, England. They had a
which they recently bought.
sion's work, outside of routine business.
rough passage across but he was not at all sick,
Mis Clara Atwood of Winterport was in
Mrs. M. J. Goodere left Monday to visit her which is rather strange as he never was on the
town last week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. mother in Fort Fairfield. She will return the sea for any long trip before. He took a steamer
C. Atwood on Steamboat avenue.
last of the week, accompanied by her mother, one week ahead of Prof. Files, whom he is to
who will visit for a time in the new home in accompany through Europe, as they could not
Edmun Eno has been appointed night watchStockton, which the Goodere family members take the automobile on the other steamer. He
man of the Searsport National Bank and enfound several other chauffeurs, mostly from
are greatly enjoying, being charmed with our
tered in upon his duties Saturday.
New York, who were waiting for their people,
scenery.
and he was enjoying himself very much.
from
Barge Bear Creek arrived Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith have moved
The funeral of Thomas D. Jellison was held
Perth Amboy with 1,616 tons of coal to the
the
Gilmore
from
their
farm)
(formerly
place
at his late residence Monday afternoon, June
Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point.
to the home of Mrs. S.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The
7th, Rev. David Brackett officiating.
Mr. E. L. Chaffin arrived last week from Wilfred Staples, in the so-called Robert’s dislocal choir was in attendance and a large numtrict.
Mr. Staples is in failing health and
W orcester, Mass., and is the guest of his son in
of
old
ber
his
friends
and
were
acquaintances
wished his son-in-law to manage his farming
his cottage in the W'aterhouse grove.
to take a last look at
There will be a game of base ball at Mosman
Park Saturday, June 12th, at 2 p. m.

There will be a union service at the Congregational church on Sunday, with a baccalaursermon by Rev. C. H. McElhiney.

;

interests.

the deceased.
present
The Masonic lodge, of which he had long been a
member, was in attendance and performed
their funeral ceremony at the grave.
The
bearers were O. W. Lane, R. E. Page, M. J.
Dow and A. B. Huff.
Mr. Jellison was about
80 years of age and for many years had been a
resident of this town.

Lillias N. Staples left last Friday for
en route to Newburyport and Cambridge, Mass., where she will visit her brothers
Sch. Baker Palmer, Capt. Smeed, finished and
families, going later to New Haven, Conn.,
discharging coal at the Penobscot Coal dock to spend some time with her sister and husFriday and sailed Saturday for Newport News. | band, Mr. and Mrs. Everett S. Grant. She
will be absent at least through June.
Sidney J. Treat of the Boston Pilot force
Six days of uninterrupted sunshine, with grey
was in town Thursday, the guest of his parents,
Capt. and Mrs. Forest W. Treat, on Water skies on the morning of the seventh, and a
street.
mild, quiet rain toward night, is the weather
Rev. I. H. Wharff is quite ill at his home.
report for last week: surely a good beginning
Miss Mabel 1. Nichols, who has been teach- for June. The gentle rainfall Saturday night
W. H. Page has sold his house on Willow
I
ing at Milo Junction, returned home Saturday was followed by a delightsome Sunday and street to Arthur Dockham of Prospect.
|
and is with her mother, Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on
Monday, as this week’s opening.
pleasant
Water street.
Charles Nason has moved his market from
The new building at Hersey Retreat is be- the Shaw block to the A. E. Fernald store.
E.
Elmer
to
Messrs.
hurried
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Runnells of Newburycompletion.
ing
Mr. A. H. Hanscom and family have arrived
port. Mass., were in town last week, the guests Thompson, Josiah L. and Pierce D. Lancaster
are now at work upon carpentry there, and j from Boston and opened their house for the
of Hon. and Mrs. W. T. C. Runnells on Mt.
summer.
and
is
H.
Cousens
Mr.
Frank
avenue.
polishing
painting
Ephraim
in the interior. The contract calls for the finMrs. Anne Deane, and her daughter, Mrs.
Miss Grace Richards of Camden, a trained ished domitory the first of July, we understand. )
I Kellenburg of Everett, Mass., are the guests
nurse at the Maine General Hospital in PortThe town water has already been put into of Mrs. John Kelly.
land, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. L. Sweetser
the railroad yard, at the “Y” in the Panno field
on Nichols street.
The degree staff of Mizpah Rebekah Lodge
at Lowder Brook; and the Water Co. is now
went to Unity Thursday to work the degree at
Mrs. E. H. Nickerson of Portland was in awaiting instructions as to how to make conthe District Assembly.
town last week removing the household goods nections with the high tank. They are also
The many friends of Ralph Lane will regret
from the residence of the late Charles P. Fer- expecting directions regarding the piping of
the 400 feet to the big tank at Cape Jellison to learn that he has been obliged to go to the
guson on Park street.
dock.
hospital to be operated on for appendicitis.
Payson Smith, State superintendent of
Mr. Willard Merrill of Hudson made a briei
schools, was in town June 2nd on his return
Mrs. S. Frances Bridges, who spent the winhome from attending the Waldo County Teach- ter in Belfast housekeeping in one of the tene- visit in town recently, calling on a number of
his old friends, who were all glad to see him.
ers’ Convention in Islesboro.
ments of her property, the Frye block, returned June 1st and is at present the guest of her
Miss Blanche Shaw, who has been for so
George E. Carr, who has been employed for niece and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Stathe past two years as foreman at Gilkey’s livlong an efficient teacher in our Grammar
on
her
residence
will
soon
Jr.
She
open
ples,
| school, has also resigned her position having
ery stable, has resigned his position and acMiddle street for the summer, with Mrs. Lu| completed her 30th term.
cepted a position in Rockland.
ther Grant as companion during Mr. G.’s abThe graduation excercises of the primary
Miss Mildred E. Bowen, who graduated from sence.
school, taught by Mrs. Flora Marden, took
the Boston School of Commerce, returned
the
rumor that our
to
that
We
are
glad
say
with
her
Mr.
home Thursday and is
place at the school room Wednesday afterparents,
hotel, The Stockton, was to be closed soon is noon. The little folks acquitted themselves
and Mrs. George A. Bowen on Main street.
anIt
has
been
unfounded.
definitely
entirely
finely and quite a large class received their diCalvin Austin of Boston, Henry T. Sanborn nounced that it is to be kept open under the plomas and were promoted to the Grammar
of Bangor and Fred W. Pote of Belfast were in present efficient management of Worcester school.
All arrangements are so admirably
town last week inspecting the work on the ad- Bros.
TV.nnrvirv.onnomflnt ovaroicnc nf tVn Winina
dition to the wharf of the Eastern Steamship planned and carried out at this hostelry that
it is a credit to our village. Summer guests port High school, which were held last week,
Co.
were of great interest and were well attended.
were enthusiastic in praise of the proprietors,
We certainly have a school of which we may
The many friends of Mrs. Elizabeth Blanch- their table, and the attention given last year. !
well be proud. First on the program was the
ard regret to hear of her illness. She has
From Cape Jellison piers we obtained the fol- baccalaureate sermon, which was delivered at
been confined to the house for the past month lowing report Monday afternoon: Sch. Lizzie the Methodist church
I
Sunday evening by Rev.
and is being cared for by a trained nurse from Lane sailed June 2nd with lumber for New
A. J. Lockhart, and it is needless to say that it
Bangor.
York. Sch. Northland sailed June 3rd for New was a fine one. The other exercises were held
York with a load of paper. Sch. C. Taylor ar- at Union hall, which was as usual
finely decorStephen H. Blake, who is 76 years of age rived, light, June 3rd. Schs. Julia Francis and
ated, the stage looking particularly nice. Monand one of the veteran calkers of Searsport,
arrived June 3rd, light, to load lumber. day evening was the Freshman and Sophomore
Pilgrim
each
last
calked two 28-foot power boats
week,
Sch,
Chase arrived June 2nd to take a prize recital;
Tuesday, the Junior exhibition;
boat having ten streaks, and did the job in load Henry
of edgings. Sch. Thomas Hix arrived
Thursday, the graduation exercises, winding
four days.
June 4th, light, to load lumber. The Pilgrim up Friday night with a ball. The programs
sailed June 5th with lumber for Stonington. were as follows:
James H. Duncan, accompanied by Charles
The Henry Chase sailed June 5th with edgings
C. Havener and H. Howes Savory, left last
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE PRIZE RECITAL.
week for Township No. 6 where they are en- for Rockland.
Music, Hazel Young, Pianist.
tJiuvexMiiiM
xvev. n. x*x. x uwui uccupicu tue
gaged in surveying timber lands for the Great
I The Legend of St. Freda,
Northern Paper Co.
pulpit last Sunday morning and gave an excelAnnie Louise Hughes
lent sermon, spiritually uplifting, earnest and Gualberto’s Victory,
Leola Marguerite Joslin
J. F. Spellman’s crew who have been at
which
was
and
reverential,
generally appre- The Polish Boy,
Morton Lester Carleton
work on the extension of the E. S. S. Co.’s wharf ciated
by the large congregation, judging from
Music.
here have gone to work at Northport on the the close attention
all present. She Last Charge of Marshal Ney,
by
paid
wharf there, after which they will return and left
Monday forenoon for Orono to attend the
Annie Ellen Morgan
build a new freight house.
graduation exercises at the University of The Gladiator,
Manley Augustus Rich
Maine. A parish meeting of the society, will The Picknickianson Ice,
The Senior class of the Searsport High
be held the present week, to take some action,
Frank Chester Littlefield
School will give a reception in Union Hall Frirelative to calling a successor to Rev. H. E.
Music.
day evening, June 18th. There will be a short j Rouillard, who
will preach his farewell dis- The Switchman’s Story, Mildred Hannah Cole
the
will
be
and
folentertainment
reception
as announced last Sunday.
How Persimmons Took Care “ob de” Baby,
lowed by dancing. The affair will be public, course next Sunday,
desires to see some one settled before his
Charles Colman Simpson
and it is hoped that the townspeople will show He
departure.
On The Other Train,
Mary Theresa Hughes
their interest by attending
Music.
Last Sunday as the Misses Sadie and Maud
A jolly crowd ot about two hundred and fifty
Mrs.
Wm.
Femald, Mrs. R. S. Rundlett,
of Mr. Simeon B. Merri- Judges:
excursionists from Van Buren, Caribou and Merrithew, daughters
Mr. C. R. Eaton.
were sitting in a carriage by the roadside
other points along the line of the B. & A. rail- thew,
JUNIOR EXHIBITION.
at Kidder’s Point waiting for the pulling out
road, came down Sunday to Kidder’s Point and of the
Van Buren excursion train before drivMusic.
had a picnic dinner at Penobscot Park.
Many
across the railroad track a buckboard from
Columbia’s Banner
Recitation,
of them took sails on the motor boats in the ing
intoxicated
driven
an
man,smashby
Eva Christine Jepson.
harbor and buckboard rides through the town. Searsport
ed into their buggy, overturning it and throwand Future,
Present
Past.
Essay,
A large number of them took breakfast at the
both young ladies upon the ground.
One
Gladys Estelle Cole.
hotel. They returned home late in the after- ing
buckboard
wheel
ran over the shoulder of Miss
Jem’s Last Ride
Recitation,
noon.
Maud, severely injuring the joint and bruising
Ruth Francena Dyer.
the body. The doctors think no bones are
Music.
Obituary. Albert R. George, who had been
Scene at Niagara Falls
in failing health for the past year with kidney broken, but at this writing, Monday, the limb is Recitation,
almost helpless. Such reckless driving is repVerna Asenath Clark.
trouble, passed away at the residence of RayMiss
M.’s
rehensible
and
most
A Hidden Treasure
dangerous!
He was
i Essay,
mond Ward in Prospect June 1st.
Harold Reuben Varney.
born in Searsport July 10, 1852, the son of Sam- escape from more serious injuries seems wonThe Maiden Martyr
uel C. and Susan (Towle) George. He learned derful. We hope her recovery may prove Recitation,
Ruth Agnes McDonough.
the carriage maker’s trade in Massachusetts, rapid.
Music.
Returnwhere he worked for several years.
work
at
his
Recitation,
to
he
continued
to
College Oil Cans
Reward
$100
$100
ing
Searsport
Helen Moulton Calderwood.
trade until failing health compelled him to reThe
readers
of
this
be
will
to
the
paper
pleased
Beyond
tire.
Funeral services were held Thursday
Alps Lies Rome
Essay,
Frances Marie Lougee.
and the interment was in Elmwood Cemetery. learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its Recitation,
The New South
Mildred Sarah Donlin.
Dodge’s Corner.
Mrs. Annie McGlathery stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
A Thrilling Sketch
Harden died recently in Contoocook, N. H., Cure is the only positive cure now known to Recitation,
and her remains were brought to Winter port the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a conLeroy Henry Smith.
Music.
for burial. Mrs. Harden was a granddaughter | stitutional disease, requires a constitutional
of the late W. J. Dodge of this place and has treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inGRADUATION EXERCISES.
the
blood
and
many old friends and relatives here who ex- ternally, acting directly upon
tend sympathy to the husband and daughter in mucous surfaces of the system, thereby de- Prayer
Music.
their bereavement_ Mrs. C. S. Chapin of stroying the foundation of the disease, and
The Last Banquet
Recitation,
Camden arrived last Sunday to visit her son, giving the patient strength by building up the
Blanche Marion Belches.
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
George E. Chapin. Mrs. Chapin is 91 years of work.
A
Journey Among the Alps
The proprietors have so much faith in Essay,
age and remarkably smart.Mr. and Mrs.
Asenath Annie Carleton.
Ernest Nickerson and son of Portland arrived its curative powers that they offer One HunThe Spirit of Liberty
last Saturday to spend a vacation of two weeks dred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Essay,
Howard Hollis Crimmin.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Matthews. Send for list of testimonials.
Miss Marie Wardwell
Vocal Solo,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
How He Saved St. Michael’s
Recitation,
Sold by all Druggists 75c.
4t23
Cole.
Estelle
Gladys
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Lasca
Recitation,
Smith.
Leroy Henry
The Meaning of America
Essay,
Harold Reuben Varney.
Miss Marie Wardwell
Vocal Solo,
The Pilot's Story
Recitation,
Two rooms easily connected with
Grace Dilla Colson.
“Pro Patria”
use ot bath.
to
Recitation,
Apply
Frances Marie Lougee.
H. E. MCDONALD,
,
Stepping Over the Threshold
Essay,
Verna Arsenath Clark.
M Church or 70 Main Street
"
22tf
Music, Orchestra.
eate

Mrs.

Boston,

WiNTERPORT.

TO

LET

PRICE CURRENT.

BELFAST

The diplomas were conferred by Mr. C. R.
Hill, and Ellery Bowden, Esq., awarded the
prises, as follows: Prize for best rank, Frances
Lougee; prise for algebra, Leyton Young, 1st
prize for English, Leola Joslin, 2nd prize for

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Grace Colson. At the close of the
graduation exercises a great surprise was in
store for the teacher. John I. Frederick,
who,
for business reasons is retiring from the school
Mr. C. R. Hill came forward and called him to
the stage. His entrance was the signal for
great applause, and when Mr. Hill, with a few
well chosen remarks, presented him with a
beautiful silver loving cup, the gift of his
pupils, the enthusiasm increased. Mr. Frederick was so touched by this unexpected tribute
to his faithful service that it was with difficulty he replied.

14.00al6.00
0.00 Hay,
Apples, per bu,
"■ dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
74a8
18
2.76a3.00 Lamb, Spring,
Seans, pea,
Lamb
40
3.70a8.90
Skins,
Y.
E„
Seans,
9al0
26a27 Hutton,
gutter,
60
6a8 Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
61
85
Potatoes,
fore
quarters,
Beef,
8
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
14
10.00
Straw,
Cheese,
1*
26a28
Turkey,
Chicken,
13 Tallow,
3
Calf Skins,

MONROE.
Rev. C. H. McElhiney of Searsport will deliver the Memorial sermon for the Odd Fellows at the village church June 13th, at 2.30 p.
m.
Every one is cordially invited, and all
should avail themselves of the opportunity of

jeese,

English,

hearing

so

public-spirited

a

Agricultural ImpletMI

PAID PRODUCER.

PRODUCE MARKET.

WE ARE AGENT8

For the

Eelrg’

FoSl’

speaker.The

14 Wheat Meal,

Cardi

;

I

BATEMAN MANUFACTURING CO

4

“IRON AGE”

Riding Cultivators

Horse Hoes, Shovel Plows.

I

and Robbins’ Potato p!;,..

fl

BELCHER & TAYLOR GO
King

of the Corn Field Planter,

Hussey

Plow Co.

Union Lock and Pittsburgh

daughter.
Lufkin. In Deer Isle, May 21, to Mr, and
Mrs. Frank G. Lufkin, a daughter.
Lunt. In Boston, Mass., June 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Winfield Lunt, a daughter, Harriet Sim-

sons.

I

Including Sulky Plows, Steel Beam Plows, Swivel pi,
Cultivators, Spring and Wheel Harrows, Steel Scrap, , **B

Bartlett. In Stonington, May 23, to Mr.
ind Mrs. Augustus Bartlett, a daughter.
Burns. In Waterville, June 5, to Mr. and
Mrs. Caleb E. S. Bums, a son.
Eaton. In Stonington, May 21, to Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Calvin Ames Eaton, a daughter.
Grindle. In North Brooksville, May 22, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grindle, a son.
Joy. In Camden, June 1, to Mr. and Mrs.

Charles Elmer Joy,

I

Syracuse Chilled Plow Co

BORN

..

jfl

Including
Farming Implements, Farm tya
Cream Separators, Manure
Spreaders, Deering & Mof
Mowing Machines.

Beef, Corned,
41
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20|Oat Meal,
5
93 Onions,
Corn
13al4
88 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Com,
6
88
Pollock,
Corn Meal,
13
16 Tork,
Cheese,
1.13
1.80 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
8a9
Rye Meal,
3J
Codfish, dry,
1.60
OOShorts,
Cranberries,
6
13 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
38
7.60a8.25 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
05
2.25'Sweet
Potatoes,
G.
H.
Seed,

W. C. T. U. met with the president, Miss S. A.
Mansur, June 4th. It was a good meeting.
The next meeting will be with Mary J. Haley,
in two weeks_A fire caught from an unknown cause in the brush above the cemetery,
where the wood and lumber had been cut off
last winter, and ran over 25 or 30 acres of land,
including several acres of wood lot belonging
to Lewis Ritchie and Walter Twombly, who
have suffered a considerable loss. Had the
wind been from the opposite direction the vilMrs. Austin
lage would have been in danger
Ricker has been having a severe attack of
nervous prostration and is yet confined to her
bed-A few Rebekahs from Monroe lodge attended the district meeting in Unity.... Elijah
Ritchie of Belfast was in town this week....
Monday was the most beautiful Memorial day
Monroe ever remembers. It seemed a fitting
day for the occasion... Miss Viola Conant has
returned to her school in Hebron after being
home sick a few days-Mrs. Almeda Brown
is having a cellar dug and will move her house
on it and build an L... Master Freddie Palmer
goes to Belfast once a week to take violin les-

I

all kinds of

RETAIL MARKET.

RETAIL PRICE.

I

■

International Harvester Co

18 Veal,
9al0
26
22 Wool, unwashed,
14 Wood, hard,
4.00a4.50
18 Wood, soft,
8.00

Duck

following companies and carry their goxlx

a

Perfe^

Poultry Netting.
We buy the above goods direct from
Do not buy until you see us.

nons.

Rodgers. In Camden. May 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilfred Rodgers, a son.

the

p)o

manufacture

MARRIED
~In Rockland, May 27, John
3aul Coburn and Sarah L. Watts, both of Rockand.
In St. George. May 29,
Clark-Smalley.
derritt M. Clark and Miss Nettie C. Smalley,
>oth of St. George.
j
Dean-Knight. In Camden, May 29, Ralph
lean and Miss Lettie Knight, both of Camden, j
Freeman-Hurd. In Winterport, June 2, by j
lev. I. H. W. Wharff, D. D., Herbert A. Free- j
Miss Rosabelle C. Hurd, both of I
nan and
I
)rrington.
Hunt-Walls. In Vinalhaven, May 28, Her- j
>ert L. Hunt and Fannie L. Walls, both of j
/inalhaven.
Tarker-Staples. In Hampden, June 5, Wiliam E. Parker of Winterport and Miss Almanza
Staples of Monroe.
(

[
-----I

obi kn

Watts.

WE CARRY ST. LOUIS RED

j

SHIP NEWS.

DEVOE’S LEAD AND ZINC PAINT.

Have

Clara A.
AMERICAN PORTS.
widow of Andrew F. Bowdoin, a naNew York, June 1. Ar, schs. Abbie C. Stubbs, j (Morse),
and 7
79
4
months
years,
St. John, N. B.; Almeda Willey, do.; Damietta tive of Lisbon, aged
Burial at Belmont.
& Joanna, Green Island; sld, bark Mannie Swan, days.
Clark. In Rockland, May 30, Florence A.
San Juan; 2, sld, sch. Lyman M. Law, Femanaged 29 years, 7 months and 11 days.
dina; 3, ar, schs. Charlotte T. Sibley, Stoning- ! Clark,
Coombs. In Bangor, June 2, Mrs. Sarah F.
ton for Philadelphia; D. H. Rivers, Gulfport; I
widow of Philip Coombs, aged 78 years,
sld, sch. Carrie E. Look, Norfolk; 4, ar, schs. Coombs,
11 months and 18 days.
Henry R. Tilton, Somes Sound; Ada J. CampDean. In Lincolnville, June 6, John C. Dean,
; bell, Stonington; Harriet C. Whitehead, do.;
62 years.
i 5, ar, schs. Izetta, Bangor; Annie P. Chase, do.; aged
In Prospect, J”ne 1, Albert R.
George.
Caroline Gray, Somes Sound; Hattie H. Barof Searsport, aged 56 years, 10 months
George
bour, do.; 6, ar, schs. Northland, Stockton; Jes- and 22
days.
sie Lena, St. John, N. B.; Rebecca M. Walls,
Gross. In Stonington, May 24, Johnson B.
Swans Island, Me.; Charlotte W. Miller, Ston64 years, 2 months and 25 days.
Gross,
aged
1 ington, Maine; Samuel Hart, Bangor via New7
Gross. In Orland, May 28, Mrs. Ruby S.
I Haven; Odell, New Bedford; 8, ar, schs. Marion
87 years and 6 months.
! Draper, Bangor, via Plum Island; Wm. H. Dav- Gross, aged
Levanseller. In Waldo, June 3, Sarah W.,
:
enport, Stonington, Me.; Fannie & Fay, do., via widow of John K. Levanseller,
aged 85 years.
j New London; Jeremiah Smith, Rockport, Me.;
Morton. In Lowell, Mass., May 30, Andrew
j Susan N. Pickering, New Haven.
J. Morton of Rockport, aged 72 years.
Boston, June 2. Ar, schs. Aetna, GeorgeI
In Rockport, May 31, John
RadclifFe.
j town, S. C., via Jamestown, R. I. (towed from '<
Radcliffe, aged 79 years.
i latter port); Hannah F. Carlton, Sackville, N. Chaples
In Belfast, June 7, Levi L. Robbins,
Robbins.
! B.; Theoline, Brunswick; Henry B. Fiske, Jack68 years, 8 months and 2 days.
sonville; Van Allens Boughton, Philadelphia; aged
Robinson. In Boston, Mass., May 28, Irving
! Florence Leland, do.; William Pickering, BanD. Robinson, aged 49 years, 1 month and 13
gor; 4, cld, schs. George W. Wells, Baltimore:
days. Interment at Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Gov. Ames, Newport News.
Smalley. In Thomaston, May 28, Elsie J.,
Philadelphia, June 2. Ar, sch. Young Broth- widow of the late Capt. Edwin S. Smalley, aged
ers, Kennebec; barge Henry Clay, Belfast; 3,
64 years.
cld, sch. Horace A. Stone, Knights Key; 4, cld,
Swazey. In Bucksport, June 2, Miss Martha
schs. Harold B. Cousens, St. John, N. B.; WilD. Swazey, aged 76 years and 5 months.
I liam J. Lermond, Belfast; cld, sch. James W.
Willey. In Camden. June 3, Charles FredElwell, Grand Turk.
erick, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearl G. Willey, aged
Reedy Island, June 8. Passed up, sch. Char- 1 month and 8
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THE BELFAST
W. H.

Cents
DEPARTMENT,«STORE.

RICHARDS, 45 Main Street

i

I_

Add This Fact to Your Store of

Knowledge

Kidney disease advances so rapidly that many
a person is firmly in its grasp before aware of
its progress. Prompt attention should be given
the slightest symptom of kidney disorder. If
there is a dull pain in the back, headaches,
Searsport.
San Juan, P. R., May 31. Ar, bark Freeman, dizzy spells or a tired, worn-out feeling, or if
Sierra Leone.
the urine is dark, foul-smelling, irregular and
Bahia Honda, Fla., May 30. Ar, sch. Jacob
attended with pain, procure a good kidney remM. Haskell, Baltimore.
at once.
Bridgeport, Ct., June 1. Ar, schs. Abbie In- edy
Your townspeople recommend Doan’s Kidney
galls, Bangor; Telumah, do.; 4, ar, sch. Hattie
Lord, Stockton (lost foretopmast).
Pills. Read this statement of this Belfast citiGuanica, P. R., June 2. Ar, sch. Medford, zen.
Philadelphia.
W. R. Clifford, Northport avenue, Belfast,
Jacksonville, June 2. Sld, sch. Adelaide Barbour, New York; 6, ar, sch. Francis, Philadel- ; Me., says: “I can only add to the statement I
phia; 8, ar, sch. Wm. E. Downes, Providence. ! gave endorsing Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1905,
Key West, June 3. Ar, sch. Edgar W. Murthat whenever I have used them since, they
dock, Rockport.
Honolulu, June 4. Ar, stmr. Virginian, Col- have always proven just as effective as in the
cord, San Francisco.
first instance. A severe attack of kidney
Beaufort, S. C., June 5. Sailed from Chehaw, trouble led me to use this
remedy. There was
sch. Mark Pendleton, Dodge, New York.
Fernandina, June 4. Sailed, sch. William H. a constant dull pain across the region of my
Sumner, New York; 5, sld, sch. Tofa, New York; kidneys, sapping my strength and making me
8, ar, sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Providence.
miserable. There were other sympSavannah, June 5. Sailed, sch. White Wings, generally
toms of kidney complaint in evidence which
Norfolk.
Tamna. June 6. Ar. sch. Stanley H. Miner. ! plainly proved that my kidneys were at fault.
Apalachicola, to load for north of Hatteras.
Having my attention called to Doan’s Kidney
Bangor, June 2. Ar, sch. Harold L. Berry,
a
and two boxes comBoothbay; sld, sch. Portland’Packet, Weymouth; Pills, I procured supply
4, ar, schs. Wm. B. Palmer, Newport News; pletely cured the attack. I have been pracAlice E. Clark, do.; sailed, sch. Carrie A. Bucktically free from kidney trouble since and still
nam, Frankfort and New York; 5, ar, schs.
continue to advise anyone I hear complaining
Elsie
Perth
Baltimore;
Crescent,
*A. Bayles,
Amboy; Northern Light, Boftton; sld, sch. Clar- of their kidneys to give Doan’s Kidney Pills a
ence H. Venner, SargentvHle and New York;
trial.”
6, ar, schs. N. E. Ayer, Searsport; Grace Davis,
Price 50 cents. FosFor sale by all dealers.
Winterport; sld, sch. James W. Paul, Jr., New
York; 7, ar, sch. Otronto, Perth Amboy; sailed, ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
sch. Helen G. King, Boston; 8, sailed, schs. Wm. for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
B. Palmer, Norfolk; Alice E. Clark, do.; Lizzie
D. Small, New York; Harold L. Berry, Scituate. other.
1.
N.
sch.
Lizzie
June
Sld,
Stockton,
Lane,
■■ -i
Y.; 2, ar, sch. C. Taylor, 3d, StoningtSn; sailed, ■
sch. Northland, New York; 3, ar, schs. Annie
Bliss, South Amboy; Alice P. Turner, -; 4,
ar, schs. Henry Chase, Rockland; Thomas Hix,
do.; 5, sld, schs. Henry Chase, Rockland; C. Taylor 3d, Stonington; Pilgrim, do.; 7, sailed, schs.
Susie P. Oliver, New York; American Team, do. ;
Eastport, June 3. Arrived, sch. Arthur V. S. !
Woodruff, Magdalene Islands.
Searsport, June 3. Ar, barge Bear Creek,
Perth Amboy; 6, sld, sch. Baker Palmer, New-

port News.

Annie and Reuben, Boston.

FOREIGN PORTS.

▼

Black River, Ja., May 29. Sld, sch. Herald,
Chester Pp
St. John, N. B., June 2. Cld, sch. Isaiah K. !
Stetson, City Island; 4, cleared, sch. R. Bowers,
City Island.

is not the Star of Bethlehem

THISbut

a

to the best

MISCELLANY.

Jacksonville, May 30. During a heavy squall
today sch. John H. May dragged her anchor
and fouled schooner Fanny Prescott, breaking
spanker boom. Sch. Clara E. Randall swung
her stern heavily against sch. George A. McFadden, doing slight damage.
Phippsburg, Me., June 3. The three-masted
schooner Richard W. Clark, named for a resident of Marion, Mass., was launched Thursday
in the presence of a party from New Bedford,
Mass. Captain A. A. Corey of New Bedford
will go in command of the craft, which is 148.9
feet long, 33.8 feet beam, 13.8 feet deep and of

guiding star to guide
place to buy your

you

MONUMENTAL
WORK
a large ^variety of finished
work ready to letter. Also the best and
latest designs, and can execute your

We have

orders

Give

promptly and satisfactorily.
us a

call.

A. S.

HEAL,

BRIDGE STREET,

jhat in all the financial transactions In the U.
s. but 6 % is done with currency, the other 94
°/c being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? It you do not already keep a checking account start one now and you will realize
from its convenience and safety why above is
true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. The

will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.
DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE

or

ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
ORGANIZED

1881.

CASH

Grocery Store.
CASH PAID FOR

70 MAIN smr

PRIME WESTERN BEEF. CORNED BEEF

POTATOES

FOR SALE

WANTED.
-NEW

KNOWLTON & GRANT.

21 tf

Maxwell $525 to $1750.
Bench

Holiday Closing.
BELFAST AND MOOSEHEAD
RAILROAD COMPANY

LAKE

Other makes

on

SECOND II \N
1 Ford 4-cyl. Runabout
gear, 1

Stanley Steamei
Call to see tin

Read

Garage

i

High Street, Be

I.

HALLET &

DAV'3

Clerk’s Office,
[
Belfast, Me., June 3, 1909. \
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting of this corporation will be held at the Court
House in Belfast, Wednesday, July 7, 1909, at
10 o’clock a. m., for the following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
2nd. To elect nine directors for the ensuing
CASH

year.

To act on a change in the by-laws in rea quorum.
gard
4th. To act on any other business that may
22
legally come before said meeting.
Per order.

OK

3d.

to

BELFAST.

Cottage at Little River. Apply to
M. E. BROWN, High Street.

Automobile!

from 7 to 10 cents a pound.

TAG

DAY

Benefit of

TO LET
A

|h. e. McDonald

COUNTRY PRODUCE.

The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
stores have agreed upon the observance of
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
day Memorial Day; on the 4th of July all day,
observing Monday when the National holiday
falls on Sunday; Labor Day, Thanksgiving and
20tf
Christmas prill close all day.

Stonington, June 5.* Sailed, schs. Hattie C.
Luce, New York; Jennie S. Hall, Barnstable;

503 gross tonnage.
San Francisco, May 25. Capt. Chapman of
ship Shenandoah has gone to Honolulu to take
command of ship Dirigo, which is loading sugar
for the Atlantic. Capt. Goodwin of the Dirigo
will retire temporarily. Meanwhile H. S. Bates
will have charge of the Shenandoah.
Rockland, June 2. The schooner Alaska,
abandoned in a damaged condition a week ago
five miles southeast of Vineyard Sound lightship, was towed here today by the tug Fred E.
Richards and will be taken to Lubec, where she
The accident
was bound with a cargo of coal.
happened while the schooner was trying to enter Vineyard Haven, the mainmast, foremasthead and sails being carried away by the wind

Street,

days.

Philadelphia,

Baltimore, June 1. Ar, sch. Joseph G. Ray,
I Port Tampa; 3, ar, sch. Margaret Thomas, Port
Tampa; 4, sailed, schs. Harry T. Hayward, San
j Juan, Humacoa and Ponce, P. R.; Gov. Powers,
Bahia^ Honda
I
Newport News, June 1. Arrived, schs. Davis
j Palmer, Searsport; Elm City, do.; 2, ar, sch.
Maude Palmer, Carter, New York; 3, ar, sch.
| George E. Walcott, Bangor; 4, sld, sch. Lucmda
Sutton, Bangor; 7, ar, sch. Mary E. Palmer,
Bangor; 8, sld, sch. George E. Walcott, Bangor.
Norfolk, June 3. Ar, sch. Harw'ocd Palmer,
Searsport; 4, sailed, sch. Robert H. McCurdy,
Jacksonville; 8, sld, schooner Harwood Palmer,

MARINE

HALL,

Rockland, June 1,

>

Sibley, Stonington

just received One Car of TILE P|pE

DIED
In

Bdwdoin.

lotte T.

SEAL,

BURGESS £ FORBES, MASURY’S RAILROAD
LEAD,

Girls Home
T. S.

THOMPSON,

BELFAST,
Telephone 139

MAINE'.

Saturday,

June

See particulars in the rJW
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